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Abstract:
This report gives a detailed accountof relativistic quantum field theory in the grandcanonicalensemble.Three approachesarediscussed:

traditional EuclideanMatsubara,and two recentlydevelopedreal-timemethods,namely,Minkowskian time-pathandthermofield dynamics.The
first two formulationsare derivedin aunified mannerfrom the path-integralrepresentationfor thecontour-orderedgeneratingfunctional. Fields
with spin andgaugefields, in particular,areincluded. Zero-temperaturerenormalizabilityis shownto imply UV finitenessat any temperatureand
density.Thermofield dynamics,which is basicallyanoperatortheory, is presentedin a C*~algebraiccontext.Releventpartsof theHHW formalism
of quantumstatisticalmechanics,andtheTomita—Takesakitheoryareexplained.The next chaptercontainsan analysisof thestructureandanalytic
propertiesof theself-energyandits relationto the full propagator.In this connectiontheconceptof a statisticalquasiparticleis briefly described.
This is followed by adiscussionof thermalW1’ identities.Resultsareappliedto discusstransversalityof theSU(N) gluon polarizationtensor.The
final chapterdeals with the diagrammaticrules for evaluatingthe pressureand energydensity. The energy—momentumtensor is analyzedas a
compositeoperator,and a renormalizedvirial theoremis establishedto provide the link with thethermodynamicpotential. The pressureof the
SU(N) chromoplasmais calculatedup to third order.

1. Introduction

Since the first developmentof relativistic many-bodytheory [2.1—2.8]the subjecthasnow reached
maturity, andhasgrown into what is knownasfield theoryat finite temperatureanddensity(FTFT), or
statisticalfield theory.The presentinterestin thisamalgamationof field theory andstatisticalmechanics
springs from the realization that many problems encounteredexperimentallyand theoretically in
particle physics have many-body aspects[6.21]. A pertinent example is the deconfinementphase
transition that is expectedto occur in hadronic matter at a densityof about 1 fm3 [6.1—6.24].This
quark-liberatingtransitionis predictedby latticeQCD calculationsto occurat temperturesin the range
150—250MeV, or at lower temperaturesprovided the chemical potential is sufficiently large
[6.16,6.18,6.22]. In naturethe quark—gluonplasma may haveexisted in the earlyuniverse,andthe
phase transition may have played a role in the formation of dark matter [6.12,6.13,6.19]. It is
conceivablethat it is formed in the collapseof heavy stars [6.1,6.3, 6.4]. The hope evenexists that
smalldropletsof short-livedquark—gluonplasmamaybe createdin heavy-ioncollision experimentsin
the nearfuture [6.4,6.8, 6.14].

Seenfrom a moregeneralperspective,it hasbeenthepossibilityof phasetransitionsin spontaneously
brokengauge theoriesat finite temperature[2.3,2.6,2.7,7.3,7.19] that hasbeenresponsiblefor the
increasedinterestin FTFI’ sincethe earlyseventies.This observationlies at the basis,for example,of
the inflationary scenario[7.17,7.20], andrecentlymuchdiscussionhasconcernedsuperstringcosmology
in which the old ideaof a limiting temperaturehas beenrevived [7.25,7.27]. Furthermore,it maywell
be that thermal effects have a profound influence on the stability structure of field theory
[7.7,7.26, 7.28, 7.31]. Chern—Simonsmassterms [7.12,7.23] may be inducedby thermaleffects, and
the remarkable analogy with curved space effects has been appreciatedfor some time now
[9.21,12.23,8.131.Should thingscometo unfathomeddepths,‘t Hooft’s density-matrixtheory of black
holes maybe quoted [12.24].

In the present report we shall be concernedwith the basic formal content of FTFT and its
perturbativestructurefrom a functionalpoint of view. On this level two modesof descriptionmaybe
distinguished.Historically the oldest, and most often used,is the imaginary-time(Euclidean)formal-
ism. It is basedon the formalanalogy,first noticedby F. Bloch [1.1], betweeninversetemperatureand
imaginary time, and it leadsto so-calledtemperatureGreenfunctions with purely imaginary time
arguments.That is, one works in Euclideanspace.The formalism was developedby many authors
[1.3—1.33,2.1, 2.2], but is usuallynamedafter Matsubara,who wasthe first to setup a diagrammatic
perturbationtheory for the grandpartition function on a field-theoreticbasis [1.3]. Importantstepsin
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the further developmentof this many-body theory at finite temperaturewere the introductionof a
Fourier representation[2.1,1.9, 1.121 (cf. [2.22]for history) and the functional formulation of the
theory [1.2,1.26,2.5,2.17].

In Fourier language,the Matsubaraformalism involves discretecomplex energies, the so-called
Matsubarafrequencies[2.1], which appearboth on internaland external lines of Feynmandiagrams.
The internal energieshave to be summedover for which purposeseveral standardalgorithms are
available [1.20,1.22, 1.23, 6.2—6.4, 2.8, 2.14, 2.15, 10.10]. The externalenergies,on the other hand,
posea problem becausethey define the Green functions at a discreteset of points in the complex
energyplane. But in order to answerdynamicalquestions,a knowledgeof real-timeGreenfunctionsis
usuallyindispensable.This implies that the temperatureGreenfunctionshaveto beextendedfrom the
discreteenergiesto the real axis. In principle [1.9,1.12, 1.18,1.30, 7.15}, this extensioncan be obtained
by a processof analyticcontinuation,but in the caseof severalcomplexvariablesthis is a mathematical-
ly difficult task. Moreover, evenin the caseof a single externalenergy,one is confrontedwith the
problemthat such an analyticextensionis not uniquewithout furtherdelimitations.This shouldnot be
entirely enteredon the debit side, as the inherentfreedomof analyticcontinuationcan be exploitedto
define new conceptssuch as that of a statisticalquasiparticle[10.4,10.5, 10.10, 10.13, 10.14, 10.151.
Furthermore,the formalismis well suitedto the evaluationof static thermodynamicproperties,i.e. the
thermodynamicpotential [1.3, 1.25, 1.30, 2.8, 2.14, 2.15]. The basic disadvantageof the Matsubara
formalism lies in the unphysicalrepresentationof time andenergy.Moreover, systematicallyperform-
ing the frequencysumsonefinds a proliferationof so-calledvertex-ordereddiagrams[1.20, 1.23, 1.25,
2.81.

Analytic continuationcan be avoided by a different approachto FIFT which is known as the
Minkowski-spaceor time-path formalism. This approachcan be tracedback to the early work of
Schwinger[3.1],Keldysh [3.2] andothers[3.3—3.7]on non-equilibriumquantumstatistics.It is based
on the conceptof a closedtime contourin the complexplanerunningparallelto the real-timeaxisand
back. It involves the use of both time- and anti-time-orderedGreenfunctionsand gives rise to an
effective doublingof the degreesof freedom.Specializingthe time-pathmethodto equilibrium, Niemi
and Semenoff[3.11,3.12] haverecently developeda transparentpath-integralformulation of FIFT
allowing the computationof Greenfunctionsdirectly as functionsof continuousreal energyvariables.
Perturbativecalculations and Feynmanintegrals are very similar to those in vacuum field theory
[4.13,3.121, and one of the virtues of the formalism is that the whole renormalizationmachinery
[4.13,3.12,3.161, andthe renormalizationgroupequations[8.5,8.15,4.40, 8.21, 8.23], in particular,are
easily incorporated.The doubling of degreesof freedom alluded to above leadsto a 2 x 2 matrix
structureof propagatorsand self-energies.This featureimplies that in higher ordersa much larger
numberof diagramshas to be takeninto accountas comparedto the vacuumtheory; cf. [4.13, 4.12,
8.8, 8.9—8.11, 8.19]. However, we noticed alreadythat a similar proliferation occursin a systematic
treatmentof the Matsubaraformalism.Perhapsa moreseriousdrawbackof the real-timemethodlies in
the occurrenceof certainsingularitiesin intermediatestagesof calculation. If one is careful enough,
however,and properly regularizesthe theory, thesepathologiesare guaranteedto cancel out among
themselvesin the end [4.13, 3.12, 4.12, 8.8]. Early attempts at real-time techniquesignored the
aforementionedmatrix structure,which led to hopelessdifficulties [2.6].

The time-pathapproachto FTFT is tailor-madefor the calculationof Greenfunctions.Although in
principle the full theory may be reconstructedfrom thesequantities,an operatorformulationof FTFT
might bevaluablefor bothpracticalandtheoreticalpurposes.In the first place,operatortechniqueslike
canonical transformationswould then become available, and secondly it might lead to a deeper
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understandingof FTFT. In particular,it might explainwhy a doubling of the degreesof freedomis
necessaryin the real-timeformalismbut not in the Matsubaraformalism.Suchanoperatorformulation
wasdevelopedby Umezawain the earlyseventies[4.1,4.2] (cf. [4.17,4.311). Thefirst completeversion
was laid down in a seminalpaperby TakahashiandUmezawa[4.3], whocoinedthe namethermofield
dynamics(TFD). The central,idea is the doubling of the Hilbert spaceof states.This permitsthermal
averages,which aretracesover Fock spacein the ordinary formulation, to be written as expectation
valueswith respectto a single state,called the thermalvacuum.The operatorson this doubledspace
areeffectively doubledin numberas well. Within this framework quantumfield theory can naturally be
extendedto finite temperaturewithout havingto considerimaginary time.

Subsequently,thermo field dynamicswas developedextensively[4.4—4.18] andappliedto problems
in condensedmatter physics [4.7] as well as high-energyphysics [8.1—8.32].Later it also becameclear
[4.4,4.6] that a close relationship exists with the so-called Haag—Hugenholtz—Winnink(HHW)
formulation of quantumstatistical mechanics[5.3]. Here the doubling of the degreesof freedom,
appearingfor the first time in the work of Araki and Woods on the ideal Bose gas [5.1], naturally
emerges.Moreover,it couldbe shownthat TFD leadsto the sameFeynmanrulesas aparticularvariant
of the time-pathmethod [4.9,4.14].

In presentingFTFT in this reportwe shall not follow the historicaldevelopmentas sketchedabove.
Instead, we opt for a unified derivationof both imaginary- and real-timeformalisms basedon the
contour-dependentFeynman—Matthews—Salampath-integral formula [12.1, 12.2, 1.26, 3.11, 3.16].
Since the various topics, as listed in the table of contents,are conciselydiscussedat the beginningof
eachsection,we will be brief here.In chapter2 the rulesfor writing downthe generatingfunctionalwill
be derived.Higher-spinandmasslessgaugefields will be examined,andspecialattentionwill be paidto
somesubtletiesthat havenot always beenfully appreciatedin the literature. In the last sectionof this
chapterwe shall derive thermofield dynamicsfrom the HHW formalism,emphasizingthe role of the
thermodynamiclimit, and relevant parts of the underlyingTomita—Takesakitheory [5.5,5.7] will be
presented.(Onemayentertainthe hope that this conceptualframework could havesomebearingon
‘t Hooft’s theory mentioned earlier; indeed, the possible relevance of TFD to black-hole ther-
modynamicshasalreadybeenrecognizedas earlyas 1976 by Israel [12.15].)

As it will turn out, in chapter3, the full many-bodypropagatorand self-energyobtainedin the
real-timemethod,on the one hand,and in the imaginary-timemethod,on the other, areintimately
related.Having discussedthis relationship,wegive someillustrative examplesof real-timecalculations
for the SU(N) gaugetheory. For this casewe alsodiscusssymmetry,BRSinvariance,and Slavnov—
Taylor identities.

Chapter4, which is mainly technicalin content,is devotedto the calculationof the thermodynamic
potential, that is, the thermodynamicpressure.As is often stated,the Matsubaraformalism is well
suited for this purpose.However, in the caseof an infrared (IR) singular Yang—Mills theory the
trustworthinessof the perturbativeexpressionsis open to doubt. As a case in point we discussthe
plasmoneffect in SU(N)) [10.11,10.15]. In the real-timemethod the thermodynamicpotentialis less
directly accessible,but in perturbationtheory the interactionpart can be computedstraightforwardly
enough [4.21]. Identification with the hydrostaticpressurenecessitatesa detaileddiscussionof the
renormalizedthermalenergy—momentumtensor,and the virial theorem[3.16].

A number of important topics had to be left out for lack of space,although we do provide basic
references.The first is the effective potentialat finite temperatureand density,which determinesthe
phasestructureof a (gauge)field theory. Literaturein which the Matsubaratechniqueis employedis
abundant[2.6, 7.3, 7.5, 7.6, 7.20]. It mostly usesJackiw’s elegantmethodof computing the effective
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action[12.13,12.12,12.20]. This procedureis not directlyapplicablein realtime, yet a slightly modified
version [8.10] can be shown [4.35, 4.34] to do the job [8.8—8.11].In addition, the somewhatless
direct tadpole method [12.10,2.7, 12.14] can be used [3.12, 8.10, 8.24]. Furthermore,we refer
to the literaturefor the field-theoreticderivationof kinetic equations[1.21,1.29, 3.2, 3.9, 3.10, 11.14,
3.13, 3.21], andthe recently developedsubjectof non-equilibriumthermofield dynamics[4.19, 4.24,
4.26—4.30,4.36—4.41] which mayshed new light on the origin of dissipative structures[4.27]evenat
zero temperature[4.43].

Our referenceshavebeengroupedaccordingto subject first, thento yearof publication,andfinally
to alphabet.Completenesshasnot beenstrivedfor, exceptfor paperson foundationsandrelativistic
applicationsof thermo field dynamics,and on the equilibrium time-pathmethod for which as yet no
bibliographywas available.

Notation

h = c = kB = 1

g~= diag(1,—1, —1, —1) Minkowski metric
f Fourier transform

n±(p0) (anti-)particledistribution function, eq. (2.2.34)
N(k0) Bose distribution function, eq. (2.3.24)
p0 spectraldensity,eq. (2.2.35)
dap Klein—Gordon divisor, eq. (2.2.30)
Bare propagators:
~ a, /3 = ± Keldysh, section2.1.3
D~,~ D~,S~,D~ contour(scalar,ghost,vector, Dirac, generic),section2.2.2
D~ Euclidean,section2.3.1
LI Matsubara,section2.3.1
~ etc., r, s = 1,2 real time, section2.4.2

vacuum, section2.4.2
Full propagators(Greenfunctions):
~ a, /3 = ± Keldysh, section2.1.3
G(c) contour,section2.1.2
G~ Euclidean,section2.3.2

temperature,section3.1.1
r, s = 1, 2 real time, section3.2.1

LI’ analytic, section3.1.1
Feynman,section 3.1.2.

2. Finite-temperature field theory

2.1. Greenfunctions

The Greenfunction methodfor treatingmany-particlesystemswas developedin the fifties in close
analogyto the formalism of relativistic quantumfield theory; a key referencein this context is the
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article of Martin andSchwinger[1.14].With regardto largesystems,the physicalquantitiesof interest
naturally fall into two categories.The first one concernsthe behaviourof extensivethermodynamic
variableswhosebulk changesaremeasured.The secondonerefers to basicdynamicalpropertiesof the
systemsuch as the local responseto externaldisturbances.Although the Greenfunctions are most
suited to a studyof the latterkind of problems,theycan alsobe usedto obtainthe thermodynamicsof
the systemin perturbationtheory by an integrationwith respectto the coupling constant[1.6,1.11].

Before describingthe Green function formalism,we find it useful to reviewsomethermodynamic
relationsin the context of the grand-canonicalensemble.We then definethe thermalGreenfunctions
and introducethe associatedgeneratingfunctional which will form the basis for the further develop-
ment of the theory.

Finally, we shall make an excursion and briefly discuss the non-equilibrium Green function
techniquesinitiated by Schwinger [3.1], Kadanoff and Baym [1.21]and Keldysh [3.2], and further
developedby many others [1.29, 3.3—3.9, 11.14, 3.21]; for an extensivereview see ref. [3.13].The
non-equilibriumtheory hasmany featuresin commonwith the real-time formulation for equilibrium
systems,as will becomeclear in later sections.Also, it may be helpful in elucidatingthe distinction
betweenthe statisticaland dynamicalaspectsof the theory.

2.1.1. Grand-canonicalensemble
We shall consider a dynamicalsystem characterizedby a time-independentHamiltonianH, and a

numberof conservedandmutually commutingchargesQA~A = 1, 2 (The circumflex indicatesa
quantum-mechanicaloperatorin the Heisenbergpicture.)The equilibrium stateof the systematrestin
a largevolume V is describedby the grand-canonicaldensityoperator

= exp(-~- ~ a~Q~- /3R), (2.1.1)

where

~(aA, /3, V) = logTrexp(_~aAQA — 1311) (2.1.2)

is aMassieufunction, thatis, aLegendretransformof the entropy[11.1].The LagrangemultipliersaA,

/3 are related to the temperature T and the independentchemicalpotentials~A through /3 = T
1,

aA = — /3j.r~,and are conjugateto the chargedensitiesNA and the energydensityE defined as

NA=~(~A)=—~.-!-~-, (2.1.3)

E=~(11)=_~?~, (2.1.4)

wherethe bracketsindicate the grand-canonicalaverage.
Since the Massieufunction (2.1.2) is an extensivequantity we may definethe potentialdensity

P(T, /2A) ~(aA, /3, V), (2.1.5)
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which maybe identified as the thermodynamicpressureon accountof the variationalrelation

~(/3P)= —~ NA ~aA — E ~i/3, (2.1.6)

which is an immediateconsequenceof the above formulae.The additivity of the entropySV= — (log ~5)
providesus with the Euler relation

S=/3P+/3E+>aANA, (2.1.7)

which expressesthe entropy density S in termsof the other thermodynamicvariables.(The Euler
relation may not hold for gravitational and other long-range forces [11.15], but this case will be
excludedhere.)By combining (2.1.6) and (2.1.7)we get the Gibbs—Duhemrelation

(2.1.8)

which shows that the thermodynamic pressure,with T and p~as independentvariables, is a
characteristicfunction from which other thermodynamicquantitiesmaybe obtainedby differentiation
[11.9].

The rules of thermodynamicsdo not rely on non-relativistic conditions. If so desiredthe various
thermodynamicidentitiesmay be cast in covariantform by treatingthe macroscopicfour-velocity U~of
the systemon a par with the temperatureT andthe chemicalpotentials/LA [11.11,7.11, 11.18,3.12].

2.1.2. Generatingfunctional
For simplicity’s sakewe first considerthe caseof a Hermitian scalarBose field 4(x), carrying no

conservedcharges,whosedynamicsis governedby the HamiltonianH. We define

x) = e”~(0,x) eIthl, (2.1.9)

wherethe time coordinatex°= t maybe complex.Observablepropertiesof the systemcan be extracted

from a knowledgeof the thermalGreenfunctions
G~(x1,x2,... ,xj:= (T~~(x1)~(x2)~” ~ (2.1.10)

definedas the statisticalaverageof a productof Heisenbergfields. The orderinginstructionT~orders
the operatorsalong a givenpathC in the complextime plane[3.1,3.7]. That is, it prescribesthat the
operatorsit is applied to be rearrangedin the order in which their argumentslie along the oriented
contourC, with thosenearestto the beginningat the right andthosenearestto the endto the left. If
thecontourC is parametricallygiven as afunction t = z(r) with r realandmonotonicallyincreasing,the
T~operationis nothing but standardtime orderingwith respectto T.

Contourorderingcan beformalizedby introducingacontourstepfunction andacontourDiracdelta
function accordingto [3.11]

(2.1.11)
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f~z\1
6~(t—t’)=~-~)8(r—r’). (2.1.12)

With thesedefinitions we maywrite, for example,

T~ç~(X)~(x’) = Oc(t — t’) ~i(x)~(x’) + O~(t’— t) ~(x’) ~~(x), (2.1.13)

~5T~~(x)~(x’) = ôc(t — t’) [~(x), ~(x’)] + T~~~~(x)~(x’) . (2.1.14)

Functionaldifferentiationcan also be extendedin a straightforwardmanner,

~j(x’)

~j(x) 8~(t— t’) 5(x — x’) , (2.1.15)

for c-numberfunctionsj(x) living on the contour.
We now seek a generatingfunctional Z[j] such that the thermal Greenfunctions (2.1.10) are

reproducedby functional differentiationwith respectto the c-numbersouresj(x):

G(c)(x1,. . . , xj = Z[0] i 3J~.~J() . (2.1.16)

Obviously, a generatingfunctional that hasthis property is

Z[j] = Z[0](T~exp[iJ d
4x j(x) ~(x)]). (2.1.17)

The contour C must go through the time argumentsof all Greenfunctionswe wish to know. The
arbitrary normalization factor will be set equal to the partition function: Z[0] = exp~(/3,V) =

Trexp —/3H.

At this point we note that not all contoursC are allowed if we require the Greenfunctionsto be
analytic with respectto their time arguments[3.7]. Consider, for example, the two-point Green
function

G~~(x,x’) = O~(t— t’)C>(x, x’) + O~(t’— t)C<(x, x’) , (2.1.18)

where

C>(x,x’)= (~(x)ç1(x’)) = C<(x’,x), (2.1.19)

is the two-pointcorrelationfunction. Evaluatingthe statisticalaveragewith respectto a completeset

In) of the energyeigenstates,H n) = E~n), one getsthe spectralform [3.7,1.30]

C>(t, t’) = e’~’~ (nI~(0)Im)I2exp[—iE~(t— t’)J exp[iEm(t — t’ + i/3)] , (2.1.20)

where all referenceto the spatial coordinateshas beensuppressed.If it is assumedthat the exponentials
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dominatethe convergenceof thethe sum,the condition —/3 <Im(t — t’) <0 guaranteesthe existenceof
C>(t, t’) C>(t — t’) as an analytic function, and the condition 0< Im(t — t’) < /3 the existenceof
C<(t — t’). The limit of an analyticfunction on the boundaryof its domainof definition, whereit is still
continuous,is a generalizedfunction. This implies that the two-point Greenfunction (2.1.18) is well
definedon the strip

—/3 � Im(t — t’) � /3, (2.1.21)

if we haveO~(t— t’) = 0 for Im(t — t’) � 0. This imposesthe restrictionon C thata point which moves
alongC musthavea monotonicallydecreasingor constantimaginarypart.This conditionis sufficient as
well for theexistenceof all higher-orderthermalGreenfunctionswith time argumentson the contourC
[1.14,3.7].

Let usnow calculatethe generatingfunctional for a free field obeying the equal-timecommutation
relation

[~(x), 3~(x’)]~~(t— t’) = i8~(x— x’) , (2.1.22)

and the field equation

K13(x) := —(o~—V
2 + m2)~(x)= 0. (2.1.23)

The time derivativemust be understoodhereas the directionalderivativealongthe contour.Recalling
(2.1.13),(2.1.14),one arrivesat the Dyson—Schwingerequationfor the free generatingfunctional

K
1 ~ +j(x)Z0[j]=0, (2.1.24)

which has the same form as in ordinary quantumfield theory [12.4,12.19]. In the presentcasethe
solution is

Zo[j1=Zo[0]exp[_~fd4xJd4x’ j(x)D~(x—x’)j(x’)], (2.1.25)

in termsof a one-particlepropagatorwhich satisfiesthe inhomogeneousdifferentialequation

K1D~(x— x’) = 6~(x— x’). (2.1.26)

On account of (2.1.16)we have

G~(x,x’) = iD~(x— x’) , (2.1.27)

which identifiesthe propagatoras the free two-point Greenfunction (apartfrom a conventionalfactor
i).

In the derivationof the above results no usewhatsoeverhasbeen made of the specificsof the
averaging procedure,and in fact the eqs. (2.1.24) and (2.1.26) only summarize the dynamical
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information containedin the field equation (2.1.23). A unique solution can only be obtainedby
imposing appropriateboundaryconditions. It is at this stagethat the information that the Green
functionsin questionare thermalaveragesof path-orderedfields is usedas input.

Insteadof relying on boundaryconditionswe can also go backto the defining equation(2.1.18)of
the two-point Greenfunction. For a free systemthe fields maybe expandedin the usual mannerin
terms of annihilation andcreationoperators

1 ~
çb(x) = J 3 [ak exp(—ik. x) + ak exp(ik . x)], (2.1.28)

(2~)2(Vk

with k
0 = = (k

2 + rn2)112. In the caseof an ideal gasin equilibrium one has[1.3, 1.16, 7.3]

(2i~2w~N(w~)ô(k — k’), (2.1.29)

(aka~)O=(21T)32wk[1+ N(wk)] s~(k—k’), (2.1.30)

whereN(k
0)= [exp(/3k0) — 1] 1 is the Bosedistributionfunction. Combinationsof two creationor two

annihilationoperatorsvanish.
Substitutionof theseresultsinto definition (2.1.19)of the correlationfunctionsleadsto

I d~k
C~(x,x’) = I exp[—ik . (x — x’)] C~(k). (2.1.31)

-‘ (2w)

The Fourier transformsaregiven by

C~>(k)= p0(k)[1 + N(k0)] = exp($k0)C~(k) (2.1.32)

in termsof the spectraldensity

p0(k)=[~(k)— (k)]2irs(k0) 6(k
2 _rn2), . (2.1.33)

where e(k
0)= 0(k0) — 0(—k0). In view of the defining eqs. (2.1.18) and(2.1.27),the propagatormay

be written in the spectralform

iD~(x— x’) = J d
4k p

0(k) exp[—ik~(x — x’)] [0~(t— t’) + N(k0)]. (2.1.34)
(2IT)

This spectral representationof the contour-orderedpropagatorwas derivedby Mills [3.7] for non-
relativistic particles.In the caseof ordinary time orderingit reducesto the resultof DolanandJackiw
[2.6]. We also note that a similar spectralform holds true for interactingfields becauseeq. (2.1.32)
remainsvalid in that caseon account of the Kubo—Martin—Schwinger (KMS) boundarycondition
[1.4,1.14], cf. section2.2.

2.1.3. Non-equilibrium
Problemsin non-equilibriumstatistical mechanicsconcernedwith the responseof a many-particle
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systemto an imposeddisturbancevery often can be reducedto that of calculatinga Greenfunction for
a systemin thermalequilibrium. This casewill be our main concernhere, but it is of someinterestto
pointout that thereis alsothe possibilityof usingdiagramtechniquesfor calculatingGreenfunctionsof
systemsnot necessarilyin equilibrium. The methodis dueto Keldysh[3.2], andis basedon theuse of a
closedcontourfor time ordering running from minus infinity to plus infinity and thenback to minus
infinity. This time-pathtechnique,originally suggestedby Schwinger [3.1], historically predatesthe
real-timeequilibrium Greenfunction methodwhich we shall discussin thenextsections.Sincethe two
approacheshavea numberof featuresin common,we like to briefly summarizethe basic reasoning
underlyingthe closedtime-pathGreenfunction formalism. Moredetailsandfurther referencescan be
found in recentreviewarticles[3.13,3.21]. We alsomentionthat the sameformalismmaybe obtained
by an analyticcontinuationof the imaginary-timeGreenfunction equationsof KadanoffandBaym to
real times [1.21, 1.29, 11.14].

The Greenfunctionsfor a non-equilibriumsystemare definedas in theequilibrium case,cf. (2.1.10),
except that the averageis now taken over any ensembleof quantum states of the system. In
perturbationtheory it should bepossibleto expresstheseGreenfunctionsof the interactingsystemin
termsof thoseof an ideal gas.To that endweassumethat thesystemhas beenpreparedin someinitial
stateat time t in the past. (Eventually we shall take the limit t1—~—cc.) At this instantthe interactionis
switched on and the system allowed to evolve to time t. Then thereexists a unitary time-evolution
operator which transforms the free field 41~(x) in the interaction picture into the Heisenbergfield
operator~(x) accordingto

~(x) = U(t1, t) ~1~(x)U(t, t1). (2.1.35)

If the interactiondoesnot contain derivativefields, we have

U(t2, t1) = Tc[exp if d
4x ~(x)], (2.1.36)

wherethe interactionLagrangiandensity~ is expressedin termsof interaction-picturefields. The time
integrationis alonga contourconnectingthe two points t

1 and t2 in the complex time plane.
Let us now pick a time t~as somelatest time after which the interaction is switchedoff. Equation

(2.1.35) may then also be written as

~(x) = U(t~,t~)U(tf, t) ~~~(x)U(t, t1). (2J.37)

The successivecontoursconnectingt1 to t, Ito t~,and t~to t1, maybe joined together to form a single
contour C running from t1 to t~,and then back to the initial time; see fig. 2.1. Wecan then rewrite the
whole expression(2.1.37) in the compactform

.1 ~
4~(x)=TcL4~(x)exp1j dx ~~(x)j.~ (2.1.38)

where all fields at the right-hand side are in the interaction picture. The generalizationto Ta-ordered
products of Heisenbergfields leads to the following perturbative expressionfor the generating
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Fig. 2.1. Closedtime-pathcontour.

functional of the non-equilibrium Green functions:

Z[j] = Z[0]KT~ expif d4x [~(x) + j(x) ~(x)]~~). (2.1.39)

The angular brackets indicate averaging with respect to some initial ensemble.
The initial state, which up to now has been left unspecified, demands some consideration. Suppose

that we expandthe exponentialin (2.1.39) in terms of Ta-ordered products of interaction-picture fields.
These products may be reworked into normal-ordered products with the help of Wick’s theorem which
also applies to T~ordering [12.1, 3.5, 3.8, 3.21]. Hence, ultimately the generating functional
(2.1.39) is expressible in terms of an infinite set of correlation functions generated by the functional

C[j] = ~:expiJ d4x j(x) ~j~(x):), (2.1.40)

which describes the statistical properties of the initial state.This meansthat the Greenfunctions at
arbitrary times can only be calculated after a completespecificationof the initial state.This is not
surprising, of course, as the perturbation series is nothing but a particularsolution of the equationof
motion.

Although the presentschemeallows all initial correlationsto be takeninto account,for many
systems of interest the initial correlationshavelittle effect on the behaviourof the systemfor timeslong
compared to a characteristic interaction time. For such systems one may adopt the initial condition of
Bogoliubov [11.2]which consists in ignoring all correlations which maybe present initially. This initial
condition of vanishing correlations in the remote past may be formulated as

~T~expif d4xJ(x)~
111(x))=exp_~fJd4xd4x’ j(x) G~(x,x’)j(x’), (2.1.41)

where

G~(x,x’) = (Tc~jn(X)~~~(x’)) (2.1.42)

is a two-pointnon-interactingGreenfunction. Alternatively, this factorizationrule maybe obtainedby
assumingthat in the remote pastthe stateof the systemcorrespondsto the equilibrium stateof free
particles with the interaction switched off adiabatically [3.2].In the literature the prescription (2.1.41) is
sometimes called the generalized thermodynamic Wick theorem. Actually it is not a theorem as our
reasoningshows [3.6, 3.8, 3.9] but a statistical assumptionabout the initial stateof the system.Of
course,for the vacuumstatethe factorizationrule holds rigorously.
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For some applications it may be necessary to take initial correlations into account, for example,
when the system is prepared in an equilibrium stateat a finite time. Sucha statemaybe obtainedfrom
a non-correlatedonethrough an imaginary time evolution as discussedin ref. [11.14].

TheFeynmanruleswhich result from an applicationof theWick decomposition(2.1.41)aresimilar
to thoseof the standardvacuumFeynmanrules. The main differenceis that all time integrationsrun
alongthe contourC. In practicalcalculationsit is often convenientto breakup the time contourinto
two parts:

fdt=f dt~—J dL, (2.1.43)

so that the exponent at the right-hand side of (2.1.41) becomes

Jd4xd4x’ j(x) G~(x,x’)j(x’)=J d4xd4x’ Ja(X) G~(x,x’) j
0(x’), (2.1.44)

whereIa (x) = aj(ta, x), a = ±, are to be regarded as two independentsourcefunctions.The matrix
propagator has as diagonal components the real-time Green functions

G~~(x,x’) = (T~~~(x)~~~(x’)) , (2.1.45)

G~~(x,x’) = (T...cI1~(x)~1~(x’)), (2.1.46)

where T÷and T_ indicate chronological and anti-chronological ordering, respectively, and as off-
diagonal components the real-time correlation functions

G~(x,x’) = (~~~(x’)~~~(x)), (2.1.47)

G~~(x,x’)=(~~~(x)~‘~~(x’)). (2.1.48)

The resultingperturbationexpansionmaybe representedby Feynmandiagramsin the usual manner,
except that propagatorlines have + or — attachedto each end correspondingto the four possible
propagatorforms (2.1.45) through(2.1.48).The full list of rulesmaybe foundin refs. [3.10,3.13, 3.21]
togetherwith someuseful computationallemmas.

Becausethe diagramscontributingto the full Greenfunction, which maybe written in matrix form

G(aP)(x,x’) = (T~~a(X)/~(x’)) (2.1.49)

like the non-interactingone, have the same structureas in the vacuum theory, the perturbation

expansionleadsto a set of Dyson equations

G~(x,y) = G~(x,y) — if d
4x’ d4y’ G~(x,x’)~~(x’,y’) G~(y’,y). (2.1.50)
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After a resummation,the particle lines in the properself-energyI ~ (x, x’) representexact Green
functions(2.1.49).Hence,the Dyson equationmaybe regardedas a self-consistentintegralequation
for the exactGreenfunction were it not for the explicit appearance of the two non-interacting Green
functions in (2.1.50).The latter are ratherartificial elementsin the theory, becausetheir definition
involves the unspecified initial state. This difficulty may be overcome by usingtheir equationof motion

K5G~~(x,x’) = ~(T3)a~~(X — x’) , (2.1.51)

where r3 diag(1,—1). Applying the operatorK~to eq. (2.1.50), one obtainsa set of four integro-
differential equationswhich no longer involve the initial state; in this way all referenceto the initial
statein the remotepastis erased.Theseequationsconstituteacompletedescription,in principle,of the
behaviourof a non-equilibrium system.The solution is arbitrary to the sameextent as that of the
Boltzmann equation, of which they are a generalizationand to which they can be reducedin the
appropriatequasiclassicalandquasistationarylimits [11.14,3.21].

2.2. Path-integralformulation

In this section we shall extendthe time-pathmethoddevelopedaboveto fields of any spin and to
gaugefields in particular.Although for the greaterpart this is a straightforwardgeneralizationof the
scalartheory, it is of somevalueto formulatethe theory in the languageof pathintegrals[3.11].This
will make available the powerful tools of the path-integral formalism to field theory at finite
temperatureand density.At this point we shall loose contactwith the parallel developmentof the
non-equilibriumtheory,becauseessentialusewill be madeof the form of the grandcanonicalensemble
and the correspondingKubo—Martin—Schwinger(KMS) boundaryconditionsfor the propagators[1.4,
1.14, 4.7]. To be sure, a formal derivation of the generatingfunctional as a path integral for a
non-equilibrium system can be given [3.13],but useful calculationalmethodshaveso far only been
implementedfor the equilibrium case.

2.2.1. Feynman—Matthews—Salarnformula
First we considerascalarfield theory like before,anda single field operator43(x) in the Heisenberg

picture. Let I 43(x); t) bethe statevectorwhich at time I is an eigenstateof the field operator43(x) with
eigenvalue43(x):*

~(x)I43(x);t) = 43(x)l43(x); t) . (2.2.1)

The time evolution (2.1.9) of the Heisenbergfield inducesthe time evolution

43(x); t) =euhttl43(x),0) (2.2.2)

of thestatevector.By taking t complexwe extendthe supportof the field variablesandstatevectorsto
the entire complexplane.

We assumethat at any given time the aboveHeisenbergstatesform a completeset. Let us now
evaluatethestatisticalaverage(2.1.17)with respectto suchacompletesetat time t1. We thenget for

* As noticedrecently[12.26]eq. (2.2.1)doesnotseemto havea solutionin Fock space,sothesubsequentargument(but not theconclusion)is

heuristic. A morerigorous derivationshouldusecoherentstates[12.181from theoutset.
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the generatingfunctional of the Greenfunctions

Z[j]=fd43’ (43’;t1Ie~T~exp[iJd~xj(x)~(x)]I43’;t1), (2.2.3)

with 43’ = 43’(x). Here a productover all spacepointsx’ is understood.The action of the canonical
operatormay be translatedinto an imaginary time shift

(43’; t1~e~ = (43’; t1 —i/3~ (2.2.4)

by applying formula (2.2.2).
Wishing to write Z[j] as a path integral, we recall the Feynman—Matthews—Salam(FMS) formula

[1.26,12.2], which expressesthe matrixelementsof a time-orderedfunctionalof the fields 43(x) in terms
of a path integral. It reads

(43’; t’jTF[~]~43”; t”) = x’ f [d43][dIT]F[43]expf dtf d
3x[IT(x) ~(x) - ~(x)], (2.2.5)

wherethe normalizationfactordependson the time differencet’ — t”, andthe volume V, but not on the
functional F. In this equationthe time is realand thepathintegral is over all c-numberfields 43(x) that
satisfy the boundaryconditions

43(t’, x) = 43’(x), 43(t”, x) = 43”(x). (2.2.6)

The integrationwith respectto IT(x), the canonicalmomentumconjugateto 43(x), is not subjectto any
boundarycondition. Finally, the time argumentsoccurring in F[43] must lie in the interval (t”, t’).

To proceedwe observethat the FMS formularetainsits validity for complextimes if we replacethe
time-orderinginstruction by our contourordering T~.More precisely,we allow t’ and t” to be complex,
and we let the time integrationin the exponentof eq. (2.2.5) go over somecontourC that startsat
z = I” andendsat z = t’. The only restrictionis that C must go monotonicallydownwardor parallelto
the real axis as discussedin section2.1.2. Of course,for formula (2.2.5) to be valid in that case,the
time argumentsin F[43] shouldall lie on C. To show that thisreasoningis viable it suffices to point out
that anycontrourallows a decompositioninto pieces,eachparametrizedby a real parameter,suchthat
contour ordering coincideswith ordinary time-ordering in this real parameter.The original FMS
formulacan then be appliedpiecewisely.

To establishcontactwith formulae (2.2.3) and (2.2.5),we let the contourstart at z = t and endat
z = i’ — if3, subjectto the monotonousnesscondition,but otherwisearbitrary. The generatingfunctional
can then be written as the path integral

Z[j] = X’ f [d43][dITlexpif d4x [IT(x)~(x) - ~(x) + j(x) 43(x)], (2.2.7)

wherethe dot denotesthe directional derivative on C. The path integration is now over all fields
satisfyingthe periodicity condition
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— if3, x) = 43(t~,x), (2.2.8)

on accountof (2.2.4), (2.2.6) andthe trace integrationin (2.2.3).
If we now specialize to a field theory without derivative couplings, the Gaussian path integral over

the canonical momentum variables can be performed to yield

Z[j] = X f [d43]exp if d4x [~(x) + j(x) 43(x)] (2.2.9)

with

~(x)= ~43(x)(—d2—m2)43(x)+~
1(x) (2.2.10)

the Lagrangian density.Expression(2.2.9)maybe understood as a statisticalaveragein which the trace
over a complete set of states has been replaced by a functional integrationover c-numberfields:

Z[j]= Z[0](expif d
4xj(x) 43(x)). (2.2.11)

The unspecified and ill-defined normalization factor X, which depends on the temperature as well as the
volume, has been absorbed into the normalization

Z[0] = X(f3, V) f [dçb]exp if d4x ~(x) (2.2.12)

of the generating functional. It is irrelevant for the calculationof the Greenfunctions.However,it does
play a role if we wish to calculate Z[0] which, for the properchoiceof X, should be equalto the
canonicalpartition function; cf. the starting eq. (2.2.3).

In principle, the normalizationfactormaybe calculatedby a carefulanalysisof the measurefactors
in the pathintegral [1.26,2.5, 2.20]. Fortunately,however,its contributionto the partitionfunction can
also be ascertainedby a simple consistencyargument.To that end we calculatethe energydensity

— 1 1 dZ[0]
E— VZ[0] ô/3

i/of
4 \

=~~\i~j dx~(x)1. (2.2.13)

As we shall now demonstrate,the termwritten out is indeedthe energydensity,implying that the terms
coming from the /3 dependenceof X and[d43]mustcancel.To that purposewe parametrizethecontour
C suchthat it is given by

z(A) = t1 — if3 f(A), (2.2.14)

with f( A) a monotoniccomplexfunction havingboundaryvaluesf(0) = 0 andf(1) = 1 atthe endpoints
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of the interval 0 ~ A ~ 1. Furthermore,we definefields x( A, x) : = 43(z(A), x) which are periodic on the
unit interval. After expressingthe action in terms of thesefields and replacingt by A as integration
variable, one may easilycalculatethe /3 derivativein (2.2.13).The result is

E= ~JdtJd3x([oo43(x)]2_~(x)). (2.2.15)

Since the statistical averagedoesnot dependon the space-timecoordinates,we get

E= (~(x)), (2,2.16)

where~2(x)is the Hamiltoniandensityof the system.We concludethat (2.2.12)is indeedthecanonical
partition function, and that the normalization factor Xis there to cancel any unwanted (usually infinite)
contributionsof the pathintegral which would invalidate (2.2.16).

Having establishedthe path-integralrepresentationfor the generatingfunctional,we now rewrite it
in the form that will beusedlater to derive the Feynmanrules. In the usualmanner[12.4,12.8, 12.18,
12.19] we replacethe fields in the interactionLagrangianby a functionaldifferentiationwith respectto
the sourcefunctionsto obtain:

Z[j] = exp if d4x~[~X)]Zoi. (2.2.17)

Here Z
0[j] is just eq. (2.2.9) with ~ insteadof ~.

It is possibleto extendthe aboveconsiderationsto fermion field theories[12.18,12.19]. In spiteof
the complicationsintroducedby the anticommutingnatureof thefermion fields, thefinal answerfor the
pathintegral is, mutatismutandis(cf. (2.2.21)),the sameas (2.2.17).Therefore,wewill turn directly to
the determinationof the free generatingfunctional of fields with anyspin [3.19].

2.2.2. Propagators
We considerthe generalcaseof a multi-componentcovariantcomplex field ~ic~(x)which transforms

under somerepresentation~ of the Lorentz group. This field may carry an arbitrary numberof
chargesq~such that

[~A’ ~‘~(x)] = —q~t~(x), (2.2.18)

with q’~an Hermitianmatrix in thespaceof the internaldegreesof freedomlabelledby the indices i, j.
In thefollowing theseinternalindiceswill be suppressed.Let now thefree Lagrangiandensitybe given
by

= ~a(X) Aap(~O)~(x). (2.2.19)

Here tIJa = (tII~4)a is the Pauli-adjointfield and A(iO) a differential operator of finite order satisfying
[AA(it3)]t = AA(—iO); the matrix Aap intertwinesthe representations~ and ~ ~. The massspectrum
and the spin contentof the field t/i can be inferred from A [12.5,12.16].

For this casethe path-integralrepresentationof the free generatingfunctionaltakesthe form
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Z0[J, j] = X f [d~][d~] expif d
4x [~A~ + j~+ ~j], (2.2.20)

wherethe ~i and 4s areindependentintegrationvariables.In the exponenta contractionof all discrete
indicesis understood,e.g. jç& = j~(x)~i~(x).Greenfunctionsareobtainedby functionaldifferentiation
from the left with respectto Ia (x) andfrom the right with respecttoIa (x). The fields haveto satisfythe
quasiperiodicity conditions

çls(t
1, x) = ~ e’

3~t//(t
1— i/3, x) , (2.2.21)

where ~ = ±1for bosons and fermions, respectively, and where we have set ~ =

1AqAp~A~The
fermionic factor —1 is a consequenceof the trace definition of the partition function and the
anticommutingnatureof the fermion fields [11.4—11.6,6.24], while the occurrenceof e~stemsfrom
the identity (~exp(/3IA~AQA)= (e~t/iI[3.14].

In passingwe mention that it may sometimesbe convenientto work with fields which are purely
(anti-)periodicin the time variable. This can easilybe achievedby defining

iI’(x) = e’t~s(x), (2.2.22)

and by expressingthe path integral in termsof thesenew fields. It hasas a consequencethat all time
derivativesmust be shifted accordingto the rule: i0

0—* i00 + p..
The Gaussianintegral(2.2.20)may be calculatedin the usual mannerby applying the shift

(2.2.23)

(and the corresponding transformation on the adjoint field) with the propagatorsatisfyingtheequation

Aap(~O)D~(x— x’) = ~ayôc(x — x’). (2.2.24)

We nowrequireinvarianceof thepathintegralunderthe shift (2.2.23),i.e. the shiftedfield mustsatisfy
the sameboundarycondition (2.2.21)as the original field. This demandon D~uniquelydefinesiD~
as the free two-point Greenfunction, sincewe obtain

Z0[J, j] = Zo[0, 0] exp[_if d
4xd4x’ ja(x) D~(x—x’)jp(X’)]. (2.2.25)

Hadthe pathintegralnot beeninvariantunderthe shift (2.2.23),thenthe coefficientof the exponential
in (2.2.25)would havebeenj-dependent[3.17].Now, however,we haveaccording to (2.1.16) and
(2.2.25)

iD~(x—x’)=G~,
3(x,x’)=(~/‘a(X)~i~(x’))0, (2.2.26)

wherethe averageis the one definedin formula (2.2.11).
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Suppressingspatial variables,we write the propagatorin terms of contourstep functionslike in

(2.1.18):
D~(t— t’) = 6~(t— t’) D~(t— t’) + 0~(t’— t) D~(t— t’) . (2.2.27)

Upon substitutionof this expressioninto (2.2.23),we find that the boundaryconditions(2.2.21),when
imposedon the shiftedfields, lead to

f dt’ D~(t1— i/3 — t’) j~(t’)= ~ e~f dt’ D~(t~— t’) j~(t’), (2.2.28)

where we made use of the fact that O~(t~— i/3 — t’) = OC(tf — t’) = 1 for any t’ on the contour. Sincethe
aboveequationmust hold true for any j(t’), we require

Da>p(t — i/3) = ~je’~D~(t). (2.2.29)

This is nothingbut the well-known KMS boundarycondition[1.4, 1.14, 1.21] for two-point equilibrium
correlationfunctions,which can be derivedin the operatorformalism by using (2.1.1) andthe cyclic
invarianceof the trace. Conversely,hadwe imposedtheKMS condition,we wouldhavebeenled to the
quasiperiodicityconditionson the fields. This illustrates the internal consistencyof the scheme.We
note that the interactingtwo-pointGreenfunctionsgeneratedby (2.2.17)with (2.2.25)now satisfythe
appropriateKMS conditionby construction[4.11].

Let us now assumethat thereexistsa multi-massKlein—Gordondivisor d(iO) satisfying[12.5,12.16]

d~(io)A47(iO) = Aap(1O)d~~(io) = ôay II (02 — mt), (2.2.30)

where the m1’s representthe massspectrumof A. In that casethe solutionof the propagatorequation
(2.2.24)may be written as

D~(x)= dap(~O)D~’~~(x) (2.2.31)

in termsof the solution of the Klein—Gordon propagatorequation

LI (—O~— m~)D~(x— x’) = 6~(x— x’) (2.2.32)

satisfying the appropriateboundaryconditions.
In section2.1.2 we havealready studiedthe Klein—Gordon propagatorfor a single type of scalar

bosons.It is not difficult to guessthat the solution of eq. (2.2.32) in the generalcasehas the form

iD~(x— x’) = f d~ p0(p)exp[—ip . (x — x’)] [0~(t— t’) + ~n~(p0)]. (2.2.33)

(2IT)

The statistical factors

n+(p0) = {exp[3(p0 ~ p.)] — (2.2.34)
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are the Fermi—Dirac or Bose—Einstein distribution functions for (anti-)particles having a non-zero
chemicalpotential. It is obvious that the form (2.2.33) is compatiblewith the boundaryconditions
(2.2.29). For the spectral density we obtain

p0(p)= i DiscHi I(p
2 — m~), (2.2.35)

where the discontinuity of an arbitrary function of the energyhas been defined as Disc f( p
0) =

f(p0 + ie) — f(p0 — ie), cf. appendixA.1. We mention that in this constructionof the propagator,
contour step functions are to be regardedas commuting with the Klein—Gordon divisor [12.5].

Another technicalpoint is that the chargematricesq’~commuteboth with A(iO) and d(iO), if it is
assumedthat the chargeoperatorscommutewith .~.

2.2.3. Gaugefields
The presenceof gaugefieldsmodifiestheabovereasoningonly insofarthat thegaugefreedomhasto

be takeninto account. To be definite, we considerthe SU(N) gaugetheory characterizedby the
Lagrangian density

(2236)

a a a abc b cF~= o~A~— o~A~+ gf A,~A,,, (2.2.37)

with a = 1, 2,. . . , N~— 1 colour indices.As first notedby Bernard[2.5],onecannotnaivelywrite down
apath-integralformula for thissystembecausethe sumover thestatesis restrictedto oneoverphysical
states. To removethis restriction one inserts a projection operator [2.13,4.6] which involves the
integration over a Lagrangemultiplier field [6.5].One then applies the standardFaddeev—Popov
gauge-fixingprocedure[12.8,12.18] to arrive at the partition function

Z[0] = xJ [dA~][d~i][dw] expif d
4x~~‘etf’ (2.2.38)

where~eft is the well-known effectiveLagrangian

~‘ett = —~F:~F’2~’-’~— ~A(o~A)2 — (0 a)OWa — gfabc(0Ii.~ja)Abwc (2.2.39)

The path integral (2.2.38) is independentof the gaugeparameterA, apartfrom a field-independent
factorwhich can be absorbedin X.

The gauge fields, being bosonic, have to satisfy the periodic boundary condition A~(t
1,x) =

A(t1 — if3, x). The ghost fields w’
2, on the other hand, must be treated as anticommuting pseudo

fermion fields, but subject to the same periodic boundary condition as the gauge fields [2.5, 2.9,2.13].
This is a consequence of the fact that the Faddeev—Popov determinant is defined on the space of
periodic functions, namely the gauge fields. The periodic boundary conditions of the ghosts are also
found [2.13,4.6], (also cf. [4.8,8.27]) in the covariant canonical operator formalism of gauge theories
[12.17].For these boundary conditions the contour-dependent action in (2.2.38)is BRSinvariant which
ensuresthat the Slavnov—Tayloridentitiescanbe easilygeneralizedto finite temperature,see section
3.3.1.
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In passingwe mention that it would be possible,in principle, to assignantiperiodic boundary
conditions to the unphysical componentsof A. In that case the ghost fields would likewise be
antiperiodic as if they were actual fermion fields. However, in practice, this procedureis rather
awkward and not free of computationaldifficulties. Moreover, the ghosts would still not represent
physical particles that can come into thermal equilibrium with a heat bath, as their only role is to
subtract unphysical contributions due to spurious degrees of freedom of the gauge fields A (cf.
[8.7,8.14]). On the other hand, it is certainly possible to choose a non-covariant axial gauge and to
eliminate the spuriousdegreesof freedom altogether.At finite temperatureand/or density, where
Lorentz covarianceis brokenby the presenceof a privileged frame of reference,this last procedure
enjoysa certainpopularity [6.4,6.15].

We closethisdiscussionwith theremark thatin anAbeliangaugetheory,or in anon-Abeliantheory
in an axial gauge, the ghost fields completely decouple from the physical fields. The resulting
multiplicative constantin the generatingfunctional can be ignored as far as expectationvalues are
concerned.Of course,its contributionshouldberetainedwhen calculatingthe partition function. Both
in Abelian andnon-Abeliantheoriesthe inclusionof fermionsdoesnot affect the Faddeev—Popovghost
fields introducedto implementa path-integralrepresentationfor the generatingfunctional.

The quadraticpart of the effective Lagrangian(2.2.39)may be cast in the form

= ~A~A~(iO) A~+ thaO
2Wa, (2.2.40)

similar to (2.2.19).It is convenientto adda smallmassp., andto write the differentialoperatoras it

appearsin the StuckelbergLagrangian[12.18]:
(2.2.41)

It possessesa twofold massspectrumm~= p.2, m~= p.21A, and has a two-massKlein—Gordon divisor

d~(i0)=g~(02+p.2/A)—(i—At)O~0~. (2.2.42)

Having establishedthis formulawe mayset p. = 0.
The procedureof the precedingsubsectionmay now be invoked to construct the gauge-boson

propagatorsatisfyingthe equation

A~(i0) bDdi = g~8’~~(x— x’), (2.2.43)

andthe appropriateboundaryconditions. From (2.2.31)and (2.2.33) we get immediately

D~(x — x’) = ~ab J ~ p
0(k)exp[—ik. (x — x’)][g~~k

2— (1— A1)k~k~]

x [0~(t— t’) + N(k
0)] (2.2.44)

with the spectraldensity,cf. (A.3) and(2.2.35),

p0(k)=2ITs(k0)8’(k
2), (2.2.45)
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and the Bose distribution function N(k0). The method is also applicableto the vacuumtheory, and
somewhat simpler than the one described in textbooks [12.18].

It is easyto checkthe result(2.2.44) in the specialcaseof the FeynmangaugeA = 1. Thenall indices
“go alongfor a free ride” in eq. (2.2.43)and we simply have

D~’(x— x’) = _g ~abD(c)(x — x’), (2.2.46)

whereD~~(x— x’) is the nowfamiliar Klein—Gordonpropagator(2.1.34)of the scalarbosonfield with
m = 0. Becausethe ghost fields obeyBose statistics,the ghostpropagator

= ~abD(c)( — x’) (2.2.47)

is proportionalto this sameKlein—Gordon propagator.
As long as one sticks to the grand canonical ensemble,no new techniquesare required for the

treatmentof the matter part of a gauge (or BRS) invariant Lagrangian.For the useof the canonical
ensemblein this context we refer to the literature[2.21].

2.3. Matsubara contour

Formally the pathintegral of finite-temperaturefield theory is very similar to that of the vacuum
theory. New featuresare that the time integrationsare to be performedalong a contourC from an
arbitrarytime t1 down to t~— i$, andthatpropagatorsinvolve the distributionfunctionsof the particles.
The nextstepin the developmentof finite-temperturefield theory is an analysisin termsof Feynman
diagrams.Sincethe lines in thesegraphsrepresentcontour-dependentpropagators,a specific choiceof
the contourC will lead to a specific formulation of quantumfield theory [4.14]and a corresponding
specific setof Feynmanrules.

In quantumstatisticsthe traditionalchoicefor the contourhasbeenthemostobviousone,namely, a
straight line entirely on the imaginaryaxis. It is namedafter Matsubara[1.3]whowas thefirst to setup
a perturbationtheorybasedon this contour.On this specific contour,the generalcontour-orderingT~
definedin section2.1.2 is equalto the so-calledtemperature-orderingT1 [1.9, 1.22, 1.30]. This means
that fields are just time-orderedin terms of the real variable r = it, t on C. Then the generating
functional (2.1.39) generatestemperatureGreenfunctionsdefined by the path-integralexpectation
valuesof imaginary-timeorderedEuclideanfields.

The well-known advantageof the Matsubaraformulation is that it generatesa perturbation
expansionwhichis representedby the samediagramsas in thevacuumtheory.The major difficulty that
arisesis that one hasto dealwith Euclideanpropagatorsand Greenfunctionswith imaginary-time
arguments.In principle,real-timequantitiescan be obtainedby analyticcontinuationto the real axis,
but in practicethe properprocedureis not alwaysself-evident.As a casein point we shall considerthe
plasmoneffect in section4.4 later on.

2.3.1. Euclideanpropagators
The Matsubaracontour E generatesGreenfunctions with imaginary-timeargumentslying in the

interval 0 ~ it ~ /3. In the propagatorgiven by (2.2.33) we set I — t’ = —ir, —/3 s r � /3, and define

LI(r, x) = i e’~D~(—ir,x). (2.3.1)
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The periodicitypropertiesof thisEuclideanpropagatormay be inferredfrom the discussionin section
2.2.2,or from the explicit form

LI(r, x) = f d~exp(ip x) p0(p)exp[—r(p0 — p.)] [0(r) + ~n~(p0)]. (2.3.2)
(2IT)

If 0 ~ ~ /3 we have LI(r — /3) = i~LI(r), and if —/3 ~ r ~ 0 we have LI(r + /3) = ijLI(r). Hence, this
propagatoris (anti-)periodicin the time variable r with period /3.

It follows that the Fourier transform

~(iw~, p) =J dTf d
3xexp[iw~r— ip xl LI(r, x), (2.3.3)

defined for discrete frequenciesw~,is independentof a, 0 ~ a ~ /3; the bosonic frequenciesw~=
2irnf31 arerestrictedto the evenintegers,andthe fermionicfrequenciesw~= (2n + 1) IT/31 to the odd
integers.The w~areknown as the Matsubarafrequencies,althoughtheywere introducedin [2.1, 1.9,
1.12]. Inserting(2.3.2),wefind that the distributionfunction dropsout, andthat the Fouriercoefficient
hasthe simple spectralform

A(iw ,p) = J ~ p
0w. (2.3.4)

2ir p0—p.—lw,,

for both statistics,with p0(p) the spectraldensity (2.2.35). A simplecalculationyields the multi-mass
Matsubarapropagator

~(iw~,p)fl 2 2 2~ (2.3.5)
i p +m1—(iw~+p.)

For bosonsone must impose p. < m in order that the Matsubarapropagatoris non-singular.This
constraintarisesfrom the demandthat the occupationnumbersbe positive [11.7,11.10].

The FourierinversiontheorempermitstheEuclideanpropagator(2.3.2) to be written asthe Fourier
sum

1 Id
3p . - -.

LI(r, x) = — ~ J exp[ip x — iw~r]LI(iw~,p). (2.3.6)
$~=-~ (2w)

This expressionexists for anyreal r, andis (anti-)periodicwith period /3. On the interval —/3 � T � /3 it
coincideswith the propagator(2.3.2),andoutsidethis interval it maybe regardedas the continuation.
(In this connectiononemay recallthatin generalatwo-point Greenfunctionis only well-definedon the
strip —/3 ~ Im(t — t’) ~ /3 of the complex time plane.)

It is possible to maintain a useful formal analogy with the vacuum theory by defining a four-
momentump~= (p

1~,p) with complexenergycomponentp0 = icon + p.. In view of (2.3.1), (2.3.5)and
(2.3.6)we may then write the Euclideanpropagatoras
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iD(x)=!~f d3P (i)fl 2 2~ (2.3.7)
/3 n (2IT) I m

1—p

This expressionmaybe thoughtof as beingobtainedfrom thecorrespondingvacuumexpression[12.16]
by the substitution.f dp0!2 IT~—* /3_l ~, with the understandingthat the realcontinuousenergyvariable
must be replacedby the discreteset of complexvaluesp0 = iw~+ p..

For fields characterizedby a Klein—Gordon divisor d(i8), see section 2.2.2, the appropriate
Euclideanpropagatoris

iS~(x)= 1 ~ f d
3p d(p) exp(—ip . x) H 2 2~ (2.3.8)13 (2IT) t

For spin ~ Dirac fields, in particular,we haved(p) = y p + m, hence

is(E)(x)=!~f d3p exp(—ipx) (2.3.9)
/3 n (2ir) rn—y~p

The y’s are the ordinaryDirac matrices,andthe metric is Minkowskianas throughoutthis report.
Gaugefields may be treatedin a similar manner.However, thereis no need to go through all

calculationsin detail becausethe aforementionedsubstitutionrule appliesheretoo. In this way one
immediately arrivesatthe Euclideangaugebosonand ghostpropagators;their Fourier transformsare
given in eqs. (2.3.20)and (2.3.21)below.

In passingit maybe mentionedthat in the vacuumlimit $—*cc, p.—*O, the energysummationscan
be replacedby integrations:f3’ ~ ~fdk~/2i~,k

0 = ik4. In this limit the Matsubaraformalismreduces
to the correspondingEuclideanvacuumtheory as it is obtainedby an ordinary Wick rotation [12.18].

2.3.2. Feynmanrules
In theimaginary-timeformalism,the Feynmanrules taketheir simplestform in momentumspace.In

virtue of the periodicity conditions,the time dependenceof all fields maybe representedby a Fourier
sum over discretefrequencies.In generalwe write

f(x)=!~f ~3 exp(—ipx)f(p), (2.3.10)
/3~ (2ir)

wherep0 takeson the discrete valuesp0 = i2nir/3
1 + p. or p

0 = i(2n + i)IT/3
1 + p. dependingon the

periodicity propertiesof the field f(x).
Let us first considera scalarfield theory.The Fourier-transformedGreenfunctions

ka) = (~(k
1). ~(k~)) (2.3.11)

are generatedby functional differentiationof the generatingfunctional

Z[J] = Z[0](exp ! ~ f d
3k 1(k) ~(k)), (2.3.12)/3~ (2IT)
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with respectto the c-numberfunctionsj(k) = j*(.._k). Becauseof translationalinvariancetheseGreen
functionsareproportionalto f3(2IT)36~

06(k),wherek= ~ k~andn = ~, n,. Hence,total four-momen-
tum k~= (i2nIT/3 ~, k) is globally conserved.

In termsof the Fourier-transformedfields the action becomes

i f d
4x~(x)=~ ~fdk

3 ~(k)(k)~(k)+~1[~], (2.3.13)
0 /3~ (2IT)

where ii(k) = (m
2 — k2)’ is the Fourier transform of the Euclidean propagator;cf. (2.3.7). The

perturbationexpansionwith respectto the interactionis thenobtainedby manipulatingthe generating
functional (2.3.12) into the form

Z[J~= Z
0[0] exp{~[~/aJ]}exp{-~--~ f d k J(k) ~(k) J(k)}. (2.3.14)13~ (2w)

The Greenfunctionsas well as the partition function Z[0] can then be found to arbitrary ordersin
perturbationtheory by expandingthe exponentials.To be explicit we considera 43) theorywith

= ~ f d
3k

1 ~(k1)$(2IT)~5~06(k). (2.3.15)
i=1 13 ~, (

2IT)

On accountof the locality of the interaction,energyand momentumare conservedat eachvertex.
The Feynman rules may now be statedas follows:
(i) Draw diagrams and determine symmetry factors as in the vacuumtheory.
(ii) Assign a propagator LI(k) to each line, and a factor —A to each vertex.
(iii) Conserve energy and momentum at each vertex according to the prescription f3(2IT)3~~

06(k);
global energy and momentum conservation may be separated off by excluding one arbitrarily chosen
vertex.

(iv) Integrateandsum over all internalmomentaand energiesaccordingto /3’ ~ $ d
3k/(2IT)3.

By a comparison with the Feynman rules of the vacuum theory [12.18], it is seen that the
finite-temperatureGreenfunctions may be obtained by making the following substitutionsin the
Minkowski-spaceFeynmanintegrals[2.5]:

k~)—~(—i)~G~(k
1,... , ku), (2.3.16)

d
4k d3kf 4.~~Ef3, (2.3.17)

(
2IT) 1 (2IT)

i(2IT)4~(k)—~’f3(2ir)36~
06(k). (2.3.18)

The first prescriptiontakescare of a factor of (—i) for eachexternalpropagator.
The samesubstitutionrules apply in more complicatedcasessuch as a SU(N) gaugetheory with

fermions.The last substitutionrule implies that at eachvertexeffectively a factor i disappears,andthe
first two togetherimply that propagatorsloose a factor of (—i). It follows that for spin-i fields the
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propagatorbecomes

S(k)= 1I(m — ‘y k), (2.3.19)

and that for gaugeandghostfields the Matsubarapropagatorsare

D(k) = ~ab[gIk
2 — (1 — A1)k~,k~Ik4], (2.3.20)

Jjab(k) = ~ab/k2 (2.3.21)

These expressionsare the Fourier transformsof the correspondingEuclideanpropagators;see e.g.
(2.3.9). Becauseof the periodic boundaryconditions, discussed at length in section 2.2.3, the
Matsubarafrequenciesof the ghostpropagatorare even, like those of the gaugebosonpropagator:
k
0 = i2nrrI3~

1.
In actual computations the above rules aresupplementedwith the usualprescriptionssuchasa minus

sign for every fermion and ghost loop. Moreover, one may take over the renormalization prescriptions
of the vacuum theory to eliminate all ultraviolet divergenciesof the correspondingfield theory at finite
temperature and density [2.8, 2.10, 6.3, 9.22] (see also section 2.4.6). In practice, a convenient way of
regulating the perturbation theory is to continuedimensionally [9.22,9.24].

2.3.3. Analytic continuation
The energysummationsthat occur in the Matsubaraformalism may be performedby an analytic

extensionaway from the discrete complexenergiesdown to the real axis. The method is standard
[1.30,1.33] and involves the replacementof energysumsby contour integrals.For a summationover
even bosonic energies k

0 = i2nirf3~
1the rule is [6.3]:

~ f(k
0) N(z)[f(z) +f(-z)] + f(z), (2.3.22)

and for odd fermiomcfrequenciesp0 = i(2n + i)IT/3 + p. [10.10],

~ = -f ~ [n~(z) f(z)+ n(z) f(-z)] +f ~ f(z). (2.3.23)

Theseformulaearevalid for any functionf(z) whichis analyticin the neighbourhoodof the imaginary
axis, andwhichhasthepropertythat theproductf(z) exp— /31z I vanishes sufficiently fast at infinity. The
contourC~circumscribesclockwiseall singularitiesof the functionsf(z) andf(—z) in the right half
plane,but none of the polesof the Fermi—Diracand Bose—Einsteindistributionfunctions

n±(z)= [e~ + 1]_i , N(z)= [e’~ — i]~’ (2.3.24)

at the Matsubarafrequencies.
One may notice that no use is madeof the convergencefactor which plays a crucial role in
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non-relativisticmany-bodytheory [1.19—1.22,1.30, 1.33, 11.9]. This convergencefactorenablesoneto
close the vacuumcontour in the left half plane. In a theory without antiparticlesthis amountsto a
specific renormalizationprescriptionto eliminatevacuumterms.

Let usconsiderthe applicationof theseformulaeto the analyticcontinuationof a closedconnected
graph ~, called a bubble diagram. (For clarity’s sake we shall discussa scalartheory.) Leaving out
numericalandvertex factors, we maywrite the typical contributioncoming from sucha graphwith I
internallines and V verticesas

~(I,V) = Tr A(k1) . .~(k1)6(k1,.. . , k1), (2.3.25)

wherethe trace symbol denotesboth integrationsand summationsover the internal momentaand
energies,respectively.The 8-factor enforcesenergyand momentumconservationat V— 1 vertices.
Using for the Kroneckerdelta its integral representation,we have

p p

5(k1,.. . , k1) = fl (2IT)
36(e~~k

1)f du~. f du~exp(u~e5~k~), (2.3.26)

wheree.~,,v = 1, 2,. . . ,V, i = 1, 2,. . . ,I is the incidencematrix [12.7,12.18] of the graph ~.

The most straightforwardapproachto the problem of evaluatingthe multiple frequencysums in
(2.3.25) is to introduce L = I — V + 1 independentloop variables l~by making use of energy—
momentumconservationat the vertices.Then (2.3.25) reducesto

~13(I,V) = Tr LI ~(k,), (2.3.27)

where the k’s are now linear combinationsof the l’s with coefficients ±1or 0. The remaining L
frequencysummationscan then be done one after anotherwith the help of the contour formulae
(2.3.22)and (2.3.23).Singularitiesoccurwhen theinternalmomentaare on their massshell. If noneof
thesesingularitiesoverlap,the analytic continuationof the propagatorproduct in (2.3.27)hassimple
poleswhich generatebranchcutswhenthe momentumintegrationsarecarriedout. The residuesmust
be calculatedas the discontinuitiesacrossthesecuts; see fig. 2.2.

z

Cf

Fig.2.2. The contourC~encirclinga branchcut.
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Fig. 2.3. A 2-cycle of lines.

In general, one encountersin higher-ordercalculationsdirect products4~(k) = [zi(k)]mof prop-
agatorswith identicaldenominators.In diagrammaticlanguagesuchproductsare associatedwith a cycle
of linesof multiplicity m [1.24,1.25]. This is a set of m lines in a bubblediagramsuch that the diagram
separatesinto two disconnectedpiecesif any two of the lines of the setarecut. Removalof all m lines
separatesthe diagraminto rn disconnectedparts which areat leastone-particleirreducible (1PI); that
is, they are self-energyinsertions.The lines in a bubblediagram can unambiguouslybe classifiedas
belonging to cycleswith multiplicities m = 2, 3, . . . , or to no cycle at all, which is calleda 1-cycle for
convenience.On accountof energy—momentumconservationall lines of an m-cycle carry the same
energyand momentum.This gives rise to the occurrenceof higher-orderpoles when the associated
propagatorproductsareanalytically continuedto the complexplane.Nevertheless,the abovereasoning
goesthroughalmostunchanged[10.10,10.15]. Again theresiduemaybe computedas the discontinuity
acrossthe cut by making useof the formula

I dz g(z) I dx . 1
J 2iri (z—a)m=j ~—-g(x)Disc~~m (2.3.28)

pertainingto a pole of orderm at the real axis.
A direct analyticcontinuationof Matsubaradiagramswithoutcontourintegrationhasbeenproposed

by Dzyaloshinskii [1.20], and independentlyby Balian and de Dominicis [1.15] and by Baym and
Sessler [1.23]. The starting point is formula (2.3.25), but before doing the frequency sums one
substitutesthe following time representationfor the propagators:

~(iw~, k) f drexp(iw~r)LI(r, k), (2.3.29)

LI(r, k) = f~2p
0(k)exp(—rk0)[0(r) + N(k0)], (2.3.30)

obtainedfrom (2.3.2)and (2.3.3)by revertingfrom frequencyto time. This hasthe advantagethat the

frequencysummationscan now be trivially performed,and onefinds

/1 p

~(I, V) = f B ~ H (2IT)
36(e~

1k1)f du1 . . f du~fl LI(~,kg), (2.3.31)
i=1 (

2IT) u=1 o o 11
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wherethe times

= (2.3.32)

arerelatedto the integrationvariablesthrough the incidencematrix.
The multiple integral (2.3.31)may be regardedas the sum of (V— 1)! integrals,whereeachof the

latter refersto a contributionfrom a region distinguishedby a definite ordering of the u’s. Take, for
example, the contribution coming from the region u1 � u2 � � u,~,_1.This contribution may be
associatedwith a time-orderedsequenceof the vertices. (The one vertex not representedplays the
uniquerole of beingprior to the time uvi and after the time u1.) A graphicrepresentationis obtained
by arrangingthe vertices in the diagram ~ such that the time coordinatesu~correspondingto the
verticesdecreasefrom right to left [1.20].Now the importantobservationis that the times r~havea
definite sign; on an internalline directedfrom right to left the sign is positive, andon a line with the
oppositedirectionnegative.In the onecasethe propagator(2.3.30)contributesa factor 1 + N(k0),and
in the other a factorN(k0). The time integrationscan then be performed,and it is easyto verify that
one getsexponentialsand denominatorscontaining partial sums of the energiescorrespondingto all
intermediatestates.Finally, the sum hasto be taken over all possible time orderings.For sample
calculations,which may clarify the reasoning,we refer to sections3.1.3 and4.2.2.

Norton and Cornwall [2.8] havedevelopeda variant of the Dzyaloshinskiialgorithm basedon the
analytic extensionof the 8 symbol (2.3.26) as an entire function to the whole complexplane. This
clearlyexhibitsthe specialfeatureof this methodwhichis that the only singularitiesof the summandin
(2.3.25)arethe simplepolesof thepropagatorsat thereal axis. It leadsto therepresentationof a single
bubblegraphby a sum of realphase-spaceintegralsover forwardscatteringFeynmanamplitudes[2.14,
2.15, 10.14]. The external linesof theseamplitudesareon-mass-shellandweightedwith the appropriate
BoseandFermidistributionfunctions. Unfortunately,however,thisphysically attractiverepresentation
develops mass-shell divergenciesin higher orders in perturbationtheory. These divergenciesare
associatedwith propagatorproductshaving denominatorswhich all vanishat the samemomentumand
energy,i.e. self-energyinsertions.

The occurrenceof thesepathologiesindicatesthat it may be profitable to first analyze a given
diagram in termsof the rn-cyclesit contains.To anrn-cycle oneshould assignthe appropriatern-fold
propagatorproduct for which one may derive the following time representation:

~ k) = fdr exp(iw~r)LI(m)(r, k), (2.3.33)

LI(m)(r, k) = f ~2 ~~l) exp(—rk0)[0(r) + N(k0)]. (2.3.34)

The spectraldensityin the last expressionis the (rn — 1)-fold derivative, i.e.,

p(m)(k) = ~ (_~)po(k), (2.3.35)

of the single-propagatorspectraldensity.
The Dzyaloshinskii algorithm seemsto give a unique answer, whereasthe result of the loop

procedureapparentlydependson the choice of the loop variables,and the order in which the loop
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summationsareperformed.In the literaturetherehasbeensomeconfusionaboutthis issue,andit has
evenbeensuggestedthat the loopprocedureis mathematicallyill defined[6.2]. The point is thatthere
is no unique analytic continuation of a function which is defined only on the integers. In general,
differentanalyticcontinuationsleadto formally differentphase-spaceintegralrepresentations,that is,
to functionally differentexpressions

1/13(1, V) = F[n+, N] (2.3.36)

as a real functionalof Fermi—DiracandBose—Einsteindistributionfunctions.
Someof thesefunctionalrepresentationsmaybeparticularlyconvenientfor specialpurposes,suchas

the derivation of quasiparticle behaviour, see section 4.2.2, or the aforementionedreduction to
phase-spaceintegrals over Feynmanamplitudes. However, ultimately all theserepresentationsare
physically equivalenton accountof theuniquepolestructureof a bubblediagram.Hence,as afunction
of the temperatureand chemicalpotentials,1/13(1, V) is uniquely defined. The non-uniquenessof the
functional (2.3.36)may thenbe understoodas the inherentfreedomto algebraicallymanipulatethe
functionalwith the helpof identitiessatisfiedby the Fermi andBosedistributionfunctions[10.5,10.15]
as well as the generalizedfunctionsthatoccur. Onemaycomparethis with thefreedomof renormaliz-
ing the vacuumdivergences;whateverprocedureis chosen,ultimately the numericalvalueof ~(I, V)
must be independentof the renormalizationpoint.

2.4. Real-timecontours

The Matsubaraformalism cannot yield real-time Greenfunctionswithout a non-trivial processof
analytic continuation(seesection2.3.3). A direct evaluationof real-timeGreenfunctionsis possible,
however,if a time contouris usedwhich containsthereal axis. The simplestfamily of such“real-time”
contoursis depictedin fig. 2.4. The path goesfrom t. to t~alongthe real axis, dropsvertically from t~to
tf — ici, 0 � ci � /3, returnsparallel to the real axis to t1 — io-, and endsat t1 — i/3. By varying ci, an
equivalenceclassof quantumfield theoriesat finite temperatureis generated[4.9,4.14]. A specialcase
is ci = 0, whichleadsto the Keldyshperturbationexpansion(see.section2.1.3).The choice ci = /3/2will
be favouredherefor reasonsto becomeclear as we go along.

A more generalfamily of real-timecontoursis obtainedby going backandforth N timesinsteadof
only oncef4.14]. It can be shown,however,that the contributionsto the real-timeGreenfunctionsof
the additionalsweepsN> 1 cancelout. Hence,the useof thesecontoursmakesnot muchsense.There
are also more fundamentalreasonsfor discardingthis family [4.14]. A path that goes aroundthe
real-timeaxisseveraltimesmaybe useful,however,if oneis interestedin the moregeneralproblemof
calculating correlationsbetweenchronologically or antichronologically ordered operator products
[3.22].Also the N = 4 contourhasfound an applicationin curvedspacetime[8.13].

2.4.1. Factorization
We startfrom eq. (2.2.17)for the generatingfunctional, with C the real-timecontourof fig. 2.4.

Confining ourselvesfor the moment to a single scalarfield, we have

Zo[J]=Xexp-~[f f+J f+f f+f f]d~xd~x’i(x)D~(x-x’)i~x’). (2.4.1)
C12 C12 C12 C34 C34 C12 C34 ~
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Fig. 2.4. Real-timecontours.

The integration contourhasbeensplit into four pieces,as indicatedin the figure, and ~ = Cr U C5.
Now considerthe caset on C1, andt’ on C3. We parametrizeC3 by t’ = t~— iA, 0 ~ A ~ ci, andusethe
fact that 0~(t— t’) = 0 to write the correspondingpropagatoras, see (2.2.33),

iD~
3~(x— x’) = f ~exp[ip

0(t1 — t)] ~(p0), (2.4.2)

with

- I d~p
F(p0)=~J 3 exp[ip.(x—x’)]p0(p)n~(p0)exp(Ap0), (2.4.3)

i (2i7)

where only the relevant p0 dependencehas been indicated. As long as we have 0 < A < /3, the
combinationn~(p0)exp(Ap0) dampsfor large p0I~so thatD~

3~(x— x’) is analyticalfor thesevalues
of A, in agreementwith the discussionin subsection2.1.2.

Now, in order that the contour piece C
3 can be ignoredfor large t~,we haveto show that the

right-handside of eq. (2.4.2)vanishesas t~approachesinfinity. The Riemann—Lebesguelemma[5.23]
statesthat the Fourier transformmapsthe function spaceL

1 onto the spaceof continuousfunctions
whichvanishat infinity. Regardingthe propagator(2.4.2)as a Fourier transformof F( p

0), weseethat
we can applythe Riemann—Lebesguelemmaif: (i) F(p0) is integrable,i.e. the spectraldensityp0(p) in
(2.4.3) is an ordinary function, and (ii) t ~ t~.

The explicit form (2.2.35)makesit clear that the spectraldensitybecomesa generalizedfunction in
the limit e—*0. Sincethis invalidatescondition (i), we concludethatwe musthold s uniformly finite
throughout,and take the limit r—>0 last of all. In other words, delta functions should always be
understoodas regularized. One may easily verify the necessityof this e regularizationby taking
F(p0) = 8(p0) in (2.4.2). It is important to point out that this prescriptiondoesnot violatethe KMS
condition provided the argumentp0 of the distribution function in (2.4.3) is left as it is, and is not
replacedby its mass-shellvalue±w,,[4.11,3.23].

Condition (ii) is not satisfiedfor i—> cc~However, we still obtainthe desiredresult

lim ff d
4x d4x’ j(x) D~(x— x’) j(x’) = 0, (2.4.4)

C
1C3
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if we havein addition

lirn j(x)=0. (2.4.5)

Imposing this condition on the sourcesis equivalentto restricting the fields occurring in the path
integral to thosesatisfyingfree-fieldequationsat t = p1—> —cc and t = ti—> cc~Physically, this condition
plays the samerole as the Bogoliubovcondition[11.2]in the Keldyshformalism;cf. section2.1.3.For
relativistic local-field theorieswith the usual canonical commutation relations, this extra boundary
condition is compatiblewith the KMS boundarycondition. Therefore,in our casewe can consistently
impose(2.4.5), and concludethat (2.4.4)holds true.

A similiar reasoningappliedto the contourpiecesC2 andC4 leadsto the conclusionthat thesecond
as well as the third contourcontributionsto (2.4.1)vanish in the limit ~~—> —cc, t1—>co. Moreover,we
obviously have

=0, tEC12, t’EC34, (2.4.6)

or vice versa. This brings us to the important result [3.7,3.11] that the full generatingfunctional
factorizes into a contribution from C12 and a contribution from C34:

Z[j] = XZ12[j]Z34[j] (2.4.7)

with the two partial generatingfunctionalsgiven by

Z12[j]=exp{i f d4x~[~-.]}exp{_~J d~xd~x’j(x)D~(x—x’)j(x’)}, (2.4.8)
C12 C12

and a similar expressionfor Z34[ j].
For the computationof real-timeGreenfunctionsthe factor Z34 is a multiplicative constantlike X,

which entirely dropsout. For this purposethe vertical contourpiecesC34 can be ignoredcompletely,
andwe shall do so from now on. On the otherhand,accordingto eq. (2.1.2), (2.1.5)and(2.2.3), the
pressureis given by

P = (log Z12[0] + log Z34[0] + log X), (2.4.9)

and Z34 contributes.As a consequence,the computationof the pressurerequiresthe introductionof
specialtechniques(seechapter4).

For completeness’sake, we mention that recently a class of non-relativistic theories has been
discoveredfor which the asymptoticconditions(2.4.5)cannotbe imposed,andthe factorization(2.4.7)
does not occur [4.23, 4.31, 4.32]. In other words, Bogoliubov’s initial condition is not applicable.
Among suchmodelsarethe spin system[4.36—4.38]andthe Andersonmodel[4.22,4.39], whereinthe
asymptoticconditionis violatedby certaindiscretezero-energymodes.It is very difficult to constructa
Feynmandiagrammethodfor thesemodels,evenat zerotemperature,but theyhavesuccessfullybeen
treatedin the formalism of thermo field dynamics.

Anotherproblematiccaseconcernsmasslessfield theories,especiallyin lower dimensions[4.2]. For
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theseit may be impossible to use the Riemann—Lebesguelemma becausethe integral (2.4.3) is
infra-reddivergent. The ultimate cancellationof infra-red divergencesonly takesplace after a certain
resummationof termswhichalso involve Z34 [3.16]. In the sequelwe shall only discusstheorieshaving
the factorizationproperty (2.4.7).

2.4.2. Real-timepropagators
In the precedingsubsectionwe haveshown that the contour pieces C3 and C4 can be discarded

entirely if one is interestedin real-time Greenfunctions.Then one only needsto calculateZ12[j] as
given in (2.4.8). Omitting spatial variablesfor brevity, we can write the first exponentialas

expi f dt~[4-.]=expi f ~ (2.4.10)
Cl2 —~

wherewe defined:

j1(t)=j(t) , j2(t) =1(t—icr) , (2.4.11)

which are to be regardedas independentsources.The minus sign in (2.4.10) is a consequenceof the
negativeorientationof C2. Similarly, the secondexponentialis rewritten as

exp — ~f f dt dt’ j(t) D~(t— t’) j(t’) = exp — ~ ff dt dt’ jr(t)D~(t— t’)j5(t’), (2.4.12)
Cl2 —~

which involves the following four real-timepropagators:

D~’~(t— t’) = D~(t— t’) , (2.4.13)

— t’) = D~((t— icr) — (t’ — icr)) = —[D~(t’ — t)]* , (2.4.14)

— t’) = D~(t— (t’ — icr)) = D<(t — t’ + icr) , (2.4.15)

— t’) = D~((t— icr) — t’) = D>(t — t’ — icr) . (2.4.16)

The right-handsides of (2.4.15)and(2.4.16) follow by observingthat times on C2 are always “later”
than thoseon C1. The last memberof (2.4.14) reflectsthe antichronologicalorderingon C2. To avoid
later confusionwe explicitly state herethat complex conjugationof Greenfunctions only refers to
explicit factorsof i and ir, andnot to possiblegroupmatrices,Klein—Gordon divisors,etc., cf. section
3.2.1. (This is the sameconventionas used in unitary equations[12.9].)

In view of eq. (2.4.10),onewouldperhapshaveexpecteda minussign in eqs. (2.4.15)and(2.4.16).
However, in eqs. (2.4.10) through (2.4.16) it is understoodthat

~ij(t)
~j(t’) = 3rs8(t — t’) , r, s = 1,2, (2.4.17)
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in contraventionof what is prescribedby rule (2.1.15) which implies a minus sign on C2 due to the
negativeorientation.From now on we will adoptthe new sign convention(2.4.17). (Also cf. [3.17].)

Equations(2.4.10) and (2.4.12)imply that the generatingfunctionalZ17, henceforthdenotedas Z,
takesthe form [4.13, 4.11, 3.11, 3.12]

Z[j] = exp{i f d4x(~1[-~-]- ~[T~2])} exp{-~f f d
4x d4x’ jr(x) D~~(x- x’)

(2.4.18)

A summationover the repeatedindices r, s is understood.
The equivalentpath-integralrepresentationis

Z[j] = f [d43
1][d432]expif d

4x[43r(D1)~43~~(43~)- ~(432) + Ir43r]. (2.4.19)

The boundaryconditionsareunimportantherebecausetheyareonly necessaryfor the determinationof
the propagatorswhichwe alreadyknow. Fromthe generatingfunctional,real-timeGreenfunctionsare
obtainedby functional differentiation

G(x
1,. . . , ~) = Z[0] i~j1(x1) i~j~(x~)Z[j]~, (2.4.20)

with respectto the c-numbersourcesJ~(x). This implies that only type-i fields canappearon external
lines. We remark,that in the operatorformalismthe fields 43~and 432 can be understoodas the original
real-time field and its shifted counterpart,respectively,analogousto (2.4.11) for the sources.This
interpretationis possible in the path integral(2.4.19) too [3.11,3.12]. However, it is not compulsory
therebecausethe 43’s arejust dummy integrationvariables.

By this constructionit appearsthata doublingof the degreesof freedomis necessaryin order to be
able to calculatereal-timeGreenfunctions. This doubling is absentin the Matsubaraformalism,and
thencecould be a mathematicalartifact [8.18,4.42]. However,such a doubling of the field degreesof
freedomalso appearsin the axiomatic formulation of quantumstatisticalmechanics;see section 2.5.
This indicatesthatatwo-componentextensionis the prerequisitefor a consistentMinkowski-spacefield
theoryat finite temperatureand density.

We will now considerthe generalcaseof an arbitrary covariantfield. Mutatis mutandisthe above
derivationgoesthrough unchanged,and we can give the explicit forms of the real-timepropagators
definedin (2.4.13)through(2.4.16).Sincethe generalcontourpropagatoris known,cf. (2.2.33),it is a
straightforwardexerciseto determinethe Fourier-transformedexpressions:

ib~’~(p)= [i0(po)~F(p) + iO(—p0)~(p) + -,jp0(p) n+(po)]dap(p), (2.4.21)

= [ib~(p)]*, (2.4.22)

ib~3
2~(p)= ‘qp

0(p)exp(p0o-)n~(p0)dap(p), (2.4.23)

iñ~
1~(p)= ~ e~exp[(/3 — 2ci)p

0] il
5~(p). (2.4.24)
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The function

~F(P)H 2 . (2.4.25)p —rn1+le

is the vacuummulti-massFeynmanpropagatorin termsof whichthe spectraldensity(2.2.35)is given
by

p0(p) = ie(pO)[z.iF(p) —

4~(p)]. (2.4.26)

The c-parameterwhich regulatesthese expressions,has been kept uniformly finite during the
calculations,in conformitywith theremarksmadein the precedingsubsection.Substitutingeq. (2.4.26)
into the propagatorexpression(2.4.21),the latter can be cast in the form

D~(p)= {[i + fln(po)]zF(P) — ‘qn(p
0) A~(P)}dap(P), (2.4.27)

where the positive- and negative-energydistribution functions have beencombined into the single
distribution function

n(p0) = 0(p0)n~(p0)+ 0(—p0)n_(—p0), (2.4.28)

which is nevernegativeand vanishesin the zerotemperatureand densitylimit.
Theoff-diagonalpropagators(2.4.23)and(2.4.24)explicitly dependon theparameterci whichlabels

the family of contoursillustratedin fig. 2.4. It is ratherobvious,andwe shall prove thisin section2.4.3,
that the real-time Greenfunctions will be independentof ci. So one is free to adjust ci at one’s
convenience.If one takesci = 0, onerecoversKeldysh’s finite-temperaturefield theoryof section2.1.3
as it appliesto equilibrium systems.A particularlyelegantformulationis obtainedby settingci = /3 / 2,
andfollowing refs. [4.9,3.11, 3.12]we shall adoptthis choicehere.Using(2.4.26)and(2.4.28)we may
then write the propagator (2.4.23) as

= e’~
2Vn(p

0)~i+ ~n(p0)[~0(p0)+ O(~PO)][
4F(P) — ~i~(P)]dap(P). (2.4.29)

Note that in this casethe connection(2.4.24),which is a consequenceof definitions (2.4.15) and
(2.4.16),and the KMS condition, is particularly simple.

The special featureof the two propagators(2.4.27)and (2.4.29),togetherwith the onesimplied via
(2.4.22)and (2.4.24), is that they can be assembledinto the single 2 x 2 matrix

- Id (P)4F(P) 0
Dap(P)= M~ 0 ~dap(P) ~*(p) )Mn. (2.4.30)

All thermal information is containedin the transformationmatrix [3.19]

— cos(h) 9 ~e~2sin(h) 9
M~ (e~~~2sin(~~ cos(h)0 ~), (2.4.31)
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wherethe angle 0,, is implicitly given by

sin(h) 0,, = \/n(p0), (2.4.32)

cos(h) 0k,,= [0(p0) + ~0(—p0)]\/l + ~n(p0). (2.4.33)

The goniometric (hyperbolic) functions arise in the fermionic (bosonic) case. The possibility of
representingthermal propagatorsin this way was first discoveredby Matsumotoin the context of
thermo field dynamics [4.5,4.7]. It is to be remarkedthat the matrix (2.4.31) hasthe alternative
representation [3.24,4.31]

Mn=exp0p(~~i, e~
2) (2.4.34)

The aboveformulaecontainthe real-timepropagatorsfor fermionandgaugefieldsderivedin refs. [4.8]
and [3.14] as specialcases.

It is easilyseenwhat happensin the vacuumlimit p. = 0, /3—> cc~In thislimit the distributionfunction
n(p

0), given in (2.4.28),is zero.As a consequencethe crosspropagatorsarezerotoo, andM~reduces
to a trivial diagonalmatrix which can be omitted. This meansthat type-i andtype-2 fields decouple,
andthat the generatingfunctionalcompletelyfactorizes:Z12 = Z1Z2,Z2 droppingout in the evaluation
of vacuumGreenfunctions.

In the caseof a degenerateFermi systemat zero temperaturethe distribution function (2.4.28)
reducesto

n(p0)= 0(p0)0(p. — p0) + 0(—p0)0(p0— p.). (2.4.35)

This implies again that the cross propagators vanish and that the generating functional factorizes. In the

single-masscasethe relevantpropagatorfollows from (2.4.27) and (2.4.35)as

2 d~(p) , (2.4.36)
p —m +iep0(p0—p.)

which exhibitsindeedthe correctpole prescription[6.4].

2.4.3. Real-timeFeynmanrules
We arenow in a position to statethe Feynmanrules. In the expansionof the generatingfunctional

(2.4.18)two types of verticesoccur, one typedescribingthe interactionsof the original real-timefield
4~andthe otherthe interactionsof the “thermalghostfield” 432. TheFeynmanrulesfor thesetwo types
of verticesdiffer by a sign only. Thereis no directcouplingbetweenthe two typesof fields, but theycan
propagateinto eachotherbecauseof the non-diagonalelementsof the propagatormatrix. In virtue of
(2.4.20),externallines of physicalGreenfunctionsarealwaysof type-i. Therefore,to find a particular
Greenfunction G (11)(p1,. . . ,p,,) in momentumspace,we must draw all diagramswith n external
points of type-i, and an arbitrary numberof verticesof type r = 1, 2. Thesetwo typesof verticesare
connectedto eachotherby (directed)propagatorlinesrepresentingD ~ ( p). (The latticeso obtainedis
reminiscentof the Wheeler—Widomconstruction[11.3].)As in the vacuumtheory,disconnectedblobs
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without externallegsaredivided out by the denominatorin (2.4.20),andcan be ignored. (In fact, they
equalunity, cf. (2.4.44).)

The propagatorscan be directly readoff from eqs. (2.4.27), (2.4.29).For later applicationswe shall
give the explicit Feynmanrules for a scalarbosontheory with interactionLagrangiandensity

~,, g~3 A~4
~ 31” ~j~i~’I’

In fig. 2.5 we define the propagatorand vertices for this theory. Following [4.13] we decompose
propagatorlines into a sum of the vacuumpart andthethermalpart ,‘ . This graphical
notation [3.11,3.12] stems from the formal similarity between the Feynmanrule for the thermal
propagatorandthe cut propagatorusedin unitarity equations[12.9].The two vacuumpropagatorparts
readexplicitly

- = 2 2 . (2.4.38)
k —rn +ie

2. • 2 = 2 . (2.4.39)
k —rn —ic

r k s=i~T~(k), r,s=i,2,
ryr =i(_1)rg,

X =i(-1)
TA.

Fig. 2.5. Feynmanrules for a theory characterizedby theLagrangiandensity (2.4.37).

In the scalarbosoncasethereis no chemicalpotentialandthe thermalpropagatoris symmetricwith
equaldiagonalelements.The two independentelementsare

1 • / • 1 = 2ir8(k2 — m2) sinh20k’ (2.4.40)

1 • ,‘ • 2=1r8(k2—m2)sinh2t9k. (2.4.41)

The angle 0k is given by, cf. (2.4.32), (2.4.33),

sinh20k = N(1k
01) (2.4.42)
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in termsof the Bosefunction. We stressoncemoreherethat the deltafunctionsareto be regardedas
an abbreviationfor their regularizedrepresentation;only in the simplestdiagramsthe deltafunctions
can betakenliterally. Also the distributionfunction hasto be keptoff-shell; cf. thediscussionin section
2.4.1.

Anothercommentconcernstherelationwith the Matsubaraformalism (to be morefully discussedin
section3.1). It sohappensthatthe Euclideanpropagator(2.3.2) is nothingbut the Fouriertransformof
D ~1~(k)extendedto the imaginary-timeaxis. In the early days of relativistic finite-temperaturefield
theory [2.6] this was interpretedto mean that D’~11~(k)was the “analytic continuation” of the
discrete-energyMatsubarapropagator (2.3.4) to the real axis. However, using only the single
propagatorj5(11) (k) in a real-time formulationquickly leadsto pathologies,such as the occurrenceof
productsof delta functions. These difficulties do not arise when the full matrix structure of the
propagatoris takeninto account;a detailedproofwill be deferredto section3.2.2.

Let usnow demonstrateexplicitly that the parameterci which labelsthe family of contoursdepicted
in fig. 2.4, completelydropsout of the real-timeGreenfunctions.For the proof, which we takefrom
ref. [4.9] (also cf. [4.14]), we need the observation that the D~11~and 15(22) propagatorsare
independentof ci, whereasD”2~and jj(21) are proportional to exp(p

0ci) andexp(—p0ci), respectively;
see (2.4.21) through (2.4.24). The external legs of all diagramscontributing to real-time Green
functionsare of type-i. Any such diagramcan be decomposedinto subdiagramswhich only contain
type-i vertices (I) andthosethat only containtype-2 vertices(II); seefig. 2.6. The propagatorlines in
the blobsrepresenteitherD~1) or 15(22) propagators.Hence,the blobs arecr-independent.However,
the externallegsof II representeitherD (12) or D (21) Sincethe cr-dependenceis amultiplicative factor,
we concludethat diagram II is proportional to expci(p~+ ... + p~)if all momentaare takenas
outgoing. On accountof global energy—momentumconservationwe mayconcludethat diagramII is
cr-independentlike diagramI. This completesthe proof.

As an interestingcorollary to this result, it maybe shownthat the sumof all bubblediagrams,with
the properweight factorsand with verticesoccurring onceas type-i andonceas type-2,vanishes.For
the proof we set ci = /3 in fig. 2.4,andobservethat C4 = 0 in that case.This meansthat C3 becomesthe
Matsubaracontourshifted to t = t~.Since the starting point of the Matsubaracontouris arbitrary, C3
generates the full Matsubara perturbation theory. Let now t1 approachinfinity. Thenthe factorization
property (2.4.7) of the generatingfunctional implies

log Z[0] = log(XZ12[0] Z3[0]). (2.4.43)

1~I~iI~11

Fig. 2.6. subdiagramswhich only containtype-i and type-2vertices,respectively.
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Since XZ3[0] gives alreadythe completeresult, we must have

log Z12[0] = 0, (2.4.44)

whichis the conciseformulationof the theoremstatedin words at thebeginningof theparagraph.This
theoremwas obtainedearlier by KobesandSemenoff[3.15]who usedthe largest-timeequation[12.9],
andby Matsumotoet al. [4.14]in the operatorformalism.However,to set the recordstraight,it must
be mentionedthat the identity Z12[0] = 1 wasalreadydiscoveredlong agoin the contextof the Keldysh
formalism[3.5]. The implication is that disconnecteddiagramsexactlycanceland that Greenfunctions
(2.4.20)are automaticallynormalized.

2.4.4. Renormalization
On the basisof theFeynmanrulesstatedabove,it is possibleto prove thatthermalGreenfunctions

areultraviolet(UV) finite if the theory hasbeenrenormalizedat zerotemperature.This was first shown
to be true in thermofield dynamics[4.13]andlater in the time-pathmethod[3.12].A rigorousproof,
involving Zimmermann’sforest formula [12.7]for Feynmandiagrams,was given in ref. [3.16]andwill
bereproducedbelow. The resultcould havebeenexpectedon physicalgrounds[2.2]. Indeed,the UV
divergencesarisefrom the singular short-distancebehaviourof the theory,which is quite unaffectedby
the presenceof a heatbath. In otherwords, in the UV limit the temperatureandchemicalpotentials
can effectively be treatedas beingzero. In the real-timeformalismthis propertyis immediatelyobvious
becausein the propagators(2.4.40), (2.4.41) the vacuum part is explicitly separatedfrom the
temperature-dependentpart. The latter contains the thermodynamicparametersonly through the
distribution function, or through factorsdirectly proportional to the latter. This is true for any field
theory,ascan be seenfrom the generalstructureof the propagator(2.4.27),(2.4.29).In the Matsubara
formalism,before analytic continuation,this featureis less obvious. Nevertheless,the sametheorem
hasbeenproved there[2.8, 2.10, 6.3, 9.22].

We shall usea dimensionallyregularizedversion [9.22]of the original BPHZ scheme[12.7,12.18].
Let us start with some technicalities. We first discuss the notion of a superficially divergent diagram. A
given diagram F with n external legs correspondsto a Feynmanintegral F1, constructedaccordingto
the Feynman rules of the theory in question in momentum space, over L loop momenta i~.In
dimensionalregularizationthe valueof this integral is definedin d dimensions.Thesuperficialdegreeof
divergenced(F) of the diagramis definedasthe totalpowerof all momentain theintegral, i.e. thesum
of the powersof the momentain the numerator,includingd”l1 . . . d~’lL,minusthe sum of the powersof
the momentain the denominator.If d(F) � 0 for d 4, the diagramis saidto besuperficiallydivergent.
If F is alsoproper(or one-particleirreducible),it is calledarenormalizationpart.If d(F) <0 for d = 4,
the diagramis called superficiallyconvergent,althoughthe integralcorrespondingto it may in fact be
divergentfor d = 4.

We now define a quantity R(F) definedin d ~ 4 dimensions.If F is not a renormalizationpartthen
R(F) is definedto be equalto the valueof F1. If F is a renormalizationpart R(F) is definedto be the
minimally subtractedvalue of F,. [9.22].In general,R(F) exists for d = 4 only if F is a renormalization
part.We stressthatR(F) is not therenormalizedvalueof F, whichwill bedefinedbelow,exceptwhenF
is a renormalizationpart. R(F) is a functionof the n — 1 independentexternalmomentabelongingto F.

Next, we define a contracteddiagram.Let A bea subdiagramof F. Thenthe contracteddiagramF/A
is obtainedby contractingA to a point, that is, a vertexwith rn externallines carryingthe momenta
k1,. . . ~km externalto A. This new vertex is given the Feynmanrule R(A).
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We are now in a position to state Zimmermann’sforest formula [12.7,9.22]: the renormalized

diagramr(F) correspondingto F is obtainedby meansof the forestformula

r(F) = ~ LI F/A (2.4.45)
U AEU

The BPHZ theorem[12.7,12.18] thenassertsthat Fr(F) is finite for d = 4. The meaningof eq. (2.4.45)
is as follows. The sum is over all F-forestsU; this is a set of subdiagramsof Fsatisfyingthe conditions:

(i) The elementsof U are renormalization parts.
(ii) Two elementsof the sameforest U mustbenon-overlapping,i.e., theymustbe eitherdisjoint or

nested.
(iii) A forest maybe empty.

If two contracteddiagramsaredisjoint, their order in the productis immaterial;if theyarenested(one
diagrambeing a subdiagramof the other) then the subdiagramappearson the right in the product.

For our purposeit is most important to be awarethat the subdiagramsA are all renormalization
parts, i.e., they are all superficially divergent. Superficiallyconvergentdiagramsdo not occur in eq.
(2.4.45).Furthermore,we may mentionthat in practicethe renormalizeddiagramis obtainedby means
of the introductionof counterterms.

We can now showthat a diagramrenormalizedat T = 0, p. = 0, and hencefinite at T, p. = 0, remains
finite at any T and p. for d = 4. Use of the forest formula in combinationwith the real-timeFeynman
rulesmakesthe proofalmosttrivial. To seethis we notethat the thermalpropagators(2.4.40),(2.4.41)
go as exp—$1k01 for large k. Hence,their power-countingdimensionis clearly infinite. Therefore,any
T, p. -dependentsubdiagramof a given diagramF is superficiallyconvergent(althoughin fact it maybe
divergent),and cannotbe a renormalizationpart. But this meansthat the contractionsin eq. (2.4.45)
are all independentof the temperatureand chemical potentials,and so are the counterterms.This
provesthe theorem.

Although it is sufficient to renormalizethe theory at T, p. =0 in order to havea finite theory at any
T, p., it may be physically convenientto choosea renormalizationprescriptionat a given T, p. � 0
[4.13,8.5]. The renormalizedmassesandcouplingconstantsthenbecomeT, p.-dependent.Becausethe
renormalized theory is finite at any T, p., quantitiesrenormalizedat different renormalizationpoints
differ by a finite renormalization.Indeed,the whole machineryof the renormalizationgroupcan be
extendedto the caseof finite temperatureand density [8.5, 8.15, 4.40, 8.21, 8.23].

2.5. Thermofield dynamics

We haveseenthat thereis acertainfreedomin the choiceof contourin the complextime plane.In
the preceding section we worked out a particular formulation of quantumfield theory at finite
temperature,and were led to propagatorexpressionsin termsof a unimodulartransformationmatrix
(section2.4.2). In the derivationgiven theseformulae seemto appearalmost by accident.However,
thereexistsanotherway of derivingthem which alsoshedssomelight on the doubling of the degreesof
freedomat finite temperature.This is the algebraicoperatorapproachknownasthermofield dynamics
(TFD), which we shall now discussin somedetail.

One way of understandingTFD [4.4,4.6,4.31] is to place this theory in the context of the
C* -algebra formulation of quantum statistical mechanicsand, in particular, the so-called Haag—
Hugenholtz—Winnink(HHW) formalism [5.3,5.8], which runs parallelwith a mathematicaldevelop-
ment known as the Tomita—Takesakimodulartheory. Eachof thesetopics will be briefly reviewedin
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the following, although most mathematicaltechnicalities will be left out. We mention that our
presentationdoesnot follow the historicaldevelopmentof TFD [4.1—4.5];in fact, the foundersof TFD
independentlyrediscoveredsomebasicaspectsof the HHW formalism.The relationshipbetweenTFD,
on the one hand,and the algebraicmethod,on the other, was laid down in a fundamentalpaperby
Ojima [4.6].

2.5.1. GNSconstruction
The C*~algebra approach to quantum statistical mechanics and quantum field theory (for a survey

seerefs. [5.9,5.12, 5.20]) grewout of a generaldissatisfactionwith the standardformalismof quantum
mechanicsinvolving a Hilbert spaceof statesfixed onceandfor all. As we shall see,for variousphysical
as well as mathematicalreasonsit is moreflexible to startwith the algebraof operatorsdescribingthe
observablesof the systemand let the Hilbert spacedependon the particularpureor mixed stateof the
systemunderconsideration.In this context a state ~/‘is definedas a positivelinear functional on the
operatoralgebra,ratherthan as a vector in a given Hilbert space,or a densityoperatoracting on the
latter in the caseof a mixed state.The value K~’;A) of thefunctionalis interpretedasthe expectation
of A in the state qi; we shall always considernormalizedstates,i.e. ~~t; ~)= 1, where ~ is the unit
operatorin the algebra.

For physical purposesit would be sufficient to equip the operatoralgebrawith the structureof a
Jordanalgebra,in whichonly the symmetrizedoperatorproduct { A, B} is defined.Mathematicallyit is
convenientto assumethat theoperatoralgebracan be embeddedin a so-calledC*~algebra[5.23].Then
addition andmultiplicationof operatorsis definedwith eachotherandwith complexscalars.Moreover,
a norm andinvolution * exist suchthat A** = A, IIA*II = hAIl, and hAil2 = hhA*AIi.

In order to regainthe ordinarystructureof quantummechanicsoneconstructsaHilbert space~ and
representsthe C*~algebra~i by a subsetof the collection of all boundedoperators~(~) on ~C.The
crucial point is that, in general, ~ depends on the state ~ti chosenfor its construction;oncea state is
chosen,the GNS construction[5.9,5.20] of the Hilbert space~ andthe representationii~(~t)induced
by cli proceedsin the following steps:

(i) Formthe setA~,consistingof all AE~(satisfying (i/i; A*A) =0.
(ii) FormequivalenceclassesE(A) in ~tsuchthatA —~ B ~-> A — B E A

4.
(iii) Constructa vector space V4 with elementsE(A); addition and multiplication by scalarsis

definedby AE(A) + p.E(B) = E(AA+ p.B).
(iv) Onemaynowdefine anon-degenerateinnerproductin V4 by (E(A), E(B)) = K ~s; A* B), which

is independentof the choice of AEE(A), B E E(B).
(v) CompleteV4 into a Hilbert space , which is the carrierspaceof the representation.
(vi) The GNS representationi~ is thengiven by

~4(A) E(B) = E(AB), (2.5.1)

where i~4(A)E ~ This is againindependentof the choiceof B E E(B). It can be shownthat i~ is

indeeda representationof ~X,that is,
+ p.B) = Air4(A) + p.i~4(B), (2.5.2)

ir4(AB) = rr4(A)rr4(B) , (2.5.3)
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1r4(A*) = ~r4(A)
t, (2.5.4)

wherethe daggerdenotesthe adjoint in ~‘.

The Hilbert space/~‘~thus constructednaturally containsthe vector (1:= E( ~). By definition of the
inner product (step (iv)) andof the representation(2.5.1), this vectorsatisfies(11, ir

4(A)fl) = (43; A)
for all A E ~T.Moreover, 11 is cyclic, i.e. ir4(~I)Qis densein ~C,as follows immediatelyfrom (2.5.1).
We seethat the vector(2 plays the role of a statevector of the system.

Two representations ir1: ~f—>~3(~) and ~2: ~ ~(~‘2) are said to be unitarily equivalent if there
exists an isomorphism U: ~ ~ c~’2suchthat ~2(A) = Urr1 (A) U’ for all A E ~21.Not all representations
IT4 induced by the states43 on ~l are unitarily equivalent.This fact is one of the main advantageous
features of the C*~algebraapproach, becauseit avoids paradoxesencounteredin the ordinary
formalism where symmetries such as time translationscannot be unitarily implemented. Broken
symmetry is anothercasein point since the differentvacuumstatescannotbe connectedby unitary
representativesof the symmetrygroupin question[5.9]. Whathappensthereis that eachvacuumstate
inducesa truly different representationof the operatoralgebra.A further relevantexample[4.2,4.7] is
providedby the unitary inequivalenceof GNS representationsinducedby two Gibbsstatesat different
temperatures[5.20]. (Note, however,that thereexists the notion of weak equivalenceof representa-
tions in which senseall faithful representationsof ~i are equivalent[5.9,5.20].)

An importanttheorem[5.9, 5.20, 5.23], which we shall needlateron, statesthat anyrepresentation
ir with a cyclic vector (2 such that ((1, ir(A)(1) = K 43; A) for all A E ~1is unitarily equivalentto the
GNS representationir~,.

A furtherconceptof interestis the irreducibility of arepresentation:a representationir of ‘~tis called
irreducibleif thereis no subspaceSC ~Csothat ir(~1)SCS, except~‘itself andits zerovector.Herethe
relevanttheorem[5.9,5.20] is the one statingthat the following conditionsareequivalent:

(i) the GNS representationir~,of ~t is irreducible;
(ii) the commutant rr4(~!f)’ is trivial (i.e. equalto {A1}, AEC);
(iii) 43 is a purestateon ~1.
Herethe commutantof ir(~f)is the set of all operatorsin ~1~(~’)that commutewith all elementsof

ir(~I);this notion will play a role in the sequel.A purestate 43 is a normalizedstatewhich cannotbe
decomposedas 43 = ~ A~,with ~ A, = 1 and all 43, normalized;this class containsthe pure (vector)
statesas definedin the usual formulation of quantummechanics[5.8,5.20].

2.5.2. HHW formalismand Tomita—Takesakitheorems
Now that we do not haveana priori representationof a stateas a vector in a fixed Hilbert space,the

questionariseshowwe should characterizea given state.In the caseof ~ beinga statesothat (43,3; A)
is the expectationvalueof A in equilibrium at temperature~_1 (for the incorporationof the chemical
potentialin thepresentcontextsee[5.18,5.20]) the answeris obvious:we usethe KMS condition.This
presupposesa time evolutionof the operatorsA E ~t,whichwe denoteby a1[A]. The KMS conditionin
its mostpreciseformulationthen reads[5.3, 5.6, 5.8]:

f dtf(t-i/3)(43~Aa~[B]) = f dtf(t) (43k; a,[B]A), (2.5.5)
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wheref(t) is the Fourier transform of an arbitrary (Schwartz) test function with compact support.
Equation(2.5.5) implies both the flip—flop property (tfi~ a1_1~[B]A)= (43~Acr1[B]), andthe fact that
(43~Aa1[B]) is analytic and uniformly boundedin the strip 0< Im t < /3, and continuous on its
boundary.Moreover,theform (2.5.5)allows taking the thermodynamiclimit [5.3,5.8], for it avoidsthe
operationa1+~~[B]which, in that limit, mapsa boundedoperatorinto an unboundedone.

The remarkablefeatureof eq. (2.5.5) is the interplaybetweenthe propertiesof a givenstate andthe
time evolution of the operator-algebra. Mathematically, the existenceof such a structure and its
consequences,namely the doubling of degreesof freedom in a certainsense,are the subjectof the
so-called Tomita—Takesaki theory of von Neumann-algebras [5.5, 5.7, 5.13, 5.15, 5.20]. The important
featureswere independentlydiscoveredby Haag,HugenholtzandWinnink [5.3]from a physicalpoint
of view. As this theory helps understandingthermo field dynamics,we shall briefly discussits chief
results.We beginby describingthe abstractmathematicalsetting, which later on will be placedin the
relevantphysicalcontext.

We supposethat the C* -algebra~l hasbeenrepresentedby boundedoperatorson a certainHilbert
space~, for example, by means of the GNSconstruction. The enveloping von Neumann-algebra ~V1~of
ir(~f) is defined as its double commutant ir(~2t)”,which is larger than ir(~I),in general. Clearly,

= ~ which is, in fact, the definingpropertyof a von Neumann-algebra.We assumethat thecyclic
vector12 of this representation(seesection2.5.1) is separatingfor ~ i.e. All = 0 implies A = 0 for
AE~U1~.

We mentionthat this propertyis automaticallysatisfiedif ir is the GNS representationinducedby a
KMS statesatisfying (2.5.5) [5.8, 5.10, 5.21]. In mathematicalliterature,a vonNeumann-algebrathus
affiliated with a cyclic andseparatingvector is called cr-finite [5.20].

Since ulis cyclic, everyvector 4 in ~‘Ccanbe written (or arbitrarily well approximated)as 4 = All for
someA EW~.We now define the antilinearmappingS: f—> W’ by

S1: SAI1=AtQ. (2.5.6)

Just as any ordinary matrix can be written as the product of a unitary and a Hermitian matrix, S admits
a uniquepolar decomposition

S2: S = = 4”
2J, (2.5.7)

S
3: St = ~ = .~“

2J, (2.5.8)

with ~i= StSpositive so that it can be raised to any power. From S
1 — S3 it is not difficult to showthat ~

and J satisfy

If = ~t, .11: J= J
t, (2.5.9)

~2: 4>0, J
2: J

2=1, (2.5.10)

43. 411 = 11, J
3: JO = 12. (2.5.11)

The main theorem of the Tomita—Takesakitheory is that ~P1~1and its commutant~ are in 1—1
correspondence:
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.14: J9)?51J=~’1l?,~. (2.5.12)

This, in fact, gives riseto the doubleddegreesof freedomin that ~iP~is a copyof 9J1S,.This is not all: let
us definea one-parameterevolution in 9J~

ci~[A] = 4’
114A4’110 , A E9)?~

1. (2.5.13)

Another important theoremassertsthat

44: cr~[9)~1]= , (2.5.14)

4~: (fl,Aci1+10[B]11) = ((2, ci1[B]A1l). (2.5.15)

Thelast equalityis the KMS condition! In thefollowing subsection,ci, will beidentifiedwith thephysical
time evolution in the representationspace;in view of 44 and 45 this is reasonable.We see that the
delicate interplay betweenstatesand evolutionof operatorsis a consequenceof the single assumption
of the existenceof a cyclic and separatingvector 12 in ~C,which will be identified, of course,with a
Gibbs state.

In the literature4 is referredto as the modularoperator,andJis called the modularconjugation.To
be complete,wealsomentionthat theargumentcan bereversedin thatS~— 53 follow from 4~ — 4~and

— ~15,where

.J~: (AJAIl, 11)� 0, A E~iR,,,, (2.5.16)

is a propertywhich is not of immediateimportanceto us.

Below, an explicit exampleof the theory sketchedabovewill be constructed.

2.5.3. Explicit representation
Let usnow illustrate the abstractschemeof the precedingsubsection.Following [5.3, 5.6, 5.8,5.12,

5.16], weshall constructanexplicit representationof the von Neumann-algebraandthe operatorsJand
4 consideredabove. We shall assumethat the physicalsystemour operatoralgebra~2Ipertainsto is
enclosedin a fixed, finite volume V. In the end, the modificationsintroducedby the thermodynamic
limit will be indicated.

We start with the Gibbs state characterizedby the KMS condition (2.5.5). We recall that the
cyclic vector(2of the GNSrepresentationir4 is alsoseparating,which we needin view of section2.5.2.
Insteadof directly constructingthe GNS reresentationir4, we shall constructa representation,also
denotedas ir4, which is unitarily equivalentto it, andsomewhatmoremanageable.To do so we start
from the ordinaryFock-spacerepresentationof ~t, on which a HamiltonianH and a densityoperator
p = exp(—/3H)/Trexp(—/3H)are defined. (We assumethat H has a discrete spectrumwith finite
multiplicity.) As the carrier spaceof ir4 we take the Hilbert—Schmidt-algebra2(y) of all bounded
operatorsA on the Fock space~ which satisfy Tr AtA <cc. With the inner product (A, B) = Tr AtB,

can be completedto a Hilbert space.We may identify the operatoralgebra~1with the algebra
~8(~) of all operatorson the Fockspace.Its representationir4 into operatorsactingon 2(y), regarded
as a Hilbert spacefor this purpose,is definedby
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AK (2.5.17)

for anyA E ~t= ~3(~) andK E£~(~);AK is alsoHilbert—Schmidtif A is bounded,henceAK E £~(~).

We remark that 12 = p1/2, wherep is the density operator,is cyclic and separatingin 2(g) for the
reresentationir

4 [5.3], and in accordancewith the inner productdefinedabovewe have

(12, ir4(A)12) =Tr pir4(A) = (43k; A) . (2.5.18)

The theoremmentionedin section2.5.1 then implies that thus constructedis unitarily equivalentto
the GNS representationinducedby 43g.

We shall now constructthe commutantir4(~t)’of ir4(~t), andthe operators.4 andJof section2.5.2.
In order to find ir4(~T)’,we considerthe antilinearrepresentation~ of ~f on 2(g) definedby

v4(A)K KA
t (2.5.19)

for K E2(~~),A E ~(~‘). It is thentrivial to show that

p
4(A) ir4(B) = ir4(B) v4(A), (2.5.20)

andwe have[5.3,5.9]

= i.’~,(~t)”; v4(~!t)’= ir4(~i)”, (2.5.21)

wherez~,(~t)“ and ir4 (VI)’ areboth von Neumann-algebraswith cyclic and separatingvector11, so that
we can reconstructthe resultsof the Tomita—Takesakitheory with J and 4 given by

JK=K
t (2.5.22)

for all KE~(~),and

4=exp—/3H, (2.5.23)

with the so-calledLiouville operator

11 ir
4(H) — v4(H). (2.5.24)

Indeed,41’ 41, j1~J2 are trivially satisfied; J3 follows from the operatorequationp
t = p, and the

computation

412 = exp[—f3ir
4(H)] exp[f3i-’4(H)]p

112 = elI~~pL~2ePH= p112 = 0, (2.5.25)

or, equivalently,

1T112=0, (2.5.26)
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establishes43. Here we used the Campbell—Baker—Hausdorffformula and the fact that ir4(H) and
commute.Furthermore,for any K E£~(~)andAE ~i, we have

Jir4(A)JK= JAKt = KA
1 = ~A)K, (2.5.27)

so with (2.5.21)J
4 also follows. To show that ci~as defined in eq. (2.5.13) indeed generatestime

translationson both ir4(~t)and v4(~i),we compute[5.8]

ci,[rr4(A)]K =

= e~”A&“K = ir4(a1[A])K, (2.5.28)

wheretime evolution of the set~(~) generatedby the Hamiltonianis denotedby a,; hence44 holds
true.The KMS condition follows in the usualmanner.The prooffor v4(A) is similar.

Onemaynotice that the operatorU, = exp[—itir4(H)] insteadof 4~t/Palsogeneratestime evolution
in ir4(~i),but it doesnot do soin v4(~t),nor doesit leavethe cyclic vector12 invariantas 4 does;see
43. Therefore,4 “~ is the correcttime-evolutionoperatorin the full spaceir4 (vt) U l-’4 (~.t),and the
prominentrole played by 4 in the Tomita—Takesakitheorywas just an indication for this.

Let usnowdiscussthethermodynamiclimit. We shouldfirst stressthat neitherits existence,nor the
continuedvalidity of the KMS condition is a trivial issue, as can be seenfrom the literatureon this
subject[5.9,5.20]. Assumingthesetwo propertiesto hold, we shall indicatewhichfeaturesof the above
representation need to be modified.

Strictly speaking,the entire constructionbasedon the densitymatrix on Fockspacelosesits meaning
in the thermodynamiclimit, becausethe total Hamiltonian of an infinite systemcannot be defined.
Nevertheless,certainpropertiesof the representationsupersedethe way in which theywereexplicitly
constructed.It will be clear that thosefeatureswhich aredirect consequencesof the Tomita—Takesaki
theoryarepreservedin thethermodynamiclimit. In particular,theoperatorsJand4 with theproperties
(2.5.25)—(2.5.27)remainwell-defined,like the crucial commutantrelation (2.5.21).Also, if the KMS
state43 describesa single thermodynamicphase(is extremal),the representationir4 is still primary, i.e.
ir4(~I)fl ir4(~I)’= C~(trivial centre) [5.10, 5.20]. For our purpose,the majormodification concerns
the Liouville operatorH (2.5.24).Since H, and thereforeir4(H) and v4(H), haveno meaningfor an
infinite system,the Liouvillian H obviouslycan no longer be decomposedas in (2.5.24).On the other
hand,the right-handsideof (2.5.24)hasa finite limit whenbothtermstend to infinity, andH remains
well-defined (although unbounded)in the thermodynamiclimit. Although it is then no longer an
observable,it remainsthe generatorof time evolution in the doubledrepresentationspace,and its
action on the cyclic vector 12 still vanishesaccordingto (2.5.26). Mathematically,the non-decom-
posabilityof H is relatedto the fact that the von Neumann-algebrair4(~I)”in the thermodynamiclimit
is of the so-called type-Ill (purely infinite), as can be shown directly from the KMS condition
[5.4,5.6,5.20]. In that limit, the KMS state is no longernormalbut only locally normal [5.10,5.20].

Theseobservationswill deepenour understandingof thermo field dynamicsin the sequel.
Finally, we mention that a notablefeature of the Gibbs state i/i4 is easily derivedin the above

formalism,namelythat it is not a pure state. Indeed,the commutantir4 (~!.1)’isnon-trivial, hence,by
the last theoremof section2.5.1, 43~cannotbe a pure state.
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2.5.4. Structureof thermofield dynamics
As shown by Ojima [4.6], thermo field dynamicscan be satisfactorily describedin termsof the

conceptsintroducedin the precedingsubsection.As earlier,webeginby enclosingoursystemin a finite
box, postponingthe discussionof the infinite volume until section 2.5.6. For notational clarity,
however,we shall write expressionslike (2.5.36),(2.5.45) and(2.5,47)with a continuousmomentum
spectrum.Also circumfiexeson Heisenbergoperatorswill be deletedhere.

We start with the scalar bosoniccase.The operatoralgebradescribingthe field-theoretic system
consistsof the operatorfields 43(x). (All operatorsaretreatedas bounded;thismaybe achieved,e.g.,
by introducinga suitablecutoff [5.9].) We considerthe GNS representationir

4 inducedby the KMS
state at temperaturef3’. We reintroduce a bra—ket notation, and denote the cyclic vector (2
satisfying (2.5.15) by 0(13)); in the thermo field literature it is appropriatelycalled the “thermal
vacuum” [4.3]. The representativeir4(43(x)) is simply written 43(x), and its modularconjugatefield
J43(x)J is denotedby 43(x), and called the tilde field [4.3]. Equation(2.5.22) implies that the tilde
operator is antilinear and involutive:

(A1431+A2432)=A~1+A~2 ~=43. (2.5.29)

Equation (2.5.18) implies that the thermal (grand-)canonicalexpectation value of an ordinary

(non-tilde) operatorA(43) is given by the “vacuum” matrix element

(A(43))4 = (0(,3)lA(43)lO(13)) . (2.5.30)

According to eqs. (2.5.23), (2.5.24), and (2.5.28), time translationsin the set of 43’s and ~‘s are
generatedby (2.5.24):

uI=H—H (2.5.31)

as shown in eq. (2.5.28).
In the new notation,(2.5.26) reads[4.3,4.7]

I~l0(i3))=0, (2.5.32)

while invariance of the thermal vacuum under tilde conjugation is expressedby J3 in (2.5.11).
Properties~i —S~of section2.5.2 give the so-calledtilde substitutionrule, alsocalled the thermalstate
condition [4.3,4.7] (for a generaldiscussioncf. [4.3, 4.32, 4.39]),

e41~2~(x)h0(p))= 43t(x)l0(f3)) (2.5.33)

on which manythermo field computationsare based.The commutantrelation (2.5.12) with (2.5.21)
implies [4.3,4.7]

[43(x),~(y)]= [43(x),~
t(y)]= 0. (2.5.34)

It should be remarkedthat all thesepropertieshold true irrespectiveof whether43(x) is a free or an
interactingfield. This is the strengthof the formalism.
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For a first application of the tilde substitutionrule, let us assumethereis no interaction, that is,

[Ii, ak] = [H, ak] = tukak, (2.5.35)

[ak, a~]= (2IT)32wk~(k— k’). (2.5.36)

With the helpof (2.5.32)—(2.5.35)we compute

(0(/3)ia~akl0(f3))= (0(13)ldkePFia~l0(f3))

=e4°~(0(f3)laka~l0(f3)). (2.5.37)

This showsthat the tilde substitutionrule gives us the typeof flip—flop formulae which areordinarily
obtainedfrom the KMS condition; in fact, eq. (2.5.33) is nothing but a translationof the KMS
condition into tilde language. Indeed, the KMS condition can directly be derived from the tilde
substitution rule by using that the time evolution is generatedby H, and that tilde and non-tilde
operatorscommute[4.7].

From (2.5.35)and the definition (2.5.31) of H, it follows that we have

eak e = exp(—f3wk)a,,~ eak e41’=exp(13wk)dk , (2.5.38)

f311’ I —pH pi~-t —3R -te ake =exp(f3wk)ak, e ake =exp(—13wk)ak. (2.5.39)

Theseformulae,in conjunctionwith the tilde substitutionrule (2.5.33)and eq. (2.5.32),imply that the
“thermal annihilationoperator”

ak(13) :=V1+N(wk)ak—VN(wk)d~ , (2.5.40)

with N(wk) the Bose distribution function, annihilatesthe thermalvacuum:

ak(/3)IO(/3))=0. (2.5.41)

This suggeststhe definition of the thermaldoublet [4.5]

(2.5.42)

and the Bogoliubov transformation

/ cosh0k —sinh 0 \
ak(f3)=~_sinh0 cosh0k)”k’ (2.5.43)

where the Bogoliubov parameteris given by sinh20k = N(ak). The inverse of the transformation
(2.5.43)containsthe sametransformationmatrix as the time-pathresult (2.4.31).

Alternatively, the definitionof thermalannihilationand creationoperators,andtheir tilde counter-
parts can be understoodas a unitary transformation[4.3,4.7]
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ak(/3) = e~’ak ~ (2.5.44)

with G the Hermitian operator

G=if ~ 0k(d~a~—akdk). (2.5.45)
(
2ir) 2wk

Therefore, the transformation (2.5.43) preserves the commutation relations, and is indeed a
Bogoliubov transformationin the usual sense[4.7]. A physical picture [4.7] behindthis Bogoliubov
transformation is that a~createsthermally unstablequanta,whereasthequasiparticlescreatedby a~(/3)
arestablein view of (2.5.41). It is a remarkablefeatureof thermofield dynamicsthat for anyoperator
A there exists a combination of A and At that annihilates the thermal vacuum as in (2.5.41)
[4.16,4.23, 4.31, 4.32, 4.39].

It is now possibleto set up a perturbationtheory at finite temperaturein terms of the thermal
vacuum and the thermal fields in the interaction picture [4.9,4.11], exactly as at T=0, but with a
doubling of the degreesof freedom. In accordancewith eq. (2.5.31) the thermal Lagrangian is

= — ~‘, which leads to two types of interaction vertices,namely, type-i for couplings of the
ordinary fields, and type-2 for thoseof the tilde fields, differing by signsonly. Defining

(2.5.46)

we infer from eq. (2.5.35)that 4 and4~can be expandedin annihilationandcreationoperatorsakand
a~.After eq. (2.5.43)has beeninverted,it is a simple exerciseto derive the propagator

(0(/3)lT~(x)~t(0)l0(/3))= if (2)~exp(-ip . x) M+(4~ 4~(p))M+. (2.5.47)

This expressionis identical to the time-pathresult (2.4.30). Therefore, it is quite obvious that the
perturbationtheory thusobtainedin TFD entailsthe sameFeynmanrulesasthe time-pathmethod[4.9,
4.11, 4.14, 4.20].

2.5.5. Fermionfields -

In the caseof fermionic fields 43(x) a problemarisesif we define the tilde field as 43 = Ji/iJ, like for
bosonic fields, becausethen 43 and i/i commute rather than anticommute. This problem has been
resolvedby Ojima [4.6] by using a Klein transformation,which is well known in the context of the
spin-statisticstheorem [5.2]. Let us define operators0 and 0 = J0J so that

0430= —i/i, OI/IO = —43, (2.5.48)

and ~2 = ~ 2 = 1. We can combinethesetransformationformulae into

(2.5.49)

where ~ is either 43 or i/i, or one of their adjoints, and0 00. We will assumethat the non-vanishing
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Greenfunctionsof the theory alwayscontainan evennumberof fermionfields, or, in otherwords,that
0 is conserved:

[Ii, 0] = 0. (2.5.50)

Hence, the action of 0 on any vector IN) = ~1’~. . . ‘PNIO(/3)) yields

OIN) = (~i)”lN) , (2.5.51)

and0 is completelydefinedby a linear extensionof (2.5.51)becausethe thermalvacuumis cyclic with
respectto the operatoralgebraof the ~1-”s.

The operator0 may now be usedto define a “true” tilde operator

43t = ii/i0 = iJi/iJOO (2.5.52)

in terms of 43 by a Klein transformation.The factor i hasbeenincludedso as to ensurethat the true
tilde operationandHermitianconjugationcommute.The modified tilde operationis still antilinearand
involutive. (Neither— nor —1 arethe tilde operationsfor fermion fields as originally employedin the
thermo field literature; for a comparisonsee ref. [4.6, 4.20]; the recent literature [4.31,4.32] uses
(2.5.52).)What is achievedby the Klein transformation(2.5.52)is that 43t and 43 arenow anticommut-
ing. To showthis we calculate

{43, ~J~t}hN)= [i43~(—1)~’+ i4343(~i)~]lN)

= i(—i)”[43, ~]IN) = 0. (2.5.53)

The proof involving adjoint field operatorsis similar.
From(2.5.52)we seethat the tilde substitutionrule for fermionicoperators43 getsafactor i on the

right-handsideif the modified tilde operationis used.
Like in the bosoncase,we maynow define the thermalannihilationoperator[4.6]

b~(f3)= b~cos �1,,,+ i(l~)tsin 0,, , (2.5.54)

wheresin2 0,, = n(e~),which annihilatesthe thermalvacuum. This equationcan be understoodas the
unitary Bogoliubovtransformation

b~(f3)= exp(—iGF) b~exp(iGF), (2.5.55)

GF = f (2ir)~2w~~[b~(l~)t + ~ (2.5.56)

If we define the thermaldoublet[4.6]

b~= (~(~)t)~ (2.5.57)
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we may write

/ cos0 sin0 \

b~(f3)~_5~~o”cos~)lp (2.5.58)

The matrix is the inverseof the transformationmatrix M alreadyencounteredin section2.4.2. It will
come as no surprisethat the free-field propagatorsturn out to be those of the time-path method;
for a moredetailedproofwereferto the literature[4.6,3.14].

2.5.6. Discussion
The conclusion we draw is that thermo field perturbationtheory coincideswith the time-path

perturbationtheory,both for fermionsandbosons.Nevertheless,it is not correctto directly equatethe
tilde fields of TFD with the type-2 fields, as definedin the time-pathmethodby shifting the time axis
downward and reversingits direction. The point is that different representationsof the algebraof
operatorfields areinvolved. In thermofield dynamicsthis is the GNS representationinducedby KMS
states,whereasthe time-pathfields representthe operatoralgebrain ordinary Fock space.Therefore,
the time-pathtype-i andtype-2 fieldsdo not in generalcommuteas do the tilde andnon-tildefields. A
closeformal correspondencedoesexist, however,in the sensethat the algebraof both the type-2 and
tilde fields is obtainedby an anti-unitary transformation. Indeed,the modularconjugationoperatorJ in
TFD andthe operationof time-reversalin the time-pathmethodareboth anti-unitary. Therefore,we
can go only so far as to saythat both theoriesareequivalentwith regardto the perturbativecalculation
of thermalGreenfunctions; for a detaileddiscussionof this point see [4.34].

In view of this correspondence, one might wonder what the freedom of contour choice in the time
pathmethod (cf. section 2.4) correspondsto in TFD. This freedommay be mimicked in TFD by
redefining the tilde fields as = exp(—yH)J43Jexp(yH).Note that y = 0 is the uniquechoice that
makes tilde and Hermitian conjugationcommute [4.14].The tilde substitution rule (2.5.33) now
becomes43~(t—icr)h0(13))= 43

1(t)l0(/3)), i.e. /3/2 is replacedby cr:= y + /3/2. By following the same
reasoningas in section2.5.4 onemay thenderivecr-dependentfree propagatorswhichturn out to be of
the form (2.4.21)—(2.4.24),cf. [4.14].Hence,ci as definedabovecorrespondsto the parameterci used
in section2.4. In the specialcaseof a systemwith conservedoperatorsthereis an additionalfreedomin
the useof phasefactorsin the definition of the tilde operation.This modifies the secondmemberof
(2.5.29) and (2.5.33), and can also be understoodas a certainredefinition of the thermalvacuum
satisfying (2.5.30) and (2.5.32). For a completeanalysis, see [4.20].Choosing y = 0, and the tilde
operationto be involutive for both bosonsand fermions in addition to usingthe GNS-inducedcyclic
vectorfor the thermal vacuum, as in the precedingtext, seemsto be the simplestand most natural
choice. It correspondsto thetime contourwith ci = /3/2 of section2.4, which alsoturnedout to lead to
the most convenientpropagators.

From the discussionat the endof section2.5.3we can infer what consequencesthe thermodynamic
limit has for thermofield dynamics.We shall takethe existenceof this limit andthe KMS conditionfor
granted,althoughthis problemhasnot yet been studiedfor interactingfield-theoreticsystems.Then,
the key featuresof thermo field dynamics, namely the tilde substitution rule (2.5.33) and the
commutation relations (2.5.34) and(2.5.53),remainvalid. The thermofield HamiltonianH, identical
to the Liouville operatorin theHHW formalism,retainsits meaningas awell-definedgeneratorof time
evolution of the ordinary as well as the tilde fields. Also it still annihilates the thermal vacuum
accordingto (2.5.32),but it can no longer be decomposedas in (2.5.31),becauseneitherH nor H can
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be defined for an infinite system. The free-field Bogoliubov transformation (2.5.40), (2.5.42),(2.5.43)
(or (2.5.54),(2.5.57),(2.5.58))preservesits propermeaningtoo, including the “vacuumannihilation”
property (2.5.41), the latter being a consequenceof the tilde substitution rule (2.5.33) and the
Liouvillian time evolution (2.5.38)—(2.5.39),which both survive the thermodynamiclimit. Evenso, the
representation(2.5.44)(or (2.5.55))of the Bogoliubovtransformationloses its meaningfor an (infinite)
thermodynamicsystem, in as much as the operatorexpiG occurring in it hasno domain on the
representationspaceinvolved [4.7]. This fact, however,hasno direct bearingon thermofield dynamics
which uses the well-defined form (2.5.43) (or (2.5.58)). It just states that the operator-algebra
representationwhich is used in thermo field dynamics (and in the HHW formalism) is unitarily
inequivalentto the Fock-spacerepresentation.In other words, the thermalvacuum 10(/3)) and the
ordinaryvacuum 0) do not belongto the sameHilbert space.

In principle, theseobservationswould imply that in any (non-)perturbativecalculation basedon
thermo field dynamics one should take the thermodynamic limit last of all, for the TFD effective
thermal Lagrangian is based on the decomposition (2.5.31) of the TFD Hamiltonian; in perturbation
theory the latter gives the two types of interactionvertices.Holding the volume finite throughouta
particular(diagrammatic)computationis obviously rathercumbersome,althoughthis proceduregives
well-definedexpressionsin every stepof the calculation. Fortunately,in perturbationtheory one can
takethe thermodynamiclimit at oncein the expressionfor the action,writing the latter formally as the
effectiveLagrangian~ — ~ integratedover all Minkowski space.But one mustsimultaneouslyput the
arguments of the distribution functions figuring in the Bogoliubov matrix (2.5.43) (or (2.5.58)) off-shell,
that is, one must replace t0k by 1k

01, and hold the c-regulatorof the distributions involved uniformly
finite until the very end.Theseprescriptionsareidenticalto thosein the time-pathmethod,cf. section
2.4.1,wherethey were seen to be necessaryin order to apply the Riemann—Lebesguelemmawhich
ensures factorization of the real-time path integral. We now see that they are actually related to the
difficulty of taking the thermodynamiclimit in atheory basedon the decomposedHamiltonian(2.5.31).
The price one pays is the occurrenceof potentially singular terms in intermediatesteps of most
calculations, but as shown in section 3.2.2 the final result is always regular, and the two stipulations
mentioned above then ensure that the correct analyticity properties of the time- (energy-)dependent
quantitiescomputed,implied by the KMS condition[4.11],are automaticallysatisfied.

For applications of the operator formulation of TFD we refer to the book by Umezawa et al. [4.7],
andto the body of work on relativistic field theorywritten after 1980 [8.1—8.30].A recentsummaryis
ref. [4.31],in which the densitymatrix andthe superoperator(Liouville space)approachesto TFD are
considered as well. Other reviews are [4.17,4.32, 4.39, 8.20].

3. Self-energy andfull propagator

3.1. Matsubaraformalism

One of the simplest, and at the same time most important, quantities one would like to calculate at
finite temperature, is the one-particle propagator, that is to say, the self-energy. Its real part describes
the excitationspectrum,while its imaginarypart, whichmaybe non-vanishingdueto thermaleffects,is
related to the dissipative propertiesof the system.As we haveseen,there are two field-theoretic
formalisms for doing calculations at finite temperature. The Matsubara formalism yields the tempera-
ture self-energy which, in momentum space, is defined at a discrete set of points in the complex energy
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plane. Onemust then extend the result away from the discrete points down to the real axis to describe
particleswith real energy.This is not a uniqueoperationwithout furtherdelimitation. In the real-time
method,on the otherhand, the energiesare real from the outset.

Below we shall first investigate the analytic properties of the self-energy with the help of a Lehmann
spectraldecomposition.This will allow us to establishthe preciserelationshipbetweenthe temperature
and real-time self-energies.We shall also briefly discussa third type of self-energy,called statistical,
obtained by a different rule of analytic continuation, which plays an important role in the Landau
theory of Fermi liquids.

3.1.1. Analytic many-body propagator
We recall that the two-point Green function in the Matsubara formalism is defined as

O(E)(k k’)= ~2logZ[J] (3.1.1)
~j(k)~j(k’) ‘=0

The generating functional as given in (2.3.14) permits the Green function to be expressed as a
perturbation expansion in terms of free propagators and vertices. The diagrammatic representation
consists of the sum of all connected diagrams with two external legs and with the proper combinatoric
coefficients. The Feynmanrules pertainingto the scalar theory were already enumeratedin section
2.3.2. It is convenient to split off global energy—momentum conservation, and to write

O(E)(k k’) = (2ir)3f36,,+,,
06(k+ k’)’~(k), (3.1.2)

which defines the full, or interacting, many-body propagator ~, also called the temperatureGreen
function, as a function of momentum k and discrete imaginary energy k0 = iw,, = i2nir/3’. The
Feynman rules are the same as those for the Green functions a~ with the understanding that the two
external legs are to carry the same energy—momentum, and that the corresponding Kronecker and
Dirac deltas are to be deleted.

Perturbation theory yields the full propagator as a set of Fourier coefficients. In principle, one may
obtain the corresponding real-time Green function by summing the Fourier series and performing an
analytic continuation in the time plane. However, one may also do the analytic continuation in the
energy plane, by extending the result away from the discrete imaginary frequencies so that

‘~(iw~,k) = 4’(z, k)I~1~,,. (3.1.3)

Here 4’(z, k) is the analyticextensionwhich can be chosento be anyof the infinite numberof analytic
continuations which coincide with the Matsubara Fourier coefficients at the discrete set of frequencies
z = iw,,. Conventionally, one resolves this ambiguity by imposing the requirements: (i) 4 ‘(z, p) goesto
zero as IzI approachesinfinity, and (ii) 4’(z, p) is analyticoff the real axis. Theserequirementsimply
that this particular analytic extension has the unique [1.12, 1.18, 1.22, 1.30, 1.32] representation

4’(z,k)=f ~ i~z’ (3.1.4)
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Wecompare with (2.3.4) and see that the real quantity p(k), defined as the discontinuity across the real
axis

ip(k) = Disc 4’(k), (3.1.5)

may be regardedas the spectral densityof the interactingsystem. Indeed,this very samespectral
densityappearsin the generalEuclideanandcontourpropagatorsfor interactingfields; theyareof the
forms (2.3.2)and(2.1.34),respectively,but with p(k) insteadof the free-fieldspectraldensity(2.1.33).

With the help of a Lehmannspectral analysis[1.22,1.30], it may be shown that p(k) is an odd
function of energy with the positivity property

k0p(k)�0, (3.1.6)

and normalizedso that

f-~p(k)~zi. (3.1.7)

The first property allows us to write

4’(z,k)=f~ k~2~ (3.1.8)

The positivity property then implies that .4’(z,k) has neither zeroesnor poles off the real axis.
Furthermore,on the imaginaryaxis the propagatoris real,positiveand monotonicallydecreasingas z
increases.

Oneimplication of the fact that the analyticpropagatorfunction (3.1.4) hasno complexzeroes,is
that the inverse propagatoralso exists as an analytic function. The sum rule (3.1.7) furnishesthe
asymptoticbehaviourof both 4’ andits inverseat infinity:

4’(z,k)=-~ [i+ -~f~-~-~k~p(k)+C(z4)], (3.1.9)

4t1(z,k)_z2+f~ k~p(k)+C(z
2). (3.1.10)

For the inversepropagatorwe write

(3.1.11)

which definesthe analyticself-energy;4(z, k) = [m2— z2+ I kI2]_ 1 is the analytic continuationof the
free propagator. Separating off the limit at infinite frequency, the remainder is analytic and approaches
zero as IzI—*co.
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Hence,we maywrite

~(z,k)=f~(k2_m2)p(k)_J~ k~2~ (3.1.12)

(cf. [4.11]). It can easily be shown that cr(k) must be odd and non-negative,k0cr(k)� 0, like p(k).
On the imaginaryaxis the self-energymonotonicallyapproachesits high-frequencylimit from below.

Therefore,in order that the inversepropagatorhasno zeroon the imaginaryaxis, the staticself-energy
hasto satisfythe necessaryand sufficient condition

IkI
2 + m2+ .~(0,k)>0 (3.1.13)

for all valuesof k. In a fully consistenttheory this should comeout automatically.However,oneshould
noticethat 2 can haveeither sign. Especiallyin a masslesstheory, thereis the danger,therefore,that
someapproximateexpressionfor I mayin fact be in conflict with the positivity criterion (3.1.13).This
is what actuallyhappensin QED andQCD wherethe one-looptransversepolarizationfunction violates
the positivity requirement[10.11,10.15]. This situationis the exactoppositeto that for the longitudinal
case: a single zero on the imaginary axis of the longitudinal propagatorcannot be ruled out a
priori [1.28],but the standardperturbativeexpressionsfor the longitudinal polarizationfunction are
positivedefinite and in agreementwith (3.1.13),which excludessuch a zero.

3.1.2. Feynmanmany-bodypropagator
To establishthe connectionbetweenthe real-timeGreenfunctionsandthe analyticpropagator,we

bring againto mind the genericform of the contourpropagatorwhich is (2.1.34)with p
0 replacedby p.

It then follows that the time-orderedGreen function hasthe spectralform [3.7]

G~’~(x,x’) = f (2)~p(k)exp[—ik. (x — x’)] [0(t — t’) + N(k0)]. (3.1.14)

After a Fourier transformationwe get [2.6]

- I dk’ p(k’ k)

G°~(k)=ij ~ 1~0—~j~j~+p(k)N(k0). (3.1.15)

Comparingwith (3.1.4) and (3.1.5) we seethat we may expressthe time-orderedGreenfunction in

terms of the analytic propagatoras follows:

ia”
1~(k)= [1 + N(k

0)]4’(k0 + ic, k) — N(k0) 4’(k0 — ic, k). (3.1.16)

The boundaryvaluesof 4’ as z approachesthe real axis from aboveandbelowmaybe identifiedwith
the retardedand advancedGreenfunctions,respectively [1.22,1.27, 1.30, 1.32, 7.4].

A quantity of interestin the presentcontext is the (thermal)Feynmanpropagator
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~‘ k — Idk’2 p(k~k) 3117F( )j 2ir k2—k’2+ic~ ( .

0 0 0

It can be obtainedfrom the analytic propagatorby taking the limit z—~k
0 + ik0e correspondingto a

Feynmancontour in the complexenergyplane:

4~(k)= —4’(k0+ ik0e, k). (3.1.18)

The differencewith the advancedandretardedpropagatorsis theic-prescriptionwhich nowgetsa sign
factor. Then, by treatingpositive and negative energiesseparately,we can easilyrewrite (3.1.16) as

G~~(k)= i[1 + N(Ik01)] z1~(k)— iN(Ik0I) 4
1*(k) , (3.1.19)

with N(Ik
0I) = 0(k0)N(k0) + 0(—k0)N(—k0), cf. (2.4.28).It is obviousthat the sameanswerwould

havebeenobtainedby areal-timecalculation;cf. (2.4.27).We concludethat the real-timeinteracting
Greenfunction is relatedto the analytic continuationof the Matsubarapropagatorvia (3.1.18)and
(3.1.19).

By a similar analysisonemayverify that all real-timeGreenfunctionsO (rS)(k) maybeexpressedin
terms of the Feynmanpropagator(3.1.18). In fact, the resultcan be representedin the samematrix
form (2.4.30) as alreadyderivedfor free propagators[4.13,3.12]:

O(k) = iM+(
4~ 0 )M+. (3.1.20)

A compactspectralrepresentationmaybe obtainedby writing the Feynmanpropagatoras

~k) = J dw2 ( k) ~F(kO, w), (3.1.21)

wherein the free Feynmanpropagatorwe havereplaced I kI2 by w2 — m2:

4F(kO,W):= 2 . (3.1.22)
k
0—w +ie

We thenhavethe matrix equation[4.5,4.13,3.12]

r 2
- . dw -G(k) = iJ —i-—— p(w, k) D(k0, cv) (3.1.23)

dueto the identical matrix structuresof the interactingand non-interactingpropagators.
Finally, we show that the matrix expression(3.1.20)must havean inverse.For that purposewe

returnto eq. (3.1.11)which definesthe analytic self-energy.Writing analogously
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= k2 — m2 — ~F(k), (3.1.24)

we find with the helpof (3.1.18)

~F(1~) = I(k
0 + ik0e, k) (3.1.25)

in termsof the analyticself-energy.This implies the spectralrepresentation

= ~,2 [(k~2- 1k1
2 - m2)p(k~,k) + k~~k~2+ic] (3.1.26)

from which the properties

£F(kO, k) = ~F(kO, k) , (3.1.27)

Im IF(0, k) = 0, (3.1.28)

arededucedimmediately.
Let us now invert (3.1.20), anddefine a 2 x 2 self-energymatrix so that

G’(k) = —i(k2— m2)r
3 + i.~(k), (3.1.29)

wherer3 is the third Pauli matrix. Substituting(3.1.24) into the invertedexpressionwe discoverthat the

matrix self-energyhasthe form [4.13,3.12]

~(k)=M~1(I~ ~O*(k))M~1. (3.1.30)

In deriving this resultwe usedM’ T3M~
1= r

3. This uniquely identifiesthe matrix self-energyin terms
of the boundaryvalue (3.1.25)of the analyticself-energy.

3.1.3. Lowest-orderself-energies -

If one knows the temperatureself-energyI(icv~,k) at the Matsubarafrequencies,one can in
principle obtainthe real-timeself-energyby an analyticcontinuationfrom the discretesetof pointsto
the whole complexplaneso that

~(iw,,, k) = I(z, ~ (3.1.31)

The procedurecan bemadeuniqueby imposingthat I(z, k) be boundedas z I —* cc, andbe analyticoff
the real axis.

To illustrate what is involved mathematicallyand physically, we first take a look at the simple
exampleof a 433 theory. The lowest-orderself-energy

~(k)=_~~J (2IT)~A(k-k1)~(k1), (3.1.32)
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graphically depicted in fig. 3.1, is defined at the discrete frequenciesk0 = icv~.Now, the analytic
self-energyis not simply obtainedby formally consideringk0 = iw~as acontinuousvariable z. The
analyticcontinuation

~(z,k)=_L~f dk13 A(z—k~,k—k1)~(k1) (3.1.33)
2/3 i (2ir)

constructedin this manner,althoughbounded,hascuts in the complexplane.Nevertheless,at the real
axis this trivial analyticcontinuationis well-defined;seebelow.Moreover,this quantity is real there,in
contrastto the properanalytic extensionwhich we shall constructnext.

The analytic self-energyis obtainedby first doing the frequencysummationin (3.1.32)and then
setting iw,, = z. It is worth noting the order of these operationsas comparedto (3.1.33). The
summationis straightforwardand can be done by either the contour formula or the DzyaloshinskiI
algorithm of section2.3.3. Using the latter we get

d
3k d3k

~(iw,,,k)=_~g2f 13 ~ (2ir)3~(k+k
1+k2)fduexp(iw,,u)4(u,k1)4(u,k2),

(2ir) (2ir)
0 (3.1.34)

wherethe propagatoris the one given in (2.3.30).The time integrationis trivial andyields

~(iw~,k)= ~g2ffl ~ p0(k~)(2ir)
3~(k+k

1+k2) N1N2—(l+N1)(l+N2) (3.1.35)
( IT) 1w,,+ 1+k2

with N~= N(k~).The two contributionscorrespondto the two vertex-orderedgraphsof fig. 3.2 [1.20].
A factor of N(k~)is assignedto each internalline carrying an energyk~to the right andafactor of
N(—k~)= —[1 + N(k~)]for eachline whosefrequencypropagatesto the left. The denominatoris equal

to thesum of the energieswhich are intersectedby thevertical line; the energyis countedpositiveif the

p
Fig. 3.1. First-order self-energydiagrams.

Fig. 3.2. Vertex-ordereddiagrams.
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line is directedto theright andnegativeif the line is directedto the left. Thereis alsoa spectraldensity
p0(k1) and an integrationfor eachinternal line.

Onecan immediatelyextendthe self-energy(3.1.35) to the full complexplane.This extensionmay
bewritten in the spectralform

I dk0 ci(k)
2ir z—k0 (3.1.36)

with spectraldensity

ci(k) = ~g
2f ~ d~k~p

0(k1)(2ir)
4~4(k+ k

1 + k2)[N1N2 —(1 + N1)(1 + N2)]. (3.1.37)
,=~ (2ir)

As it shouldbe, thisexpressionis positivedefinite for k0 > 0. The variouspositive- andnegative-energy
contributions have an interpretationas a probability for particle creationand decaywith statistical
weight N1N2 in the initial stateand (1 + N1)(1 + N2) in the final state [2.19].The spectraldensity
(3.1.37)also determinesthe Feynmanself-energy(3.1.26).Conversely,one has

cr(k) = —2c(k0) Tm ~ (3.1.38)

With the aid of the real-timerulesof section2.4.3,onemay verify that the real-timemethod(seealso
section3.2.1) yields the sameanswer as obtainedhereby analyticcontinuation[3.15,3.18, 8.22].

The fact that, in general, at finite temperaturethe Feynmanself-energyhas an imaginary part
~ IF � 0, doesnot meanthat the particlesdecayaway.Evenafter aninfinite time therestill will be a
heat bath with a thermaldistribution of particles. Rather, what the imaginary part describesis the
approachto equilibrium. In fact, Im

1F can be relatedto the dissipative transport coefficients of
viscosity and heat conductivity, either via the collision term of the Boltzmann equation
[1.21,3,13, 11.14], or the Green—Kuboexpressions[7.15].

If the damping by collisions is small, i.e. the mean free path is large, the theory admits an
interpretation in terms of “dynamical” quasiparticles defined by the weakly damped poles of the
Feynmanpropagator[10.3]. Tn that case,the spectraldensitythat determinesthis propagatorhasthe
approximateform

p(k)21m 2 1 2’ (3.1.39)

Ek(kO+lFk)

with the energyof the dynamicalquasiparticlegiven by

e~=w~+ReZF(k2=m2). (3.1.40)

The dampingcoefficient

2wk1~=—Im~F(k2=m2), (3.1.41)

which determinesthe lifetime, should be small in order that the very concept of a dynamical
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quasiparticlehasany meaningat all. To lowest order, one has [~ = 0 in virtue of (3.1.38) and the
delta-function constraintsimplied by the free spectral functions in (3.1.37). This feature is lost if
higher-ordercorrectionsaretakeninto account,becausein generaltheon-shell Feynmanself-energyis
a complexquantity dueto thermaleffects.

Many authors [2.18, 7.4, 7.9, 7.14, 7.21, 8.1, 8.6, 7.24] have concernedthemselveswith the
perturbativecalculationof dynamicalquasiparticleproperties,such asmassandmagneticmomentshifts
at finite temperatureand density. In particular,one may considerthe electronmassshift

= ~ tr[(y.p + m)IF(p)]p2m2 (3.1.42)

in termsof the on-shell one-loopFeynmanself-energycorrespondingto the seconddiagramin fig. 3.1.
It can beshownthat this on-shellmassshift is gaugeinvariant despitethe fact that theself-energyitself
is a gaugedependentquantity.At zero temperaturethe one-loopmassshift is real [7.21,7.24], but at
finite temperaturethe infrared behaviourgeneratesan imaginary part of order amTrelatedto the
possibilityof soft photonemission[7.14].However,this affectsthe observablequantities[7.21]only in
higher orders.

For a clear physical interpretationit would be desirableif a mass shift could be definedwith no
imaginary part at all to arbitraryorder.This can be accomplishedif oneabstainsfrom an interpretation
of quasiparticlesin termsof dynamicalpropagators,but usesinsteadLandau’s“statistical” quasiparticle
definition [10.2].An outline of this schemeis sketchedin section4.2.2. As shownin [10.10,10.15], it
leadsto the definition of a fermionic “statistical” self-energywhich is representedby the sameset of
diagramsas the ordinary temperatureself-energy,but differs becausethe externalenergyis real. Its
construction involves no more than the formal replacementof the external energyvariable by a
continuousone like in (3.1.33). For instance,the first-order statistical self-energyobtainedin this
mannerreads:

d k y~(p-k)y~fr~(k), (3.1.43)

/3~ (2ir)

in terms of the fermion and gauge-boson propagators (2.3.19) and (2.3.20), respectively, with p0 real
and k0 = iw,, imaginary.

Onemay verify by mere inspection that the statistical self-energy (3.1.43) is real. This becomes even
more evident after the internal frequency sum has been performed, either by contour integration
[10.10],or with the help of the DzyaloshinskiI algorithm:

I’ .i

4i .i4i’
— 21 UIt UI~ F B , 3
I(p)=2e ~p

0(p+k)p0(k)(2ir)ô(k+k)
.‘ (2ir) (2ir)

1+N(k )+N(k’)
x(2m—y.p—y.k) k+k’ 0 (3.1.44)

0 0

The two consecutivespectraldensitiesarethosefor massiveandmasslessparticles,respectively.Apart
from the absenceof animaginarypart,two majordifferenceswith the “dynamical”self-energymaybe
noted: (i) there is no dependence on the chemical potential (to this order) and (ii) there is a
non-vanishingzero-temperaturemass shift for which, after subtractionof the infinite vacuummass
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counterterm, one obtains[10.10]:

~th2(T=0) = a~m2[y~y2 + 1— 3log(y+ ~y2 + 1)], (3.1.45)

with y= Ipl/m. The massshift is negative for small values of the velocity y, but vanishes in the rest
frame, as it should.

3.2. Real-timeformalism

In the precedingsectionspectralforms for thefull many-bodypropagatorandself-energyhavebeen
derivedfor the scalarbosoniccase.Notably, the matrix forms of the real-timethermalpropagatorand
self-energyhavecomeout of this analysis;cf. (3.1.20),(3.1.30).Since theserepresentationslie at the
very heartof thermofield dynamics,it is of obviousimportanceto generalizethem to the caseof any
spin, and in addition, to translatethem into diagrammaticlanguage.

In presentingthe derivation of the generalizedformulae [3.19],we shall follow a route somewhat
different from the one travelled in section 3.1. This will enableus to avoid the use of a spectral
representationfor the full propagator,which can be quite cumbersometo work with in the caseof
higher spins [12.5],and non-Abeliangaugetheoriesin particular[12.6].

3.2.1. Full thermal propagator
Let us start with the generalizationof (3.1.20)for any spin. To do so, we define the full matrix

propagator by functional differentiation of the generating functional

G~”~’ “~ — — 1 Z1 3 2 1a,3 ~x,x ~— ~j~(x) og ~ ~j~(x’) j=J=0•

As explained at length in chapter 2, the generating functional generates contour-ordered operator
expectationvalues.In particular,the thermofield contourof fig. 2.4, consistingof a time-orderedpath
C

1, and an anti-time-orderedpath C2, gives rise to a matrix propagatorwhich in operatorlanguage
reads

G (x,x’)( (T&(x)~4(x’)) 4(t’-~i/3,x’)&(x))~ (3.2.2)
\(43a(t ~i/3,x)43~(x’)) (T*43a(x) 43~(x’)) /

where T is the time- and T* the anti-time-orderinginstruction.
The elementsof the matrix (3.2.2) areconnectedby a numberof identities.First we usethe CPT

theorem[5.2,12.18] in the form

(~(-x) ~(_xf))* = (~,,(x)~~(x’)), (3.2.3)

wherethe CPT-transformedfield is denotedby

~(x) = 0&(—x) 0_i (3.2.4)
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with 0 the anti-unitary CPT operator. For example,we havefor scalar, Dirac and vector fields,
respectively,

~0() = ~,t(x), (3.2.5)

= iyS~.t(x), i/i°(x) = —ii~r(x)y5y°, (3.2.6)

A:(x) = —A,jx). (3.2.7)

Equation(3.2.3), in conjunctionwith translationalinvariance,implies

G~(x,x’) = (T~(xI)~(x))* : [G~(x’, x)]0*. (3.2.8)

In momentumspacethis reads

(22) — (ii) ~*

Gap (P) = [G,,
4 (p)] . (3.2.9)

When appliedto diagrams,the operation“0 *“ boils downto taking the ordinarycomplexconjugateof
factorsof i andi c in verticesand propagators,while leavinguntouchedKlein—Gordondivisors, etc. In
fact, this is preciselythe prescriptionfor complexconjugationas statedunder(2.4.16).We will adhere
to this convention,and simply drop the suffix 0.

A secondidentity is providedby the KMS condition which gives

a~~(p)= ~e
4”O~(p). (3.2.10)

As an asidewe mention that in casep.” = ~ q~j1~ is a matrix in some internal space, the matrix
exp — f3p. commuteswith the matrix GapSThis is a consequenceof theintegratedWard identity for the
Noethercurrentassociatedwith the symmetrygeneratorQA; cf. the remarkafter (2.2.35).Finally, the
definition of time and anti-time ordering trivially leadsto

a~~(p)+O~2~(p)=exp(/3p
0/2)O~(p)+exp(—$p0/2)a~~(p). (3.2.11)

Let us now definea quantity GFaP(p) accordingto

= [1+ ijn(p0)] GF,,$(p)+ ~qn(p0)O~4(p), (3.2.12)

wheren(p0) is thedistribution function(2.4.28).Theneqs.(3.2.9)through(3.2.11)imply that the full
matrix propagatormaybe written as

- /GFa,3(P) 0 \
G~p(p)=M,,(,~ 0 G* (3.2.13)

Fap

whereM~is the Bogoliubovmatrix (2.4.31).Obviously, the free-field propagator(2.4.30) is a special
caseof (3.2.13).For scalarfields GF reducesto i4~definedin section3.1.2.
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We may assumethatthe full propagatormatrix satisfiesthe Dyson—Schwingerequation [12.4,12.19,

4.13, 3.16], see fig. 3.3,

a~=i~~+ (D~G)~, (3.2.14)

wherei5~is the free propagator(2.4.30).This equationdefinesthe self-energymatrix ~ as the
sum of all one-particle irreducible (iPI) two-point diagrams with one external vertex of type r, a and
the otherof type s, /3. The formal solution of eq. (3.2.14) is

= —i(b1)~+ ~ . (3.2.15)

The self-energyso definedcoincideswith the earlierdefinition (3.1.29) for the scalarcase.Oneshould
note, however, that the ic prescriptions (boundary conditions) for G and D are lost in (3.2.15).They
may be inferred either by solving (3.2.14) iteratively, or from a spectral representation.

Wewrite DFa,3(P) = d,,,3(p)4F(p)and assume that there exists a “scalar self-energy”, defined as the
boundary value of the analytic self-energy like in section 3.1.2, so that

GFP = 1DFP + (1.5F~FOF)~,3. (3.2.16)

Then (3.2.13), (3.2.14) and (3.2.15) lead to the matrix form

~ap(P)= M(
0~ - - *0 ~ (3.2.17)

Fa,3 ( P)

for the self-energymatrix, as an immediategeneralizationof (3.1.30). We see that the self-energy
matrix has, in fact, only one independentcomponent. In practice, one first calculates ~ in
perturbationtheory, and then uses (3.2.17) to solve for

1F’ or for any other component of the
self-energymatrix. The following identities,which are all direct consequencesof (3.2.17),maybe of
help in this context (cf. [3.15] for the scalarcase):

— (11)Re IF,,,3(P) = Re 1ap (P), (3.2.18)

Im 1F,,p(P) = c(p
0)[i + 2rjn~(p0)]’Im I~~(p), (3.2.19)

= [~(ll)(~)]* (3.2.20)

p)=~e
4~~(p)

= —21 exp(—/3p
0/2) [1+ 2ijn÷(p0)] 1[1 + ~n~(p0)] Tm~~(p). (3.2.21)

Fig. 3.3. Dyson—Schwingerequation.
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In manycasesof practicalinterest[1.21,3.13, 3.21, 11.14], onewishesonly to evaluateTm IF~To
use then eq. (3.2.19) can be quite cumbersome.However, for this specific purposediagrammatic
techniques have been developed by Kobes and Semenoff[3.15,3.18], and by Fujimoto et al. [8.22],
which allow a fast and elegantcomputationof the imaginary part.

3.2.2. Absenceofpathologies
The matrix representations(3.2.13)and(3.2.17)of the full propagatorand self-energy, respectively,

allow a simpleproof of the statementthat thesum of all diagramscontributingto a Greenfunction in a
particular order is free of “pathologies”. In this context a pathology is a so-calledpinch singularity
[12.18].Singularities of this type occur when an expression like

4F(k) Li~(k)= 2 . 2 . (3.2.22)k0— wk+lc kO—wk—1c

is integratedover k0. In the limit cj,0 the integrationcontouris then“pinched” betweenthe poleson
eachside of the real axis, andthe integral cannotbe assigneda well-definedmeaning.In the general
expression(2.4.30)one clearlyseesthe dangerthat this will happen.In the simple example(2.4.40),
(2.4.41) the pinch singularities manifest themselvesas productsof delta functions with the same
argument.

Since we have stipulated that c should be kept finite till the end, the pinch singularities are
regularizedin intermediatestagesof a particularcalculation. It is now our aimto show that potentially
dangeroustermswill cancelafterall relevantdiagramshavebeentakeninto account.This propertywas
discoveredto be true in specialcases[4.12,8.8,3.11]. It was shownto be aconsequenceof the (thermo
field) Feynmanrules in refs. [4.13]and [3.12].

The proof proceedsin two relatedsteps.We first observethat pinch singularitiescan only occur
when bare propagatorsD ~(k) carrying the sameenergyand momentumare multiplied with each
other. (Lorentzindices etc. will be suppressed.)The correspondinglines in the diagramareseparated
by irreducibleself-energyinsertionsI ~ (k), n = 1, 2,. . . , M. Togetherthis structurebuildsa particu-
lar approximation

M (rs)

= [13(k)i~,,(k)]n(k)} (3.2.23)

to the full propagator.Hence,the absenceof pinch singularitiesensuresthe existenceof the thermal
propagator(3.2.23),andvice versa.

Thefirst stepof the proof consistsin showingthat the propagator(3.2.23)is regular,given that the
self-energyinsertionsareregular.The key is in recognizingthat,eventhoughmanytermsin the matrix
product (3.2.23)will exhibit pinch singularities,the entire productcan be representedas

- G 0
G~=Mn( ‘~0’~ )Mn, (3.2.24)

F{n}

wherewe have
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GF{fl} = (AF~Ffl)~F (3.2.25)

due to the matrix forms (3.2.17)of the self-energy,and (2.4.30)of the barepropagator.In theselast
expressions products of ~F’~ arecompletelyseparatedfrom productsof 4~’s.Sinceself-energiesare1PI
and do not contain internallines with the samefour-momentumas the externalones,this implies the
absenceof pinch singularities.

It is now a simple matterto completethe proof, that is, to showthat the self-energyinsertionsitself
areregular.We usemathematicalinduction andstartwith supposingthat self-energydiagramswith V
vertices are regular for V < V1. Now considera self-energydiagramwith V~vertices.On thebasisof the
precedingargument,we maintainthat singularitiescan only comefrom a nestedsubdiagramof the kind
discussedabove.Its contributionis of the form (3.2.23).Now the variousseparateself-energyinsertions
certainly contain less vertices than the total self-energy diagram under consideration. Hence, all these
self-energyinsertionsare regularby assumption.But we havealreadyshownthat if the separateself-
energy insertions are regular, the whole chain (3.2.23) is regular. This then implies that the
self-energyitself is regular, thus completingthe proof.

We close by pointing out once again that the matrix structures (3.2.13) and (3.2.17) were
instrumentalin the proof. Keepingonly the (11)-componentsof thesematrices,onedoesnot arrive at
expressionslike (3.2.24).This explainswhy in the earlyattemptsat a real-timeapproach[2.6]onewas
faced with inadmissible singularities of the pinch type.

3.3. The caseof SU(N)

The generaltheory developedin the precedingsectionswill now be specializedto the caseof a
SU(N) gauge theory (quarkless QCDwith N colours) at finite temperatureand density.The topics
studiedincludethe Slavnov—Tayloridentity for the thermalgluon propagator,andthe transversalityof
the gluon polarizationtensor.The results will play a role in the discussionof the plasmoneffect in
section4.4.

3.3.1. Slavnov—Tayloridentity
Our aim is the generalizationof the Slavnov—Tayloridentity implied by SU(N) gaugeinvarianceto

finite temperature.For preparation,we first studythe generalsymmetrystructureof real-timethermal
Greenfunctions,confining ourselvesto global symmetries.This is sufficient for our purposebecause,
after gauge fixing, the local gaugeinvarianceof the theory is effectively replacedby global Becchi—
Rouet—Stora (BRS) invariance [12.17,12.18, 9.24].

In general, symmetriesof the action lead to Ward—Takahashi (WT) identities for the Green
functions.(Seeref. [4.7] for a discussionof WT identitiesat zero as well as finite temperature; also cf.
[3.13,8.12].) In the functional approachtheseidentitiesarederivedby performinga transformationof
the field variablesin the pathintegral [9.22,12.19]. Taking the pathintegral (2.2.9)as an example,we
recall that the fields aredefinedon a contourC in the time plane.Hence,a global field transformation
affectsthe fields in the sameway at everypoint of the contour.Whatwe haveto checkis whetherthe
transformed fields are still compatible with the original boundary conditions (2.2.21). (At zero
temperature and density this is automatic because all fields are subject to the same Feynman boundary
condition.) If this is the case,the standardderivation [9.22,12.18] goesthroughunchanged,andone
obtainsthe well-known integratedWT identity (no spontaneoussymmetrybreaking)
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(3.3.1)

wherethe time argumentsof the fields lie on the contourC.
In the real-timemethodas outlined in section2.4, the two real-timefields 43~and432 areidenticalto

the original field 43 on the forwardandbackwardpiecesof the contour,respectively.Since 43 undergoes
the sameglobal transformation43 —~ 43 + ~43atall pointsof the contour,it follows that both 431 and 432

areto be transformed:43r~~43~+ ~43r,r = 1, 2. This immediatelyyieldsthe real-timeversionof (3.3.1):

ô(43ri(xi)~43r(xn))0, (3.3.2)

if it is assumedthat the boundaryconditionsremain invariant underthe transformationin question.
Alternatively, eq. (3.3.2) can be derived directly from the real-time path integral (2.4.19) by

checkingthe invarianceof the action under transformationsof the real-timefields 43r~ The boundary
conditions are then contained in the matrix propagator(2.4.30), and its invariance should be
establishedexplicitly. This procedureis generallymorelaboriousthanthe onestartingfrom the contour
path integral. However, for a discussionof supersymmetryat finite temperaturethe second,“pure
thermofield” methodhas distinct advantages[8.3,8.4, 8.18, 8.25, 8.26] (also cf. [7.29]). We mayadd
that the incorporationof supersymmetryin the Matsubaraformalism runsinto the problems[7.2, 7.5,
7.10, 7.22], becausethe supersymmetrictransformationchangesbosonicfields into fermioniconeswith
antiperiodicinsteadof periodic boundaryconditions.

Equation(3.3.2)will now be usedto derive the Slavnov—Tayloridentity for the full thermalgluon
propagator[10.16].It is well-known [9.24,12.17] that this identity is generatedby the invarianceof the
effective SU(N) Lagrangian(2.2.39)under the BRStransformations:

~BRSA~L= ~(~w” + gfabcAbwc) (3 3 3)

a ~ abc b c

~BRSW = —~g~fcv cv , (3.3.4)

~BRSW = A’~A: , (3.3.5)

where~ is ananticommuting,x-independentparameter.On accountof the fact thatthe ghostfields are
subject to the sameboundaryconditionsas the gauge fields (cf. the discussionin section2.2.3), the
boundaryconditionsareleft invariant; thisfeaturealsosurvivesthe addition of fermionicquark fields.
It permits us to concludethat the following WT identity holds for real-timefields:

~BRs(AT(x) th,b(x?)) = 0. (3.3.6)

Herethe indices r, s = 1, 2 refer to time-path type-r, s fields, respectively.
Using eqs. (3.3.3) and (3.3.5),we may write eq. (3.3.6) more explicitly as

= —A[ô”(w~(x)~i~’(x’))+gf~”(A~(x)cv~(x)th~’(x’))]. (3.3.7)

We immediately seethat the right-handside vanishesin the Landaugauge. The full ghostpropagator
satisfiesthe Dyson—Schwingerequation[12.19]
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—> — — — — + — ~. .~r~ij1llllhI~_’—~

Fig. 3.4. Dyson—Schwingerequationfor the ghostpropagator.

(w~(x)~(x’)) = (w~(x)cv (x’))0+igf~ ±fd4yd4y’d4yh’ (w~(x)~(y))0
tu1

— y’) ~
4(y’ — y”)(A~(y”)w~(y’) th~(x’)). (3.3.8)

Here, the subscript0 indicatesthe free-fieldexpectationvalue. In the vacuumtheory, the three-point
function in (3.3.8) must be proportional to 9/ôy~.At finite temperaturethere can be a term
proportionalto U~= (1,0) as well. To proceed,we operatewith d/9x~on (3.3.7),andusethe equation

d2D~(x— x’) = l~ab(T3) 54( — x’) (3.3.9)

for the free ghostpropagator,see (2.2.47), (2.4.30). We then find that the second termsat the
right-handsidesof eqs. (3.3.8) and (3.3.7) cancel.Fourier transformingthe remainingexpression,we
arriveat the finite-temperaturereal-timeSlavnov—Tayloridentity

k~k~G(rs)ab (k) = iA - 1k2D(rs)ab(k) (3.3.10)

for the thermalgluon propagator.
Finally, we makeuseof the generalrepresentation(3.1.13) to rewrite the last identity in termsof

Feynmanpropagator:

k~k~O~~(k)= —iA~~ab (3.3.11)

This equationis formally identicalto the one valid for the vacuumpropagator[12.9,12.19].

3.3.2. Polarization tensor
We shall now investigate how the Slavnov—Taylor identity (3.3.11) for the thermal gluon

propagator constrains the real-time gluon polarization tensor. We use the notation H,~(k)
for this quantity (droppingthe index F), which is nothing but the irreduciblegluon self-energyas it
appearson the diagonal of the matrix (3.2.17). Colour indices are deleted; they can be trivially
reinstatedby multiplying with ~ab

For the momentwe shall work in a manifestly covariantmanner.We introducethe hydrodynamic
four-velocity of the heat bathU~,normalizedto unity, anddefine the projectororthogonalto U” as
4 = g’~— U” Uv. All precedingformulaemaynowbemadeformally covariantby writing k~U for k

0,
andthe space-likemomentumvectorK~= 4“~k~for thespatialmomentumk; in therestframewehave
k0 = k~U and K~’= (0, k), but note that ic”ic~ = —1k1

2.
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Let us now definethe four independentsymmetrictensors[6.2, 6.5, 6.15, 10.16]

= 4,~— K,,..ç/K2, (3.3.12)

~ ~ (3.3.13)

— V_~K21(U.k)2 K~K~2K2—k2 k~k~1
C,,,,— :1 2 U,,,, 2+ 2 2.1’ (..)~ L K K K k+ie-i

D,,,, = k,,k,,I(k2+ is). (3.3.15)

HereA is transversewith respectto the four-velocity, while both B and C aremixtures of space-like
andtime-likecomponents.With respectto thefour-momentumk,,, thesetensorshavethetransversality
properties

k,,A”~= k,,B”~= 0, k,,k,,C”~= 0. (3.3.16)

Furthermore,the tensorsA, B andD areidempotentandmutually orthogonal,whereasthe productof
C with the otherthreetensorshasvanishingtrace. Any (causal)symmetricsecond-ranktensorcan be
decomposedas

T,,,, = aA,,,,+ f3B,,,, +
7C,,,,+ ~5D,,,,, (3.3.17)

with a= ~trAT, /3=trBT, y=—tr CT and ~=trDT.
From theserelationswe infer that the gluon propagatorfiguring in the Slavnov—Tayloridentity

(3.3.11),must havethe tensorstructure

- iA (k) iB (k) D (k) C (k)
G,,,,,,(k)= — k

2 — IJT(k) + is — k2 — !IL(k) + is — iA1 k2+ is — ic(k) k2+ ~ (3.3.18)

We shall ignore the last term in the sequel;c(k) vanishesin the Landaugauge[6.15]andin all known
approximationsin othergaugestoo. Then the self-energyequals

!I,,,,(k) = 1’T(’~) A,,,,(k)— HL(k) B,,,,(k). (3.3.19)

Since both tensorsare transversewith respectto k, we have

k”H,,,,(k) = 0. (3.3.20)

Hence the polarization tensor is transverse,like in the vacuum theory. If c(k) $0 one still has
k”k~[I,,,,(k) = 0 on accountof (3.3.11).

3.3.3. Polarizationfunctions
The scalar longitudinal and transversepolarization functions can be expressedin terms of the

polarizationtensoras
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k2

h1L(1o)K2 U,,U,,H”~(k), (3.3.21)

HT(k) = U,,U,, — g,,,,)H”~(k), (3.3.22)

by projectingout thelongitudinal andtransverseparts,andby making useof thetransversalityproperty
(3.3.20).As can be seenfrom theseconnections,the polarizationfunctionsdo not havea uniform limit
for k—*0. In fact, if we set k

0 = 0 in the restframe and then let k—*0, we get

9 H~(0,k) = —.U00(0) K~, (3.3.23)

IL9~’T(°,”~ ~[1~00(0)_1~(0)]:~4. (3.3.24)

On the other hand, if we first set k11 = IkI, we find

IL~j~L(IkI,k)0, (3.3.25)
j~9 jjT(IkI, k) = — ~1~(0) w~.. (3.3.26)

To lowest order, the mannerin which the limit k—*0 is takenin H,,,,(k) turns out to be immaterial.
Let us now show howto actuallycalculatethesequantities.We shall first computeH~(k),andthen

we use(3.2.18),(3.2.19)to obtain H,,,,(k). In fact, accordingto (3.1.28),the imaginarypart will be
zeroin the static limit k0 = 0, andwhat has to be calculated is therefore

= —ifl~’,~(0)= v~.r.%IJJ~f\/V\.~° (3.3.27)

The blob standsfor the sum of all 1PI diagrams, in this casewith zeroexternalfour-momentum.To
one-looporder, the temperature-dependentpart of the polarizationtensoris given by the diagramsin
fig. 3.5.

In the Feynmangaugethe propagatorsarealmostthesameasthosefor a masslessscalartheory; cf.
section2.4.3. In fact, we only haveto add a factor of ~g 8~~bto get the gluon propagators,e.g.

~, a p., b = —ig,,,,~/(k
2 + is), (3.3.28)

v,a cv-~.r~p(rv-v~~-.1p.,b=—2ITg,,,,8~’6(k2)sinh20~, (3.3.29)

anda factor of _~abto obtainthe ghostpropagators,e.g.

1 1 •ab 2a ..— — — .. b=—i~ I(k +is), (3.3.30)

a — — ~_.1 b = —2IT8’~”6(k2)sinh2 0k (3.3.31)
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~J— ,~_/_~,
t~J_\_, 1\ ~1 1\ 112 1 ‘-..-_‘:iu:

Fig. 3.5. The one-loopgluon polarizationtensor.

with sinh20k givenby (2.4.42).The type-i verticesarethoseof the vacuumtheory [12.8,12.18,9.24],
while the type-2 verticesappearwith an overall minus sign.

The first and seconddiagramsof fig. 3.5 nowyield, respectively,

I = —ig2N6~f ~ 2 6((k+ q)2) sinh2 ~k+q ~ (3.3.32)

II = ~g2Nô~ f (2~)~2IT6(q2) 6((k+ q)2) sinh20q sinh20k+q Q,,,,, (3.3.33)

with

= ~(5k2 + 2k~q + 2q2) + lOq,,q,, — 2k,,k,,+ 5(q,,k,,+ k,,q,,). (3.3.34)

The 6-functionsappearingin theseexpressionsmustbe understoodas s-regularized;cf. the remarkto
this effect in section2.4.1. We see that both (3.3.32) and (3.3.33)display a pinch singularity with
respectto the q

0 integrationif we setk= 0, andthenlet s—*0. On accountof the generalargumentof
section3.2.2,we feel confidentthat thesesingularitieswill cancel,andindeedtheydo. Using (A.7), we
find for the sum of the first two diagramsin this limit

I + 11= ig
2N6~f (2)~sinh2 0q (g,,,,q2+ 5q,,q,,) ~ 6(q2), (3.3.35)

where now the 6-function can be taken literally. The contribution to 11~~(0)and fl’~(0) is easily
extractedwith a partial integrationand useof (A. 14), (A.21).
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A similar cancellationof singularitiesoccursin diagramsIV and V, whereasdiagramIII is regular
from the outset. The integralsareeasyto write down, andwe only give the final results:

H00(0)=g
2NT2(—~— ~ + ~)= —~g2NT2, (3.3.36)

fl~(0)= g2NT2(~— 1 — ~) = — ¾g2NT2, (3.3.37)

wherethe first, second,andthird termsrepresentthe contributionsof diagramsI + II, III, andIV + V,
respectively.

Finally, substitutingtheseresultsinto (3.3.23),(3.3.24) and (3.3.26),we obtain

= ~g2NT2, K~.= 0, (3.3.38)

cv~= ~g2NT2. (3.3.39)

Thesequantitieshavealsobeencalculatedin the Matsubaraformalismfor severalgauges[6.2—6.5],and
exactly thesameresulthasbeenfound. Theirgaugeindependencepointstowarda physicalsignificance.
Indeed, KL1 maybe interpreted as the Debye screeninglength of the long-rangechromo-electncforce
(pace [10.12]), while WT plays the role of a dynamicallygeneratedgluon mass[6.4, 6.16, 10.11, 10.16].
The equation KT = 0 just states that to this order of approximationthere is no chromomagnetic
screening;it is unknownwhetherthis resultholds generally[6.9, 10.9, 10.12, 6.25].

4. Pressureand energy

4.1. Energy—momentumtensor

An importantquantity of physical interestthat one may want to calculatein field theory,eitherat
zero, or at finite temperatureand density, is the energy—momentumtensor.One may think of the
applicationto the cosmologyof the early universe, or the more mundanequestionof calculatingthe
energydensityand hydrostaticpressureof somemany-bodysystemin condensedmatter physics.The
energy—momentumtensor is not a Green function itself but a compositeoperator, that is, a local
productof fields and their derivatives.For that reasona separatediscussionis required, andwe shall
beginwith a short technicalintroductionto thesubjectof compositeoperators[12.7, 12.18,9.22, 9.24].

The main ideaswill be illustrated for scalartheoriesbut, wherenecessary,generalizationswill be
indicated. It will be understood that all fields are defined for real time, i.e. they are either type-i or
type-2 in the senseof section2.4, andexpectationvaluesaredefinedwith respectto the real-timepath
integral. Most results are independentof the value of the thermal indices of the composite or
elementaryfields, andtheywill often be omitted. It is worth mentioningthat most of the formal results
are applicableto the imaginary-timeformalism as well. For obvious reasonsthe exceptionsare the
constructionof the Feynmanrules, and the proof of renormalizability.

4.1.1. Compositeoperators
Let c(x) be a local polynomial in the field 43(x) andits derivatives,and

C(x) = (c(x)) , (4.1.1)
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C(xIy”)=(c(x)43(y1)~”43(y~)), (4.1.2)

the expectationvalues we wish to calculate; to shorten the writing we will denote the sequence
y1,. . . , y,, as y’~wherepossible.The angularbracketsdenotepath-integralexpectationvalues; in the
operatorformalism (4.1.2) would be a time- (or contour-)orderedoperatoraverage.Supposethe
compositeoperatorhasthe form

c1,,1(x)= 43~,,1~(x).. . 43~,,~(x), (4.1.3)

wherethe index (p.,) standsfor any combinationof derivativesi9,, actingon the field carryingtheindex.
Our strategyis basedon the observationthat the expectationvalue (4.1.2) maybe obtainedfrom the
“rifted” Greenfunction

G1,,1(x
mIy~) :=~ (43(,,

1)(x1)”~43(,,)(x~)43(yl)”~43(y,,)) (4.1.4)

by simply settingx
m = x. If it is understoodthat the timederivativesalso acton the time ordering,we

may bring the differential operatorsout of the expectationvalue andwrite

1
—j- ~(iO~,,~)G(xm, yn)~

m , (4.1.5)

where G is the ordinary (not necessarilyconnected) Greenfunction, and ~ standsfor the total
collection of differential operators.

The Feynmanrules will be specifiedin momentumspace. Substitutingfor the Greenfunction its
Fourier integralexpressionin termsof the Fourier transformG, andsettingthe space-timecoordinates
x, equalto x, we easilyobtain

m 4

C{,,}(p~q)-~1Lkdp1 (2IT)46(p_~pJ)~(p{,,}) O(p
m,qfl), (4.1.6)

whereptm, q~andp flow out of the Greenfunction and the compositevertex, respectively.The
diagrammaticrepresentationof this formula is given in fig. 4.1. The new vertex ® has the value
~(p~,, ), whichis equalto oneif no derivativesareinvolved. The newfeatureis that this “composite”
vertexcan carry off energy—momentum.

P

C~
1.1j a ~

Fig. 4.1. Diagrammatic representation of eq. (4.1.6).
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The advantageof the aboveconstructionis that the diagramscontributingto theexpectationvalueC
can be calculatedwith the help of the ordinary Feynmanrules for Green functions. The typical
contributionof a given diagramF will be of the form

m d4p. ~ d~l
F(p I qfl) = (2IT)4 6(p + ~ q

1) I E’~(2IT)
4 11=1 (2IT)4 64(~ p~+ ~ q

1) ~(p1,,1)I1(p
m,q~,li).

(4.1.7)

Here global energy—momentumconservationhasbeenfactoredout. Thereis a problem,however:the
appearanceof thenew vertex leadsto newUV divergencies,evenwhenthe diagramFhasbeensubject
to ordinary renormalization.Fortunately,no new techniquesareneededto handlethesedivergences,as
recognizedby Zimmermann[12.7]. We only have to apply the forest formula (2.4.45) to make
expression(4.1.7) finite. The proof of the absenceof temperature-dependentdivergencesgoesthrough
for composite-operatorGreenfunctionsas well.

As in the ordinary case, the subtractions implied by the forest formula may be implemented by
means of counterterms.In general the countertermsreferring to the compositeoperator are not
proportionalto it. This leadsto thesubjectof operatormixing [12.18,9.22, 9.16, 9.17] whichwill not be
discussedhere.We just define Greenfunctionswith compositeoperatorsby demandingthat contribut-
ing diagramsarerenormalizedby the forest formula. To makethisexplicit, we write N[c(x)] insteadof
simply c(x) in the Green functions; N is called a (Zimmermann)normalproduct.

There is the possibility that dueto cancellationsthereis no needfor additionalcounterterms.Then
we have

N[C(x)] = c(x). (4.1.8)

This may occur in cases that the compositeoperator is conserved.

4.1.2. Conservedobservables
If, as a consequence of an internal symmetry of the Lagrangian, the compositeoperatorC(x) is a

conservedcurrent at the classicallevel, then the last equation(4.1.8)abovenearly alwaysholds true
[9.22].The basic idea may be illustratedfor the simple exampleof the Lagrangian

2? (~43*)~~43— p.243*43 — ~A(43*43)2, (4.1.9)

in which 43 is a complex scalarfield. The Lagrangianis invariant under the U(1) transformation

43(x)—*43(x) +~43(x), ~i43(x)=—is43(x). (4.1.10)

Noether’s theorem then implies that the current density

j”(x) = i43*(x)~M43(x) (4.1.11)

is conserved. At the quantum level this gives rise to the Ward—Takahashi identity [4.7,9.22]

sô,,~j”(x)43(y
1)~~~43*(y,,))= _i~ 6(x-y~)(43(y1)..~~43(y.)•.. 43*(y)). (4.1.12)
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Since 843 is essentially just 43 itself, the right-hand side is a sum of ordinary Greenfunctions. In
momentum space we have

(4.1.13)

It is obvious that the right-hand side is UV-finite after renormalizationaccording to the standard
prescriptions.Formallyexpandingboth left- andright-handsidesof (4.1.13)in powersof the momenta,
we find that J,, itself must be finite. Hence no additionalprescriptionsareneeded,andwe have

N[j”(x)] =j”(x). (4.1.14)

This result is valid for most currentswhich are conservedon account of internal symmetries.For
exceptionalcasessee ref. [9.22].

In general this theoremis not true for external, or space-time,symmetries[9.2, 9.5, 9.6]. Let us
consideran infinitesimal translation

643(x) = s” a,,43(x). (4.1.15)

The correspondingNoethercurrent

t~~’= (~“43~’)(c9~43)+ (9V43*)(c9~43)— g”~~ (4.1.16)

is knownas the canonicalenergy—momentumtensor.The conservationlaw

ô,,t”~(x)= 0 (4.1.17)

for this current leadsto a WT identity similar to (4.1.12). Hencewe infer that

k”i’,,,,(kIq1,. . ., q,,)=k”(ag,,,,+f3U,,U,,+yk,,k,,+6g,,,,k
2+”.) (4.1.18)

is finite. However, this only guarantees that, e.g., y + 6 is finite. It doesnot follow that y and 6 are
finite separately.Therefore,the compositeoperatort”” hasto be renormalizedin general.

Onemayexploit the fact that a Noethercurrent is not uniquely defined.Indeed,the current

j” =j” + ô,,~/i~”, = —~r”~ (4.1.19)

is conservedlike the original current. Moreover, it producesthe sameglobal charges(generators).It
hasbeenshownthat the “improved” energy—momentumtensor[9.5, 9.6, 9.18—9.20]

e”~=t”~—~-~--
1[~2 +f(d,A)](o~aP_g~~82)432 (4.1.20)

leadsto finite matrix elements.Here f(d, A) representsa seriesof pure poles in d = 4 [9.18].The
additionalterm is clearly of the requiredform (4.1.19).

Improvement in this senseis only necessaryfor theorieswith scalar fields, since the so-called
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Belinfanteenergy—momentumtensorof higher spin fields, which can be obtainedfrom the canonical
one by a simple prescription [9.2,9.5—9.7], has finite matrix elementsalready [9.2,9.6]; we shall
considergaugefieldsbelow. We emphasizethat solely the matrix elementsof 0””, i.e. Greenfunctions,
arefinite. The expectationvalue (0””) will, in general,be UV-divergent,andmustbe renormalizedas
a normal product: 0””(x) = (N[0””(x)]).

4.1.3. Gauge theories
With regard to the energy—momentumtensorof a gaugetheory, onefacesthe following situation.

In classicalelectrodynamics,one can usethe canonicalprescription[9.10,9.30]

= ~ ô”43~— g””~, (4.1.21)

where the sum is over all fields in the Lagrangian,to find a non-symmetric,non-gauge-invariant
energy—momentumtensor.Subsequently,the classicalequationsof motion and the freedom(4.1.19)
can be used to show that the canonical tensor is equivalentto the manifestly symmetric and gauge
invariant energy—momentum[9.10,9.30]

0””= —F~”F”~+ ~g””F~,7F” , (4.1.22)

whereF,,,, is the field tensor.Note that 0”” is precisely the Belinfante tensorof the classicaltheory.
For quantizedgaugetheoriesthe situationis morecomplicated.Applying the canonicalprescription

(4.1.21) to the effective quantumLagrangian(2.2.39),we find

= —g””~~~— F~”’~ôP~4ua— A(ô~A~)t9~~,4~La— (c9~~ia)ôvWa — (a~w_a)~~wa — ~

(4.1.23)

This expressionis non-symmetric,gaugenoninvariantandnot evenBRS-invariant,andtherefore0~
cannot be an observable[12.17].However, we may apply the standardBelinfante prescription to
(4.1.23) and use the equation of motion for the field strengthderived from (2.2.39) to find the
Belinfantetensorcorrespondingto the Lagrangian(2.2.39) [9.24]

0”~” = 0””— (d~~)Dvwa— (ô~~)D~cva+ g~P[(o~)D~cva— (o~Aa)
2 — A(o~A~)A~]

A” + A””o”o~ A”). (4.1.24)

Here 0”” is the gauge-invarianttensor (4.1.22) (with a colour trace understood),and D”cv” is the
covariantderivativeappearingin (3.3.3). The Belinfante tensordiffers from the canonicalone by a
transformationof the form (4.1.19)only, andis, therefore,still conservedby construction.Moreover,it
is manifestlysymmetric. As in all otherknown cases,the Belinfantetensor(4.1.24)coincideswith the
gravitationalenergy—momentumtensor[9.10]derivedfrom (2.2.39),cf. [9.8].

It is not difficult to show that 0”~” (4.1.24) is BRS-invariant.Firstly, 0”” is gauge-invarianthence
BRS-invariant.Secondly,the othertermsin (4.1.24)all containthe BRStransformationof eitherA””
(3.3.3) or th” (3.3.5). Using the anticommutatingnatureof the parameter~ in (3.3.3)and (3.3.5), it is
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theneasyto verify that (4.1.24)can be written as (cf. [12.17],formula5.63a)

= 0”” + ~~6BRS[(ô”th”)A””+ (Yth”)A”‘ — g””((9~w”)A°”+ ~th”~ A”)]. (4.1.25)

Here we used the fact that the BRSvariation of ô . A” vanisheson accountof (3.3.3) andthe ghost
equationof motion derivedfrom (2.2.39).Finally, the BRStransformationis nilpotentwhenthe ghost
equationof motion is imposed[12.17,12.18]. Hence BRS invarianceof 0”~” follows immediatelyfrom
(4.1.25).

Becauseboth the gaugeinvariant tensor (4.1.22) and the Belinfante tensor (4.1.25) are BRS-
invariant and in addition havevanishingghostnumber,we mayconcludethat both areacceptableas a
local observable[i2.17]. The differenceis that 0”~” obviouslyenjoys all propertiesone would expecta
physicalenergy—momentumtensorto have,whereas0”” is not conservedandits interpretationcould be
doubtful. However, as first shown by Joglekar[9.13], the matrix elementsof 0”” and 0”~” between
(on-shell)physical statescoincide, so that, in the end, 0”” and O”B” arephysically indistinguishable.In
particular, the divergenceof 0”” vanishesbetweenphysical states,and the expectationvalue of the
chargesf d3x0°”(x)in a given physical statecorrespondsto the conservedtotal four-momentumof that
state[9.13].

Joglekar’s results, obtainedby functional methods,find their rationalein the covariantoperator
formalismof gaugetheories[12,17].Namely,it can be shownthat physicalstatesare singledout by the
requirementthat they are annihilatedby the so-calledBRS charge(i.e. the generatorof the BRS
transformation(3.3.3)—(3.3.5)).Forour purposethis can be translatedinto the conditionthat theBRS
variation of any operatorhasvanishingmatrix elementsbetweenphysical states.Seenin this light the
physicalequivalenceof 0”” and0~”follows immediatelyfrom (4.1.25).

In addition,it can be shownthat the Greenfunctionsof both 0”~” [9.8]and0”” [9.13]arefinite (albeit
differentoff-shell), i.e., thereis no needfor an “improvementterm” as in the scalarcase,cf. section
4.1.2. (This holdstrue in spiteof the fact that the ghostsareformally scalars,andthat the field virial of
the gaugefield is not a total divergence,as requiredin [9.6].)

These results allow us to employ either the Belinfanteor the gauge invariant energy—momentum
tensor, dependingon which is the most convenientin a given situation. For example, in explicit
computationsit is clearly advantageousto usethe gaugeinvariant tensor(4.1.22).On the otherhand,
the Belinfantetensorwill turn up in the proofof the virial theoremin section4.3.

As a technicaldetailwe mention that the statementsmadeabove,in fact, wereprovedfor a tensor
0”” + c”’, ratherthan0”” itself. Thetensorc””, which vanishesby the equationsof motion, playsa role
in the renormalizationprocess[9.13,9.16, 9.17, 9.22]. For our purposeit can be totally ignored.

4.1.4. Renormalization
In the following we will generically denote the energy—momentumtensor by t””. The Pauli

transformation(4.1.19)has no effecton the equilibrium expectationvalue, so we maytake t”” to the
“improved” tensor(4.1.20) for scalarfields, or the gaugefield tensor(4.1.22),etc.

We recall from section 4.1.2 that the compositeoperator t””, being conserved,has the special
property that its Greenfunctions T,,,,(x I y”), also called its matrix elements,arefinite after ordinary
couplingconstantandwave function renormalization,but its expectationvalue (t””) in generalis not.
Still we would like to definea finite expectationvalueat anytemperatureanddensity. It is possible,of
course, to replace t”” by the normalproductN[t”’], but this could leadto operatormixing, rendering
the interpretationof N[t””] as an energy—momentumtensordubious. Moreover, we would haveto
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invoke finite-temperaturerenormalizationprescriptionsto ensurethat the virial theoremof section4.2
remainsvalid.

To avoid theseproblemswe will simply define the renormalizedexpectationvalue of t”’ by

(t””)ren := (t””) — (t””)vac. (4.1.26)

In otherwords,we subtractthe self-stressof the vacuum.This makessensephysically,but westill have
to show that it is a consistent prescription, meaning that it does not lead to temperature-and
density-dependent divergences after ordinary renormalization at T, p. = 0. The point is that our earlier
discussion of renormalization has been one in terms of the forest formula and Zimmermann’s normal
products.Only for free fields a prescriptionlike (4.1.26) is equivalentto normalordering.That it will
comeout allright though for the energy—momentumtensor,crucially dependson its beingconserved;
for an arbitrary compositeoperator,(4.1.26)would not be correct.

The proof that the right-handside of (4.1.26) is finite, turns out to be not so difficult after the
preparatorywork in sections2.4.4,4.1.1 and4.1.2.Let us give the argumentfor a theory with arbitrary
cubicandquarticcouplings.The kineticpart of the energy—momentumtensorgives rise to a composite
two-pointvertex independentof the couplingconstants.The three-and four-point compositevertices,
on the otherhand,areproportionalto the cubic andquarticcouplingconstants,respectively.Sincethe
expectationvalue (t””(x)) is independentof x, we maytakethe time to be real, which implies that the
compositeverticesareof type-i. Thenthe expectationvalue (t””) can be graphicallyrepresentedas in
fig. 4.2. The blobs comprise the sum of all ordinary renormalizedtwo-, three- and four-point (not
necessarilyconnected)Greenfunctions; the disjoint bubblediagramsand global energy—momentum
conservationhave beendivided out. A summationover all directions(if any) of the internal lines is
understood;the combinatorialfactorsthencomeout asindicated.Finally, thermalandotherindicesare
suppressed;in the sequel also the arrow indicating zero four-momentumoutflow on (t””) will be
deleted.

By insertingthe graphicalrepresentationof the Dyson—Schwingerequationfor the Greenfunctions
[12.19]andrearrangingterms, one mayderive the diagrammaticexpansionof fig. 4.3. Now the crucial
observationis that eachof the setsof diagramsbetweenparenthesescan befactorizedinto the product
of an ordinary Greenfunction G and an (amputated)compositeGreenfunction T~amp,where the

1 ::> a

~ +~T

Fig. 4.2. The expectationvalue (t”’~i.
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Fig. 4.3. Dyson—Schwingerexpansionof (t”’~).

index (i), i = 0, 1, 2, indicates that the latter is either bare, linear, or quadraticin the coupling
constants:

(t””) = ~(0) + ±f ~ dk,4 6(~k1) ~amp(OIk
tm) O(km)

mi i=1 ( IT) j=i

+±fñ d4k~
46(~k1) D~amp(0Ik

m)O(km). (4.1.27)
m’=4 ,,=i ( IT) j1

The amputationrefersto externalbarepropagators.Equation(4.1.27) follows by inspectionof fig. 4.3,
and subsequentuseof the DS equationsconnectingthe Greenfunctions.

Now, savefor the first term,the right-handside of (4.1.27) is finite after standardrenormalization,
becauseboththe ordinaryGreenfunctionsandthe compositeenergy—momentumGreenfunctionshave
this property. (An exampleof the remarkablecancellationof infinities implied by (4.1.27)will begiven
in section4.2.) Thus, the only divergenceoccursin the free-fieldcontribution,morespecifically, in its
bare vacuum part. But this term, together with other (finite) vacuum contributions,is explicitly
subtractedin (4.1.26).We concludethat theprescription(4.1.26) leadsto a satisfactorydefinitionof the
energy—momentumtensor.We alsosee that a meresubtractionof the barevacuumpart would have
beensufficient. However, thisprescriptionwould lead to a nuisancein the proofof the virial theorem;
cf. section4.3.2.
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4.2. Thermodynamicpotential

The thermodynamicpotential, or equivalently the thermodynamicpressure, as a function of
temperatureandchemicalpotentials,completelycharacterizesthethermodynamicstateof amany-body
system. It is of some interest, therefore, to statethe Feynmanrules which permit a perturbative
calculation. Basically, there are two methods: either one calculates the thermodynamicpotential
directly as a sum of closedconnecteddiagrams(bubbles),or onefirst calculatesa Greenfunction and
then integrateswith respectto the coupling constantor someother parameter[1.6,1.11, 1.25, 1.30].
Both methodswill be discussedbelow. In the Matsubaraformalismtheyareentirely equivalent.As it
will turnout, however,in the real-timeformalismonly the secondmethodcan be applied[4.21].Still,
the final Feynmanrules will closely resemblethoseof the direct method.

4.2.1. Effectiveaction
The Matsubaraformalism providesa generaldiagram techniquefor evaluatingthe thermodynamic

potential 12 = — PV, or what amountsto the same,the thermodynamicpressure

P = log Z[0]. (4.2.21)

HereZ[0] is the partition function for which we havethe path-integralrepresentation(2.3.14).We first
evaluate the free partition function by performing a Gaussian integral in Euclidean space:

log Z0[01 = ~riIdr Jd
3x tr log 4(x, x) + log X. (4.2.2)

The tracesymbol implies contractionof all discreteindices;note that in the caseof complexfields the
factor one-halfmust be deleted.

The Euclideanpropagator4 is to be regardedas an operatoron the spaceof (anti)periodicfunctions
with matrix elements4(x, x’) := 4(r — r’, x — x’) given by (2.3.6). The eigenfunctionsof this operator
areobviouslyexp(ip . x — icv~T) with eigenvalues4(iw~,p). Therefore,the logarithmin (4.2.2)hasthe
matrix elements

log 4(x, x’) = E I (2)~exp[ip. (x — x’) — iw~(r— r’)] log i(iw~,p). (4.2.3)

In virtue of translationalinvariancethe diagonalelementsareindependentof x. Hencewe see that a
factor of f3V comes out of (4.2.2) in a natural manner, and that the extensivity of the free
thermodynamicpotentialis a consequenceof the translationalinvarianceof the underlyingfield theory.
Equations(4.2.i)—(4.2.3) thenyield

P
0 = — ~ Tr log zi ~(k) + log X. (4.2.4)

The trace symbol now includes an integration and summationover the momentum and energy,
respectively.The propagator4(k) maybe anyfree propagator,but we shall confineourselveshereto
the scalarcase.

The perturbationexpansionof the interaction pressureP1 = P — P0 follows by expandingthe
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representation(2.3.14),and by setting the sourcesequalto zero afterwards.This expansiongenerates
P1 = ~(bubbles)[1.25, 2.17, 12.19], that is, the sum of all closedconnecteddiagrams,multiplied by
their combinatoricweight; see fig. 4.4. The Feynmanrules, as statedin section2.3.2,apply with the
stipulation that the factor f3(2ir)

36(0) = lim f3V arising from global energy—momentumconservation
should be deleted;cf. rule (iii). This shows,by the way, that the interactionpart of log Z[0], like the
free part, is extensiveas a consequenceof translationinvariance.

In general,combinatoricfactorsof bubblediagramsarenot derivedby anysimple rule [12.9,12.19,
12.22]. Fortunately, they may also be inferred from some functional relationshipsinvolving the full
propagatorG(k) (3.1.2). Fromthe path-integralrepresentationwith the imaginary-timeaction(2.3.13)
it immediatelyfollows that one has [2.11]

64~(k)= — ~k), . (4.2.5)

a connection valid for fields of anyspin. (For chargedfields the factorone-halfmust be omitted.)
The formula can be visualized as follows. A closedgraph may be consideredas the closureof a

self-energygraph.(Herea self-energygraphis understoodto be an amputatedfull propagatorgraph; in
generalsuchgraphsarereducible.A one-particleirreducibleself-energygraphwill becalledproperin
the sequel.)Conversely,a self-energygraphmaybe obtainedby removingone of the lines in aclosed
graph.In fact, the class of self-energygraphsmaybe generatedby openingup one line in all possible
ways in the graphicalexpansionof the pressure:

___ = ~ [-~(k) ~(k)]m~(k). (4.2.6)
64(k)

Here 2 is the self-energyrepresentedby minus the sumof all propergraphs.The extraminussign for
fermions appearsbecausea closedfermion loop carriesa minus sign. Using now the Dysonequation

= ~ ‘(k) + 1(k) (4.2.7)

for the full propagator,one mayeasilyrederive the functional relationship(4.2.5).
In the graphicalanalysisof P

1 the conceptof an rn-cycleof lines plays an importantrole. As already
explainedin section2.3.3, this is a set of m lines, all carrying the sameenergyand momentum,
associatedwith an rn-fold direct product4

tm(k) = [4(k)]tmof propagatorswith the samedenominator.
Sinceeachline in a closeddiagramcan be classified,withoutambiguity, asbelongingto a certaincycle,
we mayconsiderP

1 as a functionalof cycleswith increasingmultiplicity

P1=P1[4
1,42,. ,4”,...]. (4.2.8)

~ ÷~aID
Fig. 4.4. First few bubble diagrams of a ~‘ theçiry.
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If a line belongingto a i-cycle is cut in the diagrammaticrepresentationof P1, the self-energydiagram
so obtainedcannotbe separatedinto two disconnectedpartsby cutting oneothersingle line. In other
words,thesediagramsareproperandrepresentthe self-energy.The generalizationof thisreasoningto
cyclesof arbitrary multiplicity leadsto the functional relationship[10.10,10.15]

______ = ~ ~ [~(k)]~. (4.2.9)

It algebraicallyexpressesthe topological propertythat the partsof a diagramconnectedby cyclesare
properself-energyinsertions;see fig. 2.3.

It is possible to carry out a partial resummationof the self-energyinsertions,and to expressthe
pressurein termsof the full propagator[10.3, 2.11]. The standardway to achievethis is by a Legendre
transformation[1.24].We define

F=P+~Tr~—~Trlog~. (4.2.10)

The ancillary quantity F, which is called the effective action in this context, may be regardedas a
functional of the full propagator.Indeed,upon varying (4.2.10) and using (4.2.5) and (4.2.7), we
obtain

6FI6~(k)= — hI(k); 6Ff64 ‘(k) = 0. (4.2.11)

This is equivalentto the requirement

6PI6~(k)= 0 (4.2.12)

that the full propagatorbe fixed at a local extremumof P; cf. [2.11].
We concludethat the graphicalrepresentationof F consists only of those bubble diagrams that do

not contain cycleswith a multiplicity greaterthanone; e.g. the first and seconddiagramsin fig. 4.4.
These diagramscannotbe split apartby cutting two lines. In other words,thesebubblediagramsare
two-particleirreducible (2P1) [12.11,12.19].

The effectiveactionhas manyapplicationsin field theory.For example,the mechanismof dynamical
symmetry breaking has been studied [12.11,12.21] by looking for solutions of eq. (4.2.12). The
effectiveaction hasalsobeenusedto obtainself-consistentapproximationsto thefull Schwinger—Dyson
equation for the gluon propagator.Recently, Kajantie and Kapusta [6.15] have calculatedsome
non-perturbativecontributionsto the gluon self-energyat high temperaturein this way.

4.2.2. Statisticalquasiparticles
Basic to the current understandingof the propertiesof interacting many-body systemsis the

quasiparticleconcept introduced by Landau[10.2, 1.32]. Broadly speaking,thesequasiparticlesare
elementaryexcitationsof the systemwith a definite relationbetweenenergyandmomentum,in terms
of which the systemis convenientlydescribed.In the earlywork on many-bodytheory by Luttingerand
Ward [10.3],and others[1.21, 1.22, 1.30—1.32],the functionalexpression(4.2.10) in termsof the full
propagatorserved as a basis for the formal derivation of quasiparticlebehaviourof a degenerate
electron gas. This led to the identification of the low-lying excitations of a Fermi liquid at low
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temperaturewith the weakly dampedpoles of the one-particlefermion propagator.The associated
self-energydeterminesboth the energyand the lifetime of these“dynamical” quasiparticles,which
shouldbe long in orderthat the very conceptof aquasiparticlehasany meaning.Sincetheconventional
many-body self-energy usually possessesan imaginary part, except close to the Fermi surface
[10.3, 1.32], the dynamicaldescriptionis confined to Fermi systemsat very low temperature.The
extensionof the dynamicalquasiparticlepicture to truly finite temperaturesseemsto be forbiddenby a
mathematicalno-go theorem [5.24].

In view of eq. (4.2.5) one may say that dynamical quasiparticlesare defined by functional
differentiationof the pressurewith respectto the barepropagatorfollowed by analyticcontinuation.
This is to be contrastedwith Landau’sdefinition of a quasiparticle[10.2]which involvesa functional
differentiationwith respectto the distribution function. Thesetwo prescriptionsarequite different in
general,becausethe operationsof functionaldifferentiationandanalyticcontinuationdo not commute.

To get acquaintedwith the main idea of Landauquasiparticles,we shall first calculate the ideal
pressure(4.2.4) for a bosongas. The summationwhich hasto be performedin that caseis

i~+E

E log[132 A ‘(iwo, k] = .1 ~ [2N(z)+1] log[/32 41(z, k)], (4.2.13)
— 1~+ S

where41(z, k) = — z2 is the analytic continuationof the barepropagator.The argumentof the
logarithm has beenmadedimensionlessby factorsof /3 providedby the log X term at the right-hand
sideof (4.2.4), which is alsousedto cancelpart of the termwithout the Bosedistributionfunction; an
infinite vacuum contribution is subtracted by renormalization[2.5,2.20]. The logarithm may be
analytically continuedaway from the imaginary axisto the complexplanewhereit hasa cut along the
real axis from k

0 = ±tuk running to plus and minus infinity. Since the Bose function exponentially
decreasesin the right half plane,the contourrunning up the imaginary axismaybe deformedinto the
contourC~encircling the cut, as prescribedin (2.3.22). Hence,the frequencysum (4.2.13) maybe
written as an integral of the discontinuityacrossthe real axis:

~ log[/3
2A ‘(iwo, k)] = J ~ N(k

0)Disclog[/3
24’(k)]. (4.2.14)

Substitutioninto (4.2.4)yields

= I (2)~H
0(k) N(k0). (4.2.15)

We shall call

H0(k) = — -~--0(k0) Im log 4
1(k) = 0(k

0— wk) (4.2.16)

the spectralfunction. An integrationby partswith repectto the energyyields the standardformula
(4.3.24)for the pressureof an ideal Bosegas.

The spectralfunction (4.2.16)expressesthe fact that a free systemis composedof stableparticles
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possessing a fixed mass. The assumption which lies at the root of the Landau theory is that there exists a
one-to-onecorrespondencebetweenthe excitationspectrumof an interactingsystemand that of a free
quantumgas. We formulatethis ansatzas follows [10.15,10.17]. Supposethe pressureis given as a
functional P = P[N] of the distribution function. Then the stepwhich allows a single-particledescrip-
tion is to assumethat the spectralfunction, generallydefinedas the functional derivative

6N(k) =H(k) (4.2.17)

takesthe form

H(k) = —-~-- 0(k0) Imlog[4
1(k) + 1(k)]. (4.2.18)

Here 1(k) is somereal function of k
0 andk such that the dispersionrelation

4~(k)+~(k)=0, k0>0, (4.2.19)

hasa single solution
5k~This definesthe energyspectrumof the Landauquasiparticle,also given the

adjective“statistical”, as opposedto “dynamical”, in the literature [10.4].
Since the entropy of a state is determinedpurely by combinatorial considerations,a viable

single-particledescriptionrequiresthat the entropydensityS = 9PfoT of a quasiparticlesystemhave
the sameform as that of a free quantum gas, i.e. [10.2, 1.32, 10.8],

s = —I d k [Nklog Nk — (1 + Nk) log(i + Nk)], (4.2.20)
(2 IT)

whereNk = N(ek) is the quasiparticledistributionfunction. By somestraightforwardalgebraicmanipu-
lations, it is easyto show that the ansatz(4.2.18) is indeedconsistentwith this requirement[10.15].In
fact, it is eq. (4.2.20) that is the pivot of the whole scheme.

Now the problemof finite-temperaturefield theory is to justify the ansatz(4.2.18) for specific
systems,and to give a meaningto the self-energy1(k). For illustration we considerthe exchange
pressure,i.e. the two-loop diagram in fig. 4.4. Applying the generalformula(2.3.31) furnishedby the
DzyaloshinskiIalgorithm, we obtain

pex =

= ~ I~,(2)~p
0(k~)(2IT)

36(k
1+ k2 +k3)~+ N1)(1 +N2)(1+N3)—N1N2N3 (4.2.21)

whereN. = N(k~)is the Bose distributionfunction.
The first property to be noticedis that, on accountof the identity 1 + N(k0) = N(k0)exp /30k0, the

integranddoesnot havea polewhen the total energyof the intermediatestatevanishes.However,a
fundamentaldifficulty ariseswhen we wish to take the functional derivative (4.2.17) becausethe
resultingexpressionis undefined.In this simple caseit is sufficient to addaninfinitesimal imaginarypart
is to the denominatorof (4.2.21),becausethe symmetrypropertiesof the integrandguaranteethat the
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whole expressionis still real; recall that p0(k) is an odd function of energy. Then functional
differentiationyields:

6Mk) = — ~— 0(k0) p0(k) Re1(k0+ is, k), (4.2.22)

whereReI is the real partof the analyticself-energy(3.1.36)on the realaxis. Comparingwith (4.2.17)
and (4.2.18)we see that to lowestorder one may identify

1(k) = Re1(k0 + is, k), (4.2.23)

which is a valid but misleadingresult [2.8, 2.14].

The problemis that (4.2.23)ceasesto betrue in higher ordersbecauseinfinitesimal imaginaryparts
is must be associatedwith frequencydenominatorsin a consistentmannerto ensurethat functional
differentiationis allowed[10.4]. It would take us too far afield to discussthis issue in any detail here
[10.14].But let us assumethat it is possible,in principle, to do this in sucha way that after analytic
continuation by the DzyaloshinskiIalgorithm the functional relationship(4.2.9) survivesin the form

64
m(iw~,k) iw~~k

0 = ~ [_~~m~ (4.2.24)

The self-energy~(k) is representedby the samesetof diagramsas theordinarymany-bodyself-energy,
but the rules for its calculationmustbe suchthat it hasno imaginary part.Functionaldifferentiation
with respectto the distribution function can now be translatedinto a functional differentiationwith
respectto cycles,ci. section4.2.1, andwe obtainthe formal rule

6N(k) = 0(k0)2~p~ml)(k) 6Am(~(O~, k) iw~=k0~ (4.2.25)

Here p~m)is the spectral density (2.3.35)of the cycle propagator(2.3.34). Combining the last two
formulae,and using (A.3), we recognizethe Taylor expansionof the logarithm (4.2.18).

The abovestatisticalquasiparticletheory indicatesthat Landautheory is exactatfinite temperature
and is not limited by the lifetime of the quasiparticlestates.The essentialingredientneededfor this
descriptionis the real self-energyfunction 1(k) which determinesthe “statistical” energyspectrum.
Contraryto the energyspectrumof the dynamicalquasiparticles,the former is not directly relatedto
the spectrumof the many-bodyHamiltonian.For a Bose systemit maybe hard to actuallyconstruct
this functionin practicebecauseof the delicateproblem of vanishingenergydenominators.Surprisingly
enough,the constructionof this self-energyfor fermionic quasiparticlesin a theory with fermions is
almosttrivial. In this casethe energydenominatorsareregularizedautomatically,if all internalbosonic
frequenciesare kept imaginary [10.10,10.15]. By this prescription one is led to the fermionic
self-energy discussed in section 3.1.3.

4.2.3. Real-timemethod
We havealreadyseenin section2.4.3 that thereal-timeformalismis not suitableto directlyevaluate

the partition function
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Z[0] = e1~. (4.2.26)

Therefore,we shall approachthe problem in an indirect mannerand first write the thermodynamic
potential as the grand-canonicalexpectationvalueof somereal-timeGreenfunction. We can thenuse
thethermofield rulesof section2.4.3.To achievethis goalonemayproceedin two differentways.The
one we shall discussfirst is computationallythe most convenientof the two, but is restrictedto the
evaluationof the interactionpressure.It hasbeendevelopedby Matsumotoet al. [4.21]in the context
of the operator formulation of thermo field dynamics. We shall give a functional derivation valid for any
theory which has a path-integralrepresentationof the form (2.2.9). This class includesall theories
without derivativecouplings,andgaugetheories.(In othercasesone shouldtake (2.2.7)as a starting
point.)

Let us return to thegeneral,contour-dependentgeneratingfunctional (2.2.11)andpartition function
(2.2.12).We now employ the well-knowntrick [1.6,1.11] of multiplying ..9~in (2.2.10)by a constantA,
so that Z[0] is now a function of A. Taking the derivativewe find the differential equation

= -j~dtJd~x(~(x))A (4.2.27)

with the initial value (2(A = 0) = f2~.The subscript A indicates that the expectation value should be
computed with interaction Lagrangian ~ On accountof translationinvariancethe expectationvalue
at the right-handsideof (4.2.27) is independentof x. Hence,we can trivially performthe integration.
We are also free to take x

0 = t to be real, that is, to choosethe fields in ..9~as type-I; cf. subsections
2.4.2 and 3.2.1. Then the solution to (4.2.27)yields the interactionpressureas

PI=fdA(~(43l))A. (4.2.28)

Weremark thatthis reasoningcannotbe appliedto givethe totalpressure.Indeed,hadwe multiplied ~
by A thenthe initial conditionwould havebeenf2(A =0) = X $ [d43]whichis ameaninglessexpression.

The expectationvalue at the right-handside of (4.2.28)can now be evaluatedwith the helpof the
real-timediagram techniqueof section2.4. The interactionLagrangian5~plays the role of acomposite
operatorgiving rise to one or more compositevertices;seesection4.1, especiallyfig. 4.1. Numerically
theseverticesare equalto the type-i verticesof the theory divided by a factorof i, but topologically
theymustbe regardedasdistinct. For any given diagramcontributingto (~)which containsVvertices
(including the compositevertex),the A integrationin (4.2.28)is trivial andsimply gives a factor of 1/V.
Finally, it should be remarked that (~) is finite after ordinary mass, coupling constant, and
wave-functionrenormalization.This is just aconsequenceof thefact that, exceptfor thecombinatorics,
the diagramsof the theory areconstructedin the usual manner.

Let us now summarizethe Feynmanrulesby which the interactionpressurecan be determinedin the
real-timemethod:

(i) Draw all bubblediagramscontainingone distinct type-i vertex.
(ii) Determinecombinatorial factorsby examining the permutationgroup symmetry of the dia-

grams;permutationof the specialtype-i vertex is not allowed.
(iii) Divide by iV, where V is the total numberof vertices.
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The otherrules like the assignmentof propagatorsare the onesdetailedin section2.4.
For certainsimple diagramsit may happenthat the sameFeynmanintegralresults, irrespectiveof

the positionof the specialtype-i vertex. In that case,one mayput it at anyplacein the diagram and
determinethe combinatorialfactor asif therewere no specialvertex; the factorV’ of rule (iii) must
thenbe omitted [4.12,4.21]. However, this is not the rule in general.

It is worth mentioningthat formula(4.2.28)can alsobe appliedin theMatsubaraformalism.Sincein
that caseall verticesare identical, the simplified combinatoricrule applies,which then gives back the
bubblediagramexpansion.

For illustrationwe shall computethe interactionpressurefor a SU(N) gaugetheoryup to orderg2.
In the high-temperatureregime,we mayneglectvacuumdiagramsandsubdiagramswhichare finite and
T-independentafter renormalization.We arethen left with the diagramsof fig. 4.5. The combinatorial
factorsmaybe determinedby rules (ii) and (iii) above,but also by the simplified rule of treatingall
verticesas beingidentical.For example,the seconddiagramis invariant underpermutationof the two
thermalpropagatorsgiving a factorone-half.Another factorone-halfcomesfrom rule (iii) or from the
permutationsymmetryof the vertices.The sumof thesediagramscan be shownto be gaugeinvariant,
so we can work in the Feynmangauge.

We note that in this specialcaseno type-2 verticesappear.This would require diagramslike the
secondonebut with threethermalpropagators.However,thecorrespondingFeynmanintegralscontain
the factor 6(k2)6(p2)6((k+ p)2) and vanish identically in virtue of the explicit expressionfor the
SU(N) vertices. In a massless433 theory, though,suchdiagramswould contribute.

Let us computethe seconddiagram as an example. The SU(N) vertices in combinationwith the
propagatorexpression(3.3.28)through (3.3.31)give rise to the integral expression

II = ~N(N2- i)g2I~3(2)~N(1k
01)N(1p01)6(k

2)6(p2) ~k~i (4.2.29)

With the aid of the formulae(A.i4) and (A.21) we get

I IL in:

~ tfv~J\$.A.r~.1 ~- 1~\’VV~J%.AI’~1

Fig. 4.5. Lowest-orderdiagramscontributionto P, in the high-temperaturelimit.
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II = ~N(N2 — 1)g2T4. (4.2.30)

In a similar mannerwe determinethe othercontributions.Listed consecutively,theyare:

I+II+III+IV+V=N(N2—i)g2T4(—~g + h~— — ~ + ~4~)

= —thN(N2 — i)g2T4. (4.2.31)

The final result is identical to that found by Kapusta[6.2] in the Matsubaraformalism.

4.3. Hydrostaticpressure

In this section we discuss an alternative real-time method for determining both the free and
interaction pressures,which is based on the evaluation of the energy—momentumtensor [3.16].
Namely, insteadof calculatingthe thermodynamicpressurevia the partition function,we shall direct
our attentionto the hydrostaticpressure(sometimescalledthe kineticpressure)[11.16],definedby the
space-like trace of the energy—momentumtensor.The virial theorem [11.16,11.17] statesthat in
equilibrium the hydrostaticand thermodynamicpressuresare equal. A field-theoretic proof of this
statementwill be given after the notion of a dilatationhasbeenintroduced.

4.3.1. Dilatations
A (rigid) spatialdilatation[9.2, 9.3, 9.5—9.7,9.30] is a transformationof space-timecoordinatesand

fields of the form

x—* eAx, t~~+t, (4.3.1)

43(x)_*et~43(t,eAx), (4.3.2)

or, infinitesimally,

843(x) = A(d + x .V) 43(x). (4.3.3)

The numberd is called the scaledimensionof the field. In somecasesd may beadaptedso as to make
the dilatation a symmetrytransformation.In generald is only definedfor elementaryfields and often
chosento be equalto the dimensionof the field in massunits. An elementaryanalysis[9.5,9.6] shows
that the spatial dilatation is generatedby the charge

ñ(t) = I d3x [x~ô~(x)+ ~~°U] (4.3.4)

Here 0~”is the Belinfanteenergy—momentumtensor,andV°is the time componentof the so-called
field virial

V” = ~ (g””d~+ 1~”)43~•~ (4.3.5)
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Thesum is over all fields in the Lagrangian,and da and1~”are the relevantscaledimensionandspin
tensorpertainingto 43a’ respectively.

For all renormalizabletheories except gauge theories,the dilatation generator(4.3.4) can be
rewritten as

ñ(t) = I d3xx~Ô°’(x) (4.3.6)

in termsof the “improved” energy—momentumtensor[9.5,9.6]

0”” = o”~.” — ~ ~‘ (~9”~”— g””o2)43~, (4.3.7)

wherenow the sum is over scalarfields only; cf. section 4.1.2. The additional term is of the form
(4.1.19)and doesnot contributeto the total energy—momentumof the system.Note, that the singular
term with f(d, A) in (4.1.20),neededto give 0”’ finite matrix elements,playsno role in this context.
Equation(4.3.6) is a consequenceof the fact that the field virial equals~~~432 for ascalarfield, andcan
be absorbedin a redefinedenergy—momentumtensor,while the virial vanishesfor spin ~ fields and
renormalizablemassive spin 1 fields. Gauge fields form an exception. For example, the SU(N)
Lagrangian(2.2.39) yields

V” = 2AA””~9 . A” — ~“(~i”w”) — gfabc~aA~bwc (4.3.8)

We shall shortly see how to dealwith this term.
Let usnow derive someequal-timecommutationrelations.The time componentof acurrentwhich

arisesfrom an internal symmetrytransformationcan generallybe written as

j0() = IT(x) T 43(x). (4.3.9)

Here IT(x) is the canonicalmomentumconjugateto 43(x), and T somesymmetrygenerator.(Internal
indices are suppressed.)Canonicalquantizationand the useof eqs. (4.3.6), (4.3.7) and (4.3.9) then
leadsto the equal-timecommutator

i[~(t), J°(t,x)] = (3 + x .V) f°(t,x) , (4.3.10)

showingthat the chargedensityhasscaledimensionthree. It should be notedthat the extraterm in
(4.3.7)doesnot contributeto thecommutator.Equation(4.3.10)holdstrue for gaugetheoriesas well;
if j” is the currentcorrespondingto global gaugetransformations,thenj~can be shown to commute
with V°takenfrom (4.3.8),while the sameis trivially true if j” is a matter current.

We shall needthe commutatorwith theenergydensity0°°(x)as well. This quantity follows from the
generalcommutatorexpression[9.1,9.4]

i[~°°(x),Ô°’(y)]= [~“(x) — g”Ô°°(y)]~6(x— y) + ~°°‘°~(x,y), (4.3.11)

wherex
0 = y0. The first two termsat theright-handsidefollow from the demandthat P” = $ d

3xÔ°”(x)
and J”” = .f d3x [x”O°”(x)— x”O°”(x)] generatethe Poincaréalgebra.The last term is a Schwingerterm
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involving higher derivatives of spatial delta functions, but such that it does not contribute to the
Poincarécharges,e.g. [9.1,9.4]

Jd3xx~°°’°’(x,y)=O. (4.3.12)

Equation(4.3.11)holdsfor any energy—momentumtensor,thus, in particularfor theBelinfantetensor
featuring in (4.3.4) and for the improved tensorin (4.3.6). Combining eqs. (4.3.6), (4.3.11) and
(4.3.12),we deduce,for non-gaugetheories:

i[~(t), Ô°°(t,x)] = (3 + x .V)~°°(t,x) — è~(t,x) , (4.3.13)

where000 is understoodto bethe “improved” energydensity.This showsthat the energydensityhasno
definite scaledimension.

For SU(N) gaugetheory we must use the original definition (4.3.4) with the Belinfante tensor
(4.1.24). Canonically quantizing the Lagrangian (2.2.39) [12.17],one may check the validity of (4.3.11)
for 0”~”by explicit calculation(apartfrom the Schwingerterm, whichcan neverbe foundfrom the naive
canonicalequal-timecommutators).As an aside,we remarkthat (4.3.11)alsoholdsidentically for the
non-observablecanonicaltensor(4.1.23),while the gauge-invarianttensor(4.1.22)satisfies(4.3.11) if
the Gauss-lawconstraintis (weakly) imposed.We can now use(4.3.4), (4.3.8)and (4.3.11)to arrive at
the remarkableresult

_00 _0oi[D(t), 0B (t, x)] = (3 + x .V)OB (t, x) — 0B,(t, x)

—~6BRS(~”ô.A” + 2A°”~9
0~”+ 2A”‘~~”). (4.3.14)

Thus we seethat the V°term in (4.3.4)modifies(4.3.13)by aBRS-transformedoperatoronly; thiswill
be of significancein the nextsubsection.

4.3.2. Virial theorem
We are now readyto prove the following equality for the thermodynamicpressure:

P= —~(è~(x)) (4.3.15)

in the restframe, providedthe energy—momentumtensoris chosensuitably. We refer to eq. (4.3.15)as
the virial theorembecausethe classicalvirial theoremof Clausius,andits variousgeneralizations,are
impliedby it. (Foran extensivereviewof the non-relativisticvirial theoremseeref. [11.16,11.17].) Let
us first remarkthateq. (4.3.15)is compatiblewith thermodynamics.Namely,P is a functionof p. andT,
andas such a characteristicfunction [11.1,11.9]. On the otherhand,the hydrostaticpressure,i.e. the
right-handside of eq. (4.3.15),is found by evaluatingthe expectationvalueof the energy—momentum
tensor. This yields the hydrostatic pressure as a functional of bare propagators depending on p. and T.
Hence,eq. (4.3.15) is consistentin this respect.

As in the classicalcase[11.16],the proofinvolvesessentiallyascalingargument.Possiblyit could be
modified or eveninvalidatedif conformal(trace)anomalies[9.5, 9.6,9.14, 9.15, 9.21, 9.24, 9.25, 9.29]
occur. This we excludeexplicitly here,althoughtheir influencewould certainlybe a topic for further
investigation.
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We shall leaverenormalizationout of considerationfor the momentand start from the identity

Tr ~5[ñ(t),/3H + a~]= 0, (4.3.16)

where operatorsand trace are defined for a finite volume. For simplicity’s sakewe take only one
conservedcharge into account; the extension to several chargeswould only involve notational
modifications.The identity is a consequenceof the form (2.1.1) of the grand-canonicaloperator,and
the cyclic invarianceof the trace. Writing

/3~+a~=Jd3x [/3~°°(x)+ a10(x)], (4.3.17)

we mayuse(4.3.10)and (4.3.13) to calculatethe commutator.For non-gaugetheoriesthis yields

i[~(t), f3I~+ a~]= -sfd3x~~(x)+ ~ I d3x [f3ö°°(x)+ a10(x)]IAO. (4.3.18)
V e35V

Taking the grand-canonicalaverageand recalling the definition of the grand-canonicalpartition
function, we obtain

+ log Z(a, /3, e3AV)IA,,o= 0. (4.3.19)

We may now usethe fact that log Z is an extensivequantity (seesection4.2.1).Hence,we conclude
that the virial theorem(4.3.15)holds true for the unrenormalizedpressure[11.13].For gaugetheories
the right-hand side of (4.3.18) contains a contribution coming from the extra term in (4.3.14).
However,as we mentionedin subsection4.1.3, the BRS transformationof any operatorhas vanishing
matrix elementsbetweenphysicalstates.Now the grand-canonicaldensityoperatorcontainsa projector
on physicalstates[2.13, 4.6]. Hence,the extratermdisappearson taking thegrand-canonicalavergein
going from (4.3.18)to (4.3.19). Therefore,our proof goesthroughequally for gaugetheories.

The proof is formal to the extent that it employs the unrenormalizedcommutatorexpressions
(4.3.10) and (4.3.11). However, our discussionin section 4.1.4 has shown that the renormalized
expectationvalue (4.1.26)of 0”” differs from the unrenormalizedoneby a c-numberonly, namely its
vacuum expectationvalue. Notice, that both the left-handside (trivial) and the right-handside of
(4.3.11)are unalteredby the replacement0””—>O””— (OIO””IO), provided that the vacuumterm has
the form Ag”” dictatedby Lorentz invariance[9.1]. Since eq. (4.3.19) is valid in the vacuumlimit as
well, the equalityof the renormalizedhydrostaticandthermodynamicpressuresfollows as a matterof
course.This final steplooksrathertrivial, but oneshouldbe well awareof the fact that it is the resultof
the entire analysisof section4.1, andof section4.1.4 in particular.

4.3.3. Examples:434 and SU(N)
In this section the formalism developedabovewill be illustrated with someexplicit calculations

[3.16].We begin with a 434 theory, for which the canonicalenergy—momentumtensor (4.1.21)reads

t”” = ô”43 ~“43— g””(~o43 e943 — ~m2432— ~ 434). (4.3.20)
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It leadsto the compositeverticesdepictedin fig. 4.6. With the help of the real-timeFeynmanrules
given in section 2.4.3, we may computethe free contribution to the renormalizedenergydensity as

(t°°)~en= 2

I d~k 8(k2—m2) 2 2 2

= 2 J (2IT)~exp(/3tk
0I) - ~ (2k0 — k + m ) - (4.3.21)

}LV = 2k”k” — g””(k
2 — m2)

K -K

I1(pao

~iv =g””A

Fig. 4.6. Compositeverticesgeneratedby (4.3.20).

Using the expansions(A.21), (A.22), we obtain

= IT

3~ — m2~+ C(m
3), (4.3.22)

which for m = 0 is nothing but the Stefan—Boltzmannlaw. Similarly, for the hydrostaticpressurewe
have

= ~ f d~k k26(k2—m2) (4323)3 ren ~J (2ir)3 exp(I3Ik
0I)—1

By a simple integrationby partswe obtain the well-known formula

= ~ I d k log[i + N(wk)] (4.3.24)13 (2IT)

for the thermodynamicpressure,thusverifying the virial theorem.
We proceedwith the first-order correction. After massrenormalizationthe diagramsof fig. 4.7

contribute.The first threediagramsareeach“pathological” in the senseof section3.2.2,but their sum
is regular,as it must be, and evenvanishes[3.16].For the next diagramwe have(see(A.i4))

IV=— A 4(L~(/3m,0))
2. (4.3.25)

128ir /3

The last two diagramsare each/3-dependentand UV-divergent.Accordingto the analysisof section
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Fig. 4.7. First-order diagrams.

4.1.4 thesedivergencieshaveto cancel out. We use dimensionalregularization [9.22], and setting
we find

~ ddk k~—k~—rn2
i6irf3 (2IT) (k —m +is)

— AL~($m,0)F(i—d12)
— 2 2 d/2 2—d , (4.3.26)l6IT/3 (4IT) m

— iAL~($m,0)f ddk 1
VI—— 22 I d 2 2

i6IT/3 .‘ (2i~) k —m +1C

— AL~(/3m,0)F(i—d/2)
— — 2 2 d/2 2—d (4.3.27)l6ir/3 (4IT) m

Hence,thesetwo contributionsexactly cancel.Thus, the completeC( A) pressureis given solely by
(4.3.25).It equalsthe thermodynamicpressureas evaluatedin the Matsubaraformalism [3.16].This
againvindicates the virial theorem.

As a secondexamplewe calculatethe free pressureandthe energydensityof a SU(N) gaugetheory.
We havealreadyexplainedin section4.1.3 that we mayuse the gauge invariant energy—momentum
tensor(4.1.22).It leadsto the two-point vertex

=
6ab[26~~1~P +26~,,p,,1pa— 2g~p~p,,— 26~~6~)p

2
+g””(g”‘’3p2 —p”p13)]. (4.3.28)

a,a b.f~

The parenthesesdenotesymmetrizationwith strengthone. Thereare also three-pointand four-point
vertices [3.16],but thesearenot neededhere.The relevantpropagatorsare (3.3.28)through(3.3.31).

The stepsleadingto (4.3.21)and (4.3.23)maynowbe repeatedfor the presentgluoncase.We find

(t””)~en= ~(N2- 1)1 (2IT)~exp(~~k
0~)-1 (4k”k” - g””k

2). (4.3.29)
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With the help of (A.i4) and (A.22) it is then a straightforward exercise to obtain the energy density and
pressure

= 3P0= ~ (N~— 1)IT
2T4, (4.3.30)

which is exactly what one expects [6.2,6.4].
It would be possible,in principle, to go on to the nextorder,but the numberof diagramsandthe

amountof algebrarapidly increaseso as to be almostprohibitive [3.16].Fortunately,we can fall back
on the methodof section4.2.3 which is much less involved.

4.4. Plasmoneffect

At very high temperatureanddensityhadronicmatterasdescribedby QCD is thoughtto undergoa
phasetransitionto a statecomposedof quarksandgluons [6.1—6.9].Renormalization-grouparguments
indicatethat the equationof stateof thisquark—gluonplasmamaybe calculatedin perturbationtheory
as an asymptoticexpansionin an effectivecoupling which decreasesas temperatureand/or densityare
raised.Explicit low-ordercalculationshavebeencarriedout [6.2—6.4,6.9, 6.20] andtheyyield IR-finite
resultsfor the thermodynamicpotential of the quark—gluonplasma. Nevertheless,oneexpectsthat
high-temperatureperturbationtheory actually breaksdown beyond a certain order [7.3, 6.5, 6.24,

6.25]. This conclusionis basedon an analysis of the perturbative IR behaviourof the space-like
(transverse)gluon propagatorwhich, unlike the time-like (longitudinal) one, doesnot developa static
massin the one-loopapproximation.

Theremaybe, however,a contributionto the thermodynamicpotentialgeneratedby the dynamical
massof the transversegluon which hasbeenignoredin the past. This transverseplasmoneffect was
calculatedrecentlyin refs. [10.11,10.13, 10.15] whereit was pointedout that the standardtreatmentin
the Matsubaraformalism [6.2, 6.3, 6.5, 6.20] is at fault. Subsequently,it hasbeenshown [10.16]that
this sort of difficulty is avoidedif theplasmoneffect is calculatedby way of the real-timemethod.This
suggeststhat the study of the plasmoneffect mayhavesomebearingon the infraredproblemof QCD
[10.16].Be that as it may, the plasmoneffect is a casein point wherea naive applicationof the
Matsubaramethodgives an ambiguousresult, in contrastto the real-timemethod.

4.4.1. Ringapproximation
To illustrate the treacheryof the Matsubaramethodin the caseof an IR-singulartheory,wetake a

look at the plasmoncontributionto the thermodynamicpotentialof a pureSU(N) gluon plasma.The
plasmoneffect arisesbecausea subsetof the bubblediagramsis increasinglyIR-divergent.The most
divergentdiagramsconsistof a single gluonloop with an arbitrarynumberof (lowest-order)self-energy
insertions.This selectedclassof ring diagramsgives the following contributionto the pressure:

pring = Tr -~- [_fl(k)13(k)]m, (4.4.1)

m2 m

where H~,,(k)= 6””H,,,,(k) is the lowest-order gluon self-energy [6.2, 6.5, 6.9, 6.20]. Since this
lowest-orderpolarizationtensoris transverse,the baregluon propagator(2.3.20)maybe takenin the
Feynmangauge.The traceis over colour andMinkowski indices,andincludesthe loop integrationand
summation.
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:

Fig. 4.8. Gluon ring diagrams.

The standardcalculationof the plasmonpressureat hightemperaturesgoesbackto the earlywork of
AkhiezerandPeletminskiI[7.1]. First one sums(4.4.1) to a logarithmand onethenarguesthat solely
the zero-frequencyterm needbe retained:

pring = — N2 — 11 d3k tr {log[1 + fl(0, k)!1k12] — fl(0, k)/1k12}. (4.4.2)
2/3 (2IT)

The traceis nowover Minkowski indicesonly. Subsequently,onereplacesthestaticpolarizationtensor
by its IR limit [6.2, 6.5, 6.9, 6.20]

1~,,,,(0,k) = g,,
0g,,0K~+ C(IkI), (4.4.3)

with rt~= HL(0, k—s’0) as given in (3.3.38),andperformsthe integration.This immediately yields the

C( g
3) longitudinal plasmoncontribution

p~°g= + ~(g4 log g). (4.4.4)

The transversepart of the polarizationtensorgives a null resultbecauseit doesnot developa static
magneticmassKT of ordergT; see section3.3.3, also cf. [6.5, 10.9, 10.12].

Physically,the absenceof a transverseplasmoneffect is ratherpuzzling. Indeedit is well knownthat
at temperaturesabove the plasma frequency a chromoplasma,like a QED plasma [2.2,7.4], can
supportpropagatingplasma modes [7.11,6.9]. By this mechanismtransversegluons (or rather the
one-particlestatesin the transverseexcitation spectrum[6.9]) acquirea dynamically generatedmass,
whereaslongitudinal gluons do not. This situationis the exactoppositeto that for the staticcasewhere
the longitudinal propagatoris screenedbut the transversepropagatoris not [6.16].Hence,onewould
expect the screeningmass and the dynamic mass, both being of order gT, to appear in the
thermodynamicpotential on equal footing.

By taking this argumentseriously,oneis led to thetentativeconclusionthat perhapssomeimportant
region of phasespacehasbeenoverlooked.Whatis wrong is the perturbativeexpressionfor the static
transversegluon propagator.In the temporalaxial gauge, for example,one finds for small I kI [6.15]

1k12 + 11T(0, k)= 11_ ~Ng2Ik~T. (4.4.5)

This expressionbecomesnegativefor IkI ~ g2T.The samebehaviouris found in covariantgauges[6.9].
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Therefore, the transversegluon propagatorviolates the positivity requirement(3.1.13)which should
ensurethat the propagatorhas no pole on the imaginary axis. It also implies that, as far as the
second-orderapproximationto the transversepropagatoris concerned,the logarithm in (4.4.2) is ill
defined on the imaginary axis, so that the pressure(4.4.2) has an imaginary part (cf. related
observationsin [10.12]).Because(4.4.5) is formally of orderg4 where it is negative,it can in principle
not be excludedthat higher-ordercontributionsrestorethe correctanalyticityproperties[10.18].If so,
this would leadto a wicked mixing of the various ordersof perturbationtheory.

A way around this problem is to go back to the sum of ring diagrams(4.4.1), and to extend
separatelyeachring diagram away from the imaginaryaxis [10.13].To be able to do this we needan
analyticcontinuationof H(k) from the discretevaluesk

0 = iw~to the complexplane.As is convention-
al, we imposethat this continuationH(z, k) be boundedas goes to infinity, and be analyticoff the
real axis. We havealreadyexplainedin section3.1.3 that this particularanalytic continuationmaybe
constructedby first performingthe internalfrequencysumsimplicit in H(k), followed by a replacement
of iw,~by the continuousvariable z.

By usingthis analytic extensionwe accomplishthat productsof H(z,k) D(z, k) are analyticevery-
wherewith the exceptionof the real axis. Moreover,it can be shownthat D’(z, k) + H(z, k) can have
neithera zeronor a pole in the wholeregion outsideboth the imaginary andreal axes.Consequently,
we can formally sumto a logarithmin thisregion.Employingnowformula (2.3.22),we get for thering
contribution

= —(N
2 —1)1 d4k 0(k

0)[N(k0) + fl trDisc[log(i + DH) — DH]. (4.4.6)
(2IT) I

Since we already know that the polarization tensor is transverse,we may decomposeit into a
longitudinal andspatially transversepart,as in (3.3.19). If we confineourselvesnowto the contribution
of the transversegluon in the high-temperaturelimit, we are left with [10.13]:

p~n~= —4(N
2 —1)1 d4k 0(k

0) Im~log[i— HT(k)] + HT(k) }, (4.4.7)

(

2IT) /3k
0 k k

wherethe distributionfunction hasbeenapproximatedby 1/13k0 — ~, and

HT(k)= —~(H~+ k
2H

00/IkI
2) (4.4.8)

is the transversepolarizationfunction extendedto the real axis. The imaginary part is definedby the
prescriptionk

0—~ k0 + is, that is, by approachingthe real axis from above.
Before presentingthe real-timederivation of expression(4.4.7) in the nextsubsection,we like to

maketwo remarks. The first one is that the zero-frequencyterm (4.4.2)and the integral (4.4.7) over
the discontinuityacrossthe real axis, arenot just relatedto eachotherby analyticcontinuationvia the
high-temperaturelimit of the contourintegral identity (2.3.22).This would requirethe logarithm to be
analyticon theimaginary axis, whichit is not in thiscase.Hence,the summationof ring diagramsin the
caseof an IR-singular interaction is not a uniqueoperation.

The second remark is that the difficulty of producing the correct IR limit of the transverse
gauge-bosonpropagatorin the Matsubaraformalism,is not typical of QCD,becausethe samehappens
in QED [10.13,10.15]. In fact, the occurrenceof non-physicalpoles in the photonpropagatorwas
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alreadydiscussedin the context of vacuumQED by Bogoliubov, Logunov and Shirkov [12.3].These
authorsargued that the correct analytic continuation of the photon propagatoris obtained by a
summationof ring contributionsin the integrandof the Kãllen—Lehmannspectralrepresentation.The
propagatorobtainedby this prescriptionsatisfiesthe analyticity requirementsby construction.In other
words,in singulartheoriesa direct perturbativecomputationof somequantity may lead to anincorrect
result, as opposedto the procedureof perturbativelycalculatingthe relevantimaginary part and then
reconstructingthe original quantity by its dispersionintegral. We like to suggesthere that a similar
proceduremight also work in finite-temperatureQCD.

4.4.2. Chromoplasmonpressure
Perhaps the non-trivial procedure of analytic continuation employed above has thrown some doubt

on the validity of the final expression(4.4.7) for the transverseplasmonpressure.Therefore,we will
first ascertainits correctnessby an alternativecalculationwith the help of the real-timemethod.The
diagramstakeninto accountare the sameas before,but nowwe apply the Feynmanrules of section
4.2.3.We recall that, in general,oneof the verticeshasto be treatedas distinct,but in the caseof ring
diagramsits position is immaterial. Hence we can immediatelywrite down the following alternative
expression for the ring pressure [10.16]:

pring = (N2 —1) ~ 1 J d4k tr[(ITh)m](~~). (4.4.9)
m=2 2m (2IT) i

The trace is over Minkowski indices; the colour traceis trivial andhasalreadybeenperformed.
Using the generalmatrix representations (2.4.30) and (3.2.17) for the thermo field matrix propagator

and self-energy,respectively,we maywrite the matrix productappearingin (4.4.9) as

f—!t,,~(k)

fl’(k)ñ(k)=M111 ( k~+is —fl~,,(k))M+. (4.4.10)

\ k2—is /

Since we know from the discussionin section 3.3.2 that the polarization tensoris transverse,the
longitudinalpart of the propagatordropsout. Moreover,becausethematricesA,,,,andB,,,, ion (3.3.19)
areidempotentand orthogonal,the traceof the m-fold matrix productis trivial to take. Keepingonly
the thermal(ii) component,we obtain

pring = (N2 —1) m2 2m I (2ir)4i {cosh2 ~k {[ 1L(k) ]tm +2[~T(’~]} —sinh2

(4.4.11)
Here 11L and 11T are the polarizationscalarsas definedin (3.3.21)and (3.3.22),respectively.

In the high-temperaturelimit, the factor cosh2ek, which comesfrom (2.4.31),maybe replacedby
sinh2 t9k = N( 1k

0I). We thensumthe contributionsof all ring diagramsto arrive at ~ as the sumof
the longitudinal contribution

P = -(N
2 - i)J (2)~N(Ik

0I) Im{log[1 - + HL(k)} (4.4.12)
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and the transversecontribution

~ = -2(N2-1)1 (2)~N(Ik
0I) Im{log[1 - + ~T~2}. (4.4.13)

The logarithm is definedto havea branchcut on the negativereal axis. Comparingthe transverse
expressionwith (4.4.7), and taking the connection (3.1.25) between the Feynmanand analytic
self-energiesinto account,we concludethat theyareentirely equivalent.We referto the literaturefor a
detailedanalysisof (4.4.12) [10.13,6.2] and (4.4.13) [10.16].As could be expectedfrom the physical
argumentsof the preceding subsection, it turns out that (4.4.12) receives its dominant C(g

3)
contribution from the static infrared domain k

0 = 0, k= 0, while the non-perturbativecontent of
(4.4.13) comes from the k

2�0 region which supports the propagatingplasma modes. In these
respectiveregions (and only there!) we approximateI1L(k) and HT(k) by their limits (3.3.23) and
(3.3.26),respectively.(The latter approximationis disputedin [10.18].)We see that the situationfor
the transverseterm is complementaryto that of the longitudinal one,andthis is reflectedby the limiting
values (3.3.25,38,39).

Eventually,we obtainthe total plasmoncontribution in the ring approximation[10.13,10.16]

pring (N~-i) (K~+2w~). (4.4.14)

This answer is easy to understand.The first term is nothing but the well-known Debye—Huckel
correctionto the equationof stateof an ionizedgas.The secondtermis the u4 termin the expansionof
the pressureof an ideal gas of bosonswith a mass WT, which, in this case, hasbeen dynamically
generated.

Physically appealingas theselowest-orderresults may be, they should not be understoodas an
attempt to validate perturbationtheory. In view of the many conundra(magneticmass [6.5, 10.9,
10.12], Landaughost [10.12],breakdownof gaugeinvariance[6.25],plasmonpuzzle[6.11])that plague
perturbativeQCD at finite temperature,it may well be that perturbativeresultsare of little relevance,
if any.
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Appendix

A.i. Singularfunctions

In the main text the following regularizationsareused [1.27].For the stepfunction (s >0):
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f

2ITiO(x)=— I dw e -
J w+ls

=log(—x+is)—log(—x—is)

=:Disc log —x. (A.1)

The logarithm hasa cut along the negative real axis. The correspondingregularizationof the Dirac
function andits derivatives

6~(x):= -~ ~ 6(x) (A.2)

is given by

/ —i \fl+1 / —i \fl+1

2ITi6~(x)=~ - ) —~ . )
x+is x—is

n+1
=:Disc(__) - (A.3)

Principalparts areregularizedby

~ ~ 2~ (A.4)
x x+s

Whentheseformulaeareappliedto functionsof the energy,we usetheprescriptionk0 —* k0±is in the
definition of the discontinuity. Hence

Disc log(m
2— k2) = —2ITis(k

0)0(k
2— m2), (A.5)

Disc(m2— k2)”t = 2ITis(k
0) 6~(k

2— m2). (A.6)

Another important formula is [3.12]:

8(k2 —m2) = — ~o~’~(k2— m2) — iIT[ô(k2 — rn2)]2, (A.7)

k —m +1S

where the 6-functions are understoodto be regularized according to (A.3). Finally we quote a
generalizationof the useful “mass-derivativeformula” [4.12]:

= [d~(p)]~’ ~ (~~)“[~2 — rn2 + ~ — 2ITi~n(p
0)6(p

2 — m2)], (A.8)

with

n(p
0)= 0(p0){exp[f3(p0— p.)]—~]

1+ 0(—p
0){exp[f3(p. —p0)]—i~}’, (A.9)
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for the thermal (ii) componentof a direct productof free propagators(2.4.30) in the single-mass
case.

A.2. Mellin summationtechnique

Integralsof the type (4.3.21)encounteredin the main text will be evaluatedhereby a summation
methodbasedon the Mellin integral transform [13.1,13.6, 13.8]. This techniquecan be used to sum
series,andas suchit sometimesprovidesan alternativeto the summationformulae(2.3.22),(2.3.23).It
also often allows a slowly convergentseriesto be resumedinto a rapidly convergentone, to which
purposewe shall apply it below.

For integrablefunctionsthe Mellin integral transformationand its inverseare given by

* I s—if (s)=j dxx f(x), (A.iO)
0

C + ~

f(x)=J ~~5f*(~ (A.11)

The Mellin transformf*(s), alsodenotedas~i1([f(x);s], is analyticin a strip a <Re s < b for somereal
numbersa, b with the real constantc lying in this interval. Using

fl~iS = [1— (1 — ~)~~]~(s), Re s>1, (A.i2)

where c(s) is the Riemannzetafunction and ~ = ±1, as well as someelementarypropertiesof the
Mellin transform,one easilyderivesthe summationformula

C + j~

= [1—(1— ~)~5]~(s)y~f*(s — ~)- (A.13)

The sum at the left-handside is assumedto converge.If f*(s) is analyticon a <s < b, c must satisfy
max(i, a + v) < c < b + v, if i~= 1, and a + ii < c < b + i.’, if i~= —1. By closing the contour the
right-handside can be evaluatedwith the aid of the residuetheorem.

We are going to usethis formula to evaluatethe integral

L~,,(x,y) 1 f d4p 2,,—2 2 2

4IT2/32” = (2~— 1)! J (2IT)3 n(p
0)IpI 6(p — m ), (A.14)

wheren(p0) is thedistributionfunction (A.9), andv � 1 an integer.The normalizationhasbeenchosen
in such a way that

L~,,(x= 0, y) = G2jy) + G25(—y) (A.i5)
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is the sum of two ordinary Bose—Einsteinor Fermi—Diracintegrals G2,, for /3m= x = 0 with y = f3p.
[11.8,13.5]. For bosons(~= 1) we have the restriction I~I<x in order that (A.i4) exists. This
constraint arises from the demandthat the occupation numbersbe positive, cf. subsection2.3.1.

Fermionic chemicalpotentialsare unconstrained,but for the momentwe shall assumeI p./mI<1 for
both statistics,in order that someof the manipulationsto follow be valid. As we shall see, the final
resultcanimmediatelybe continuedto any valueof p. for fermions,whereasa naturalbarrierwill arise
for bosons.

The function L~,,as defined in (A.14) has many applications.We have encounteredit in the
computationof real-time loop integrals. It also plays a role in relativistic kinetic theory [11.8]. For
example, the free pressureof an ideal quantum gas in d = 2v dimensions is given by [13.11]
/3

2”P
0 = IT”(l) — i)!L~,,.

In the following we needthe representation[13.3;formula7.3(15)] of the modified Besselfunction
of the secondkind K,,(z). Performing the p integrationin (A.14), and writing (A.9) as a geometric
series,we can write

L~,,(x,y) = To (~)“I~,,(x,y) (A.16)

in termsof the function

I~,,(x,y) := ~‘~‘n”(cosh ny)K,,(nx) (A.17)

introducedby Braden[13.9]for p. = 0. (It is sometimesdenotedas B(F) [3.12].)Dueto the asymptotic
behaviourK,,(z) -~e- Z the right-handside of (A. 17) clearly converges.However, expandingK,, in
(A. 17) gives a doubleserieswhich is very slowly convergent.To obtain a convergent(not asymptotic)
high-temperatureexpansion,it is betterto resume(A. 17) by theMellin summationtechnique.Another
method,which will not be pursuedhere,is the so-calledi-function regularization[13.11—13.13].

The following calculationsareanextensionof thoseof HaberandWeldon[13.10].In view of (A. 13)
we obviously needthe Mellin transform of (coshbx)K,, (x) with b = p. /m. Using the tabulatedresult
[13.7; formula 1.11.6], as well as [13.2; formula 3.4(11)],we find

~ (A.i8)

where2F1 is the hypergeometricfunction, valid for hI <1 and Res> I ~I. From (A.i3), (A.17) and
(A.18), we thenhave

C + i~

= ~L~ [1—(1— ~) ~ — v) 2F1(~’s— v, ~s,~ y
2/x2), (A.19)

with c> 2v. The contour can be closed to the left. The integrandhassimple poles in s = 2~— 21
(1 = 0, 1,. . . , v — 1), s = —21 (1 = 1,2,. . .), s = 1 (only for bosons),and a doublepole in s = 0.

Using a numberof propertiesof the special functionsin (A. 19), the residuescan be summed,and
after somerearrangementswe finally find the following expressionfor L~,,as definedin (A. 14):
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— i)!L~,,(x,y) = ~ (_i)5+n+1(4~1— (1 — ~)4””)(2IT)
2”21 B

2521(v—1+ n—i)!
1=0 n=~(1.s) ( P ).( n).( n).

2t—2n 2n ,, ~. 2 2 ~—1f2
Xx y +(—1) (i+ij)IT (2~)!(x —y)
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1=1 n=0

—21
x (

2IT) (21).~(21+i) 2,,+21—2n 2~, A20
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Here the Ba’s are the Bernoulli numbers(B
0 = 1, B2 = ~, B4 = — ~) [13.4]. The zeta functions

~(2l+ 1) in the last term are only known numerically. Formula (A.20) summarizesresults found
previously [13.5,13.9—13.13].Its featureis that, althoughvalid for any /3, it rapidly convergesfor high
temperatures.Furthermore,we see that the secondterm, which is non-analyticin p./m enforcesthe
bosonicconstraint I p.1 <m. For fermions (rj = —1) this very term is absent.

In the main text the following specialcasesoccur:

L(x,0)= ~kIT

2~ IT/3m+ U(m2), (A.21)

+ 1 4 1 222 1 33 4L
4(x,0)~IT —~ir/3m +~ITf3m+C(m). (A.22)

For masslessfermions one recoversthe remarkableresult that L~,,(0,y) is a finite polynomial in y
[13.11].
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